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protection 
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Damaged cans when the case is unpacked-then 
what does the dealer think? More than likely, 
"No more ofthis brand for-me." And no wonder! 
When cans fail to hold up he's pretty likely to 
doubt the quality of the product inside. 
No container is proof against violent abuse-
but Conca containers can take more than their 
share of punishment. Their construction is tough 
and rugged to carry your goods safely to the 
housewife's table. It is your extra protection 
of quality for tuna, sardines and salmon. 
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has developed for the Sardine Packer smooth/ 
well-formed cans ... high-speed closing equip-
ment and an organization of "partners in the 
business/' to serve well. 
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MONTEREY SARDINE CANNERS AND BOAT CREWS 
FIX SEASON'S PRICE FOR FISH 
Freak Conditions Provoke a Seiners' Strike 
That Lasts Only Three Days 
M ONTEREY'S "FISHERMEN'S STRIKE" is settled. Etght dol* 
la1 s per ton is the agreed and fixed price 
for raw sardines dunng the pre~ent sea-
son; this compromise rate has been ar-
rived at, aud endorsed by, both the fish-
ermen and the packing plants. Except 
for the periodic cessations of seining 
which result from the coming Of the 
monthly full moon, pilchard. packing is 
progressing normally in the northern 
port. 
Owing to extreme weakness in those 
foreign markets which ordinarily absorb 
a large portion of the West Coast sar-
dine pack, prospects for a busy season 
were discouraging prior to the opening 
of legal fishing. Native populations in 
oriental and Malay countries were known 
to be in reduced economic straits, so that 
their purchasing power had declined be-
low the level which allO\ved them to in-
dulge in the fish specialty that arrives 
from America in pound-ovals. 
DuMolls Outlook 
During July much doubt was expressed 
along the Monterey waterfront concern-
ing the probability of a general com-
mencement of canning on August 1, the 
initial date of legal seining. Only one 
corporation maniiested eagerness for the 
coming of the opening dav, this being 
the K. Hovden Company. bwing to the 
emphasis which the Hovden firm char-
acteristically places on domestic sales, its 
warehouse stocks were exhausted, and 
accumulations of unfilled orders already 
were attaining large proportions. Prompt-
ly on the termination of the closed season 
the Hovden plant commenced operations, 
beginning a domestically-destined pack 
that already has attained large size. 
General apathy on the part of other 
canners prevented an early determinat.r'l\ 
of fish prices. Hovden's crews went to 
·work on an open agreement that they 
would be paid whatever price later was 
standardized in the port. Large lots of 
fish were caught, and all events went sat-
isfactorily until several other packers be-
gan rece-iving fish. 
Root of the Et'il 
Numerous seine-boat crews \Vcre idle, 
and had been without employment for so 
long that they were in desperate financial 
straits. Numbers of these demanded to 
be allowed to work, declaring themselves 
Practically All Pilchard Manufac-
turers Join In Pact wi1h Fisher-
men's Union Whereby Mutual Pro-
tection Is Guaranteed. Produc-
tion Commences on Larger Scale, 
Almost All Packers Participating. 
willing to fish for any price at all-any-
t!Hng that would give t11em even a httle 
revenue. Several plants that had not un-
til then considered immedmte openmg are 
said to have discerned what they be-
lieved to be an advantageous opportunity 
in this situation, and began receiving sar-
dines at prices of $6 a ton, or perhaps 
even less. Great confusion resulted, for 
the larger part of the boatmen wanted to 
stabilize the fish price at $8, and those 
canners who had been working longest 
were in general accord with that rate. 
However, the situation was made difficult 
by the distress of needy fishermen, a 
small group oi whom was in such dire 
economic position that the amount of 
money to be received was secondary in 
importance to being paid some money 
immediately. Added to this was the at-
titude of a few canners, who felt justified 
in benefitting themselves by whatever ad-
vantage circumstances and fate brought 
to them, and so were ready to receive 
fish at the cheapest rate obtainable. 
Surdine Strihe Called 
Agitation became so great, and bewil-
derment so general, that in order to pre-
cipitate the situation and clarify the prin-
ciples involved a general strike of all seine 
crews was ordered by the fishermen's or-
gatlization. Inactivity continued from 
September 27 until the evening of Sep-
tember 29, at which time certain of the 
crews went out for sardines on the Hov-
den account. The next day fishing be-
came general. 
Hovden was willing to pay $8 a ton 
at all times, so that ,vhen the argument 
came to be examined it was seen that 
the boatmen ·were vociferously demanding 
the price that Hovden was insisting 
should be paid. As a matter of fact, the 
strike had nothing actually to do either 
with the canners who were willing to 
settle upon $8 as the rate, or with the 
crews that were fishing for this amount 
of money; the entire difficulty grew out 
of the acts of those seiners who ·were 
under-selling the $8 price, and the manu-
facturers who were accepting the cheap-
er fish. 
Lunde, of the Hovden firm, was the 
catalyzing agent that hurried the dissent-
ing factions into a renewed accord. His 
position was one in which time could not 
be spared for meetings, deliberations and 
conferences. 
"VVe must have fish," he told his 
boat crews. "The day the seining stopped 
we were sold out of stock. Now we 
have nothing with which to fill orders. 
Already we have packed and shipped 
104,000 cases this season, and we want 
to continue packing as rapidly as we can 
get the sardines. I tell you that we must 
have fish!" 
Et~erybocly Reconciletl 
On the evening of the final day of 
September a majority of the 1vionterey 
packers signed articles of agreement with 
the officers of the fishermen's union, fix-
ing the price of pilchards at $8 a ton and 
providing further for penalties in case of 
breach. Other points of accord were 
that local crews arc to be granted pref-
erence in employment, there is to be no 
fishing on Saturday nights, the books of 
the canners shall be open to inspection, 
and all settlements for fish shall be made 
through the officers of the Monterey Sar-
dine Fishermen's Organization. 
On October 1 a total of 44 crews land-
ed 1,200 tons of pilchards as the result 
of the first night's effort; this collective 
fare resulted in the distribution of some 
$10,000 among about 450 men. 
Production Becomes General 
Catches became restricted some\vhat 
as October advanced. However, with the 
single exception of the Hovden company 
boat-limits were not lifted. That firm, 
\Vanting all of the fish it could get, lift-
ed all catch limitations and thus afforded 
its crews a full sporting chance. 
1-feanwhile, practically every canner 
had gotten into regular production swing, 
altho-ugh not endCa\'oring to operate at 
(Continued ou Page 9) 
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SAN FRANCISCO FlATFISH TRAWLING MERGED 
UNDER SINGLE OPERATING HEAD 
Striking Economies and Better Methods 
Already Have Been Achieved 
POOLING THEIR EQUIPMENT and consolidating their production 
personnel, four San Francisco trawling 
companies have effected a working agree-
ment which opens the way to such future 
improvements as will entirely alter the 
nature of their present operations. Not 
since the formation of the Associated 
Trawler Company in 1918 has anything 
so important happened in the fish trade 
of San Francisco; the elements \vhich 
caused the disruption of that initial at-
tempt at economic joint operations no 
longer exist, and now there seems no rea-
son to suppose that the present arrange-
ment should not be permanent, enduring 
indefintely while long-needed improve-
ments of a wide assortment are tried out 
and adopted into the old-fashioned fish-
ery. 
"It is something that I have always 
hoped to see," says I. ("Vincent") Bar-
dellini of the \¥estern-California Fish 
Company. "No\v good things can begin 
to happen, and we shall all be better off." 
An Oltl-Jrl orld Fishery 
California trawling is conducted on a 
Mediterranean basis. The mode is a vari-
ant of the old Latin method of fishing 
whereby two sail boats drag a weighted 
seine across the bottoms of shallow bays, 
sweeping up quantities of such fish as 
lack the agility or circumspection to es-
cape. Throughout generations of use the 
basic principle has not been altered, and 
even minor betterments have been few. 
Pedro Costa, a Spaniard from Barce-
lona, introduced the "paranzella" trawl 
to the West Coast in 1876. Those were 
times when sail predominated as the mo-
tive power for ships, for no propelling 
engines were in use other than crude 
steam machinery. Naturally enough, 
Pedro Costa commenced his trawling 
with such small sailing boats as were to 
be found in San Francisco Bay. 
Year,s later the same man outfitted a 
steam •tugboat for the fishing. He had 
the vessel especially built for the purpose, 
and by a novel rigging of booms and 
spars contrived to tow a small net astern 
without the employment of ~'doors" or 
otter-boards. 
Finally, in comparatively recent times, 
diesel engines came into the work, Joe 
Alioto taking the lead in this forward 
step when he replaced a large gasoline 
power plant in one of his tugs, substitut-
ing an Atlas-Imperial which still is in 
service. At the present time the entire 
fleet is diesel-driven, excepting only for 
the S. S. "Pedro Costa," the last remain-
ing relic of a time that, like its originator 
and chief exponent, is gone. 
Bacl"vard lilethods 
It is paradoxical that on the \Vest 
Coast, where progressiveness is rampant 
to the degree of becoming visionary, and 
The California Ports of the 
West Coast Are the Only 
Ones Where the Antiquated 
Trawling Method Such as 
Was Originated by Ancient 
Mediterranean Peoples Still 
Endures. All of the Trawling 
in the North Sea, the North 
Atlantic and the Western Pa: 
cific Is of the Otter-Board 
Type. Even Japan Has 
Adapted the Otter Trawl to 
Yellow Sea and Northwest-
ern Pacific Conditions, but 
We Continue with the Extra-
vagant and Inefficient "Par-
anzella" Gear. 
where the world's most clever, intricate 
and expensive fishery schemes have been 
devised and put into practice, the trawl-
ing operation should have made little 
progress to which its representatives are 
entitled to direct credit. In almost all 
cases where innovations have been made, 
they have established themselves coersive-
ly, through circumstance. Most often the 
telling factor was fish-scarcity; depletion. 
Thus, when exhaustion became evident on 
the inshore banks of San Francisco Bay, 
the draggers had to go outside the Golden 
Gate to scrape together a fare. When 
close-in areas gave out, they voyaged 
along the beaches until reaching Point 
Reyes and Santa Cruz. The advent of 
steamers into the fishery accentuated its 
intensity and caused still farther excur-
sionings, and the search into theretofore 
unexplored depths. 
As each bank has declined in its con-
tributions to the sweep-netters, the crews 
have had to voyage yet a little farther, in 
quest of new beds. \Vhen the trips be-
came too extended, steam po\ver became 
unreasonablv extravagant, wherefor c 
diesel machinery easily displaced the old 
external combustion outfits. Finally the 
producing waters lay so far from port, 
that the sets could not return home each 
night, a condition which compelled put-
ting into service a number of tenders 
which carried in the fares. There being 
five or six separate competing companies 
at the work, each commissioned a tender 
of its own, the resulting duplication of 
service being apparent. 
At the present time really productive 
trav.rling grounds cannot be found closer 
to port than 20 or 25 hours' run. Tenders 
must travel thousands of miles weekly, 
and the cust of this transportation can be 
imagined. \Vith winter weather coming 
on in the northern waters, and catches 
concurrently becoming erratic and ~ubject 
to wide variation, the llshery no longer 
justified its cost. A reduction of over-
head became imperative if the institution 
of paranzella trawling was to continue, so 
once again circumstances combined to 
achieve real progress through the crea-
tion of a general dilemma. 
San Francisco's several fish companies 
already have learned much concerning the 
benefits accruing from joint operations. 
Only two or three years ago they merged 
their salmon mild-curing facilities, cutting 
away the multiplied expense that had 
been occasioned by each firm maintaining 
a complete mild-curing station at each of 
the salmon-catching centers. By combin-
ing all of the facilities, and keeping only 
one adequate plant in service at each 
point, production costs were carved to 
the bone, and a profit-margin comensu~ 
rate with the nature of the work was re-
covered. This co-operative enterprise was 
given effect through the agency of a spe-
cial corporation that was organized ex-
pressly to be commissioned with it. The 
Northern California Fisheries, the operat-
ing unit was called. Its functioning so 
well satisfied the several elements for 
which it labored under proxy that these 
celebrated their approval by according it 
indefinite tenure. 
When confronted by the necessity of 
reducing trawling costs, the Northern 
California Fisheries at once suggested it-
self to the wholesalers as the proper 
agency through which to effect unified 
management, elimination of duplicated 
motion, and such other savings as, in gen-
eral, had made the mild-curing alliance 
a success. It happened that all of the 
salmon dealers also were interested in 
paranzella trawling, so it .easily >vas 
agreed that the scope of the Northern 
California Fisheries should be broadened 
to include the bottom-seining depart-
ments of its constituency. 
The Cost Plus Basis 
Beginning the first of September, the 
trawl fleets of the Western-California 
Fish Company, the San Francisco-Inter-
national Fish Company, the F. E. Booth 
Co., Inc., and the A. Paladini, Inc., all 
were chartered by the operating organiza-
tion, A total of 18 vessels was in this 
way acquired. The Northern California 
Fisheries was entrusted with the manage-
ment of these craft, it dictated where and 
how the towing was to be clone, it made 
all arrangements for conveying catches 
to market, and it sold whatever fish were 
produced at a price sufficient to cover 
costs of operating plus a nominal profit. 
"In other words, the trawling was put 
upon an intelligent business basis,'' says 
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Nino Caito, member of the VV estern-
California Fish Company and president 
of the Northern California Fisheries. 
11Heretofore ·we never have kno>vn ·what 
our fish actually were costing us; nobody 
had proper systems of accounting. As a 
result of this ·we were selling at less than 
the expense of production a large part of 
the time, which ·of course was ruinous." 
The officers of the Northern California 
Fisheries are selected from the four firms 
·which it serves. Joe Lazzio, of the Sap 
Francisco International Fish Company, 
is the operating superintendent. In de-
i:iding 1vhcrc and how to distribute the 
fleet that is under his direction he con-
, suits with the advisory committee, ·which 
is composed of Nino Caito and Alex Pala-
dini. lv[ectings arc held almost every 
afternoon, at which times the market is 
discussed, fishing conditions reviewed, 
and plans ag-reed on for the most ad-
vantageous dispersion of the fish tugs. 
"VVc have tried the plan for a month, 
now," said Nino Caito during the bst 
week of September, "and the advantages 
have been so marked that already we have 
agreed to continue during the balance of 
1930 and all of 1931. \\Tc have held t"wo 
general meetings and everyone has been 
entirely in accord with the plan." 
Further Bmrefits 
More advantages than at first seem 
apparenJ arise out of delegating the trawl-
ing to f:he Northern California Fisheries. 
Relativd to some of the more obscure 
factors Caito says: 
"Under the old system each firm did 
its own dragging, its own tendering, its 
own net-repairing, its own Gngine-repair-
ing and its o·wn trucking. Everybody was 
rather short of boats, so that each com-
pany had only one or two sets working. 
Usually these all collected on the same 
bank, which they soon fished to death, 
and onlv one class of fish came in to the 
markets~ 
"NO\V, by the new plan, the sets are 
distributed all along the coast; we arc 
fishing everywhere at the same time. By 
having one tender carry home the catch 
from all of the sets in any given locality, 
we have released a number of tenders 
that we have put to >vork, fishing. As a 
matter of fact, previous to the merger our 
four companies had only five sets drag-
ging; now we have six sets in commission 
and have eliminated hvo ·crews!" 
Extension of Operations 
lviost important of all events that have 
been registered since the pooling of re-
sources was an almost un-noticed occur-
rence of Sunday, September 28. On the 
morning of that day the "W. C. F. Co. 
No. 3," the "Catherine Paladini" and the 
"Bristol" paraded down the San Fran· 
cisco harbor, out through the Golden 
Gate, and nosed northward, past the 
deadly Potato Patch, until disappearing 
in the direction of Point Reyes. 
"They left for Eureka," explainS -Caito, 
''where paranzella tugs never have been 
seen before. They have instructions to 
ice their catches into boxes, and stow 
these in the holds. Every two days one 
of the three will run home with the catch, 
the other two remaining on the grounds, 
fishing. By alternating in this way a pair 
will be kerlt producing all of the time, 
while one by one the crews are given an 
opportunity to return home to see their 
families and re-provision the tug >vith 
fuel and supplies." 
To insure that a complete assortment 
of all varieties of fish will always be on 
hands, the different pairs have been de-
ployed widely along the coast. Tln1;s 
stormy >veather or locally adverse condi-
tions does not leave them markets bare 
of merchantable produce. 
"The 'VV. C. F. Co. No. 2' and the 
'Jessie' are dragging in or near 1Vfontcrey 
Bay.'' states Caito. "Each evening they 
land the catch at Santa Cruz, where it is 
received by Edward Radiord, former 
V\Tcstcrn-California's branch manager 
there, now representing the Northern 
California Fisheries, who sends it by 
truck to San Francisco. As yet each firm 
is retaining title to its trucks, but the 
next step is to merge all of the auto-
motive equipment, and establish regular 
transit lines under the control of the op-
erating organizatioh." 
Not Quite Unanimous 
Four of the total of five large fishing 
and wholesaling concerns of San Fran-
cisco are parties to the trawl"ng merger. 
Only the Standard Fisheries remains in-
dependent. It is explained that this lack 
of unanimity arose from Standard's with-
drawal from the Northern last year, for 
the purpose of operating independently in 
the mild-cure field. Thus it happened that 
when the four remaining firms continued 
joint mild-cure work, and then expended 
the mild-cure administration to include 
trawling, the arrangement lacked a un-
animous following. 
"] oseph Chicca and I always have 
wanted to establish this merger," de-
clares Nino Caito. "It is as much his 
idea as anyone's. He used to come over 
here, and we would sit and discuss it for 
hours. It is unfortunate that he and his 
company arc outside the group.'' 
Because of the welcome which Stand-
ard undoubtedly would receive into the 
Northern, it eventually may become a 
party to the unified enterprise. From the 
standpoint of the Northern, the acquisi-
tion of Standard's three splendid fish tugs 
would undoubtedly be looked upon as a 
real benefit, especially since fishing at 
ever increasing distances from port will 
necessitate more vessels than in the past. 
Retlucirrg Overhead 
Each trawling firm used to maintain 
its own machine shop and staff of port 
engineers. Seven high-salaried diesel ex~ 
perts were retained on this basis. Now 
the machine shop of the San Francisco-
International has been made headquarters 
for all of the tugs, and four men do the 
work of the former seven. 
"There are all sorts of incidental ad-
vantages," says Caito. ''For example, \Ve 
are now in position to contract advan-
tageously for quantity-lots of fuel oil, 
lubricants, engine repairs, paints, rope, 
cotton webbing and even groceries and 
. commissary stores. Having so many 
vessels, all manner of special arrange-
ments arc possible." 
Looking Ahead 
That the Northern has extensive plans 
for the future development of the north-
ern shoals was frankly disclosed by its 
president. "Eureka has a good harbor-
a well-protected cove. Our mild-curing 
operations there already puts us in posses-
sion of wharves, buildings and other 
facilities. All that we will have to do is 
move in. 
"Because of the great distance from 
San Francisco we expect to place a crew 
of men at Eureka. The fish will be 
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handled there as soon as landed, dressed, 
fileted, or otherwise prepared for sale. 
There arc good railroad facilities at the 
town, and we shall distribute directly 
from there, especially to aur northern 
customers. Only such surplus as may re-
m'ain will be shipped southward aboard 
the tugs, for sale in San Francisco and 
the Bay Region. 
"If the trawling continues to have its 
center shifted northward, it may happen 
that most of the production work will be 
concentrated at the several places up-coast 
where shipping facilities arc convenient to 
the 1v:1ter," concluded Caito. 
The new trawling at Eureka is the first 
instance in which refrigeration has been 
brought into play in tl-le paranzella fish-
ery. It is safe to predict that the catch 
will reflect so great an improvement that 
the use of ice on all of the sets presently 
will become standard practice. Because 
of the centralized administration, if a 
change in methods is seen to be needed, 
the directing officers can issue the order 
that must be followed by all of the crews. 
This ability to promote improvements and 
command that new ideas be tried is be-
yond question the most important single 
characteristic of the whole plan. Through 
it steel-cable towing warps will be intro-
duced, no doubt, together with suitable 
trawling winches. When the virtue of 
adequate refrigeration becomes fully 
manifest, mechanical chilling of fish holds 
will be adopted. 
\Vithin a few years the vessels will be 
dragging the off-shore shoals of the Ore-
gon and VVashington coasts, and then 
even greater changes will come. It is in-
evitable that otter trawling will supplant 
the old-fashioned and extravagant Cali-
fornia-1<fediterranean mode of bottom-
seining, and probably it will be through 
the progressiveness and concentrated 
oower of the Northern California Fish-
eries that modern-type, diesel-driven, 
fully-refrigerated, long-range steel otter-
board trawl ships will be introduced and 
proven successful in \Vest Coast waters. 
Strangely enough, the California flatfish 
business seems to be the last and only 
one to use the primitive and outrageously 
expensive method of trawling that was 
indigenous to the less progressive coastal 
areas of Southeastern Europe. 
FIX SARDINE PRICE 
(Continued from Pagt~ 7) 
maximum capacity. Distress among the 
boatmen and fisherfolk generally was 
greatly alleviated, unemployment among 
the netters being decreased by some 45 
crews getting their boats into service. 
Of these Hovden hired 10; Booth and 
Monterey each had 6; Calpack, Gross, 
San Xavier and Carmel each had 5; Del 
Mar had 3 with another in prospect; 
Customs House had 3. Additional boats 
were to be commissioned by several of 
the plants as soon as conditions became 
fully stabilized. 
Through general recommencement of 
activities several thousand fishermen, can-
nery employees and associated workers 
have been prbvided with a means nf 
supporting themselves decently and well. 
Not until even so brief a cessation of 
activity as the recent 3-day "strike" does 
it become apparent how tremendously 
important the commercial fisheries have 
become to the economic >Vclfare of Cali-
fornia and the entire \Vest Coast. 
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Salmon Advertising Campaign Some of the results shown by market reports are most noteworthy. 
C ONTINUALJ~ Y INCREASING the sale of can;1~d salmon,_ the three 
c· year advertJSI!1g campa1g11 of the 
Associated Salmon Packers moves into 
the sustained phase of its work. The in-
troductory period of the effort has al-
ready initiated a sweeping wave of public 
approval of canned salmon, <l.S evidenced 
by the receipt of over 25,000 letters from 
house\vives and cooks all over the coun-
try. These letters ask for and suggest 
recipes of which canned salmon forms 
the basis. 
In the September 21 issue of the Amer-
ican VVeekly another full page advertise-
ment appeared, in which three of these 
delectable dishes were portrayed in full 
color by Lonie Bee, San Frant::isco artist. 
Retail dealers everywhere have obtained 
reprints of this page with which to sup-
plement the placards and \vindo\',.· displays 
already furnished by Erwin, VVasey and 
Company, the campaign manag.z:rs. 
"Selling Salmon," a monthly bulletin 
published in conjunction with the cam-
paign, has now reached a circulation of 
18,000. In its pages arc chronicled the 
progress and achie\·ements of the effort. 
They are: (1) That the hvo weeks 
prior to the price reduction of August 12, 
canned salmon -.,vas moving rapidly. (2) 
That jobber and retailer stocks were very 
low-in some cases almost completely 
sold out. (3) That retail sales tbe week 
following August 3, in many cases \VCre 
more than 100 per cent greater than for 
the ·week before, and in practically all 
cities were much greater than the ·weekly 
:ivcrage. (4) That retailers are featur-
ing canned salmon in their own advertis-
ing and are displaying it in the1r stores. 
(5) That many retailers and jobbers have 
stated that increasing sales are directly 
due to the advertising. 
1930 SALMON PACK IN PUGET SOUND DISTRICT (by months) 
Figures are· on the basis of 48/1-lb. futl case count 
Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. 
Chinooks Chums Pinks Silvers 
1viay, 1930 , .. , ................... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,821 228 
June, 1930 .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 4,827% 58 278 8,790 
July, 1930 . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . 9,032 272 2,2020 39,711 
August, 1930 ................................... 9,420·0 1,191 1,561 39,532 
To September 5, inclusive.,, .. , ............... ,. 1,1170 520 23 4,582 
Total (to and including September 5) ........ 27,218~;;; 2,041 4,064!>i 92,833 
COLUMBIA RIVER DISTRICT 
Lbs. 
Sockeyes 
1 358!/, 
'zo.1 ,._ 
15,999 
151,0.35 
91,992% 
260,588 
Lbs. 
Steelhead 
126 
85 
106 
38 
4 
359 
Lbs. 
Total 
4,533)/, 
14,241 y, 
67,.122;/, 
202,767;/, 
98,239 
387,104 
In the following tabulations for the Columbia River District all figures for the current year (1930) are in bold-face type and 
are compiled from the monthly reports of tonnage received by VVashington licensed buyers. The months oi .May, June and July 
are grouped together for the past three years for comparative purposes. 
Lbs. 
Chinook 
May, 1928 . .. . .. . . . . . . .. .. .. . . .. . . . 836,505 
May, 1929 ........................ , 1,077,235 
May, 1930 ......................... 1,262,363 
June, I928 . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 870,701 
June, 1929 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 926,781 
June, 1930 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 859,782 
July, 1928 ...... " ................. 1,138,668 
July, 1929 ......................... I,080,292 
July, 1930 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 979,482 
Yearly Totals 
1928 '"' ......... "'.' "'"' .... ''"'.' 2,845,874 
1929 ' "' .. ' .. ' .. ' . ' .. ' "' . ' . . . . . . . . . 3,084,308 
1930 .... "' .. '.' .. "' ...... '........ 3,101,627 
Lbs, 
Chums 
36 
72 
261 
for May, June 
36 
72 
Lbs. 
Silvers 
43 
818 
6 
46 
266 
4I3 
1,022 
3,299 
and July-1928, 
419 
I ,111 
Lbs. 
Sockeye 
Blueback 
976 
687 
5,259 
115,514 
216,450 
104,617 
35,636 
94,495 
94,122 
1929 and 1930 
152,126 
311,632 
203,998 
Lbs. 
Steel head 
27,938 
20,607 
32,978 
116,711 
98,885 
77,814 
358,231 
585,275 
653,137 
502,880 
704,767 
763,929 
Lbs. 
Total 
865,4I9 
1,098,572 
1,301,418 
1,102,932 
1,242,162 
1,042,479 
1,532,983 
1,761,156 
1,730,301 
3,501,335 
4,101,890 
4,074,198 
Troll fish delivered to \Va::;hington buyers in 
1930 compared with 1928 and 1929). 
261 
Columbia River 
4,383 
District (fish reported caught outside state waters during 
Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. 
1928 Chinook Silvers 1929 Chinook Silvers 1930 Chinook 
1-fay . .. .. .. . .. .. . 3,266 1,095 Abv .............. 30,127 2,156 lv[ay .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . 7,633 
June ............. 19,102 35,384 Jun'C .............. 37,905 79,49.1 June .............. 46,154 
July ............. 36,170 115,611 July .............. 29,009 222,961 July ............... 51,555 
Aug, ........ 106,032 203,500 Aug ............... 118,151 178,897 Aug. . ............. 158,374 
GRAYS HARBOR AND WILLAPA HARBOR 
Outside Fish Re'ported Landed in Grays Harbor Ports for May, June, July, and AugUst, 1930 
May, 1930 June, I930 July, 1930 
Chinook (lbs.) ...... , ........................... , . .. 426,183 267,424 322,057 
Silvers (lbs.) . , ............................ , ... , .. . . . 6,478 43,065 313,623 
PUGET SOUND SALMON PACK, MAY, JUNE, JULY, AUGUST, AND SEPTEMBER 1-5, 1930 
Lbs. 
Silvers 
1,481 
104,780 
194,304 
714,271 
Aug., 19.10 
75.812 
159,942 
CHINOOK CHUM PINK 
Red Pink 
1930 Tails Flats Halves Tails Flats 
:Mav ......... 110 619 378 
Jurie ......... 1 ,09() 15() 16 
July ......... 115 1,1125 y, 46J 303 
Aug. ....... ' 456 234 1,171;/, 2,189 1,335 
Sept. 1-5 inc .. , 144 1 I 1 Y, 314 10 
Gr. Total. .. 456 003 4,017;;~ 3.116 2,042 
1930 Talis 
Mry ., .... , .... ,, 
Tune ................................... 2,772 
July ............. , ..................... 17,061 
August ................................. 27,501 
September (1-5 inclusive) .. , ............. 2,887 
Grand Total .......... , , ......... , .. 50,221 
'rotal-1by 1, 1030, to September 5, inclusive: 
Chinook Chums 
26,628% 2,041 
\Vhite 
Halves Talis Flats Halves Talis Flats Halves Tails Flats Halves 
906 218 
2,8290 167 575 40 
5,3.19 410 1,376% 252 
2,529 
132 
637 869 1,001 
387 19 437 
11,735% 1,601 3,057;/, I,7.10 
SOCE.EYE SILVER 
Flats 
J,602 
10.443 
6,773 
1,234 
22,052 
Pinks 
4,064;/, 
Halves 
228 
2,416 
12,207 
5,248 
461 
Tails Flats 
35,608 
64,488 
207 
36,350 
10,8113 
20,560 100,096 47,360 
Silver 
92,833 
Sockeve 
250,588 
18 190 
20 1,096 
190 606 
83 14 
19 
57 
3" 
311 1,906 i9 
Halves 
1,358~~ 
203 
15,792 
69,077 
16,701 ~·i 
STEEL-
HEAD 
Halves 
126 
85 
106 
38 
4 
103,132 359 
69 
I,049y; 
952 
9 
2,0790 
TOTAL 
3,943;/, 
14,24I y, 
67,3220 
192,767;/, 
98,239 
376,514 
Steel head 
,159 
Total Cases 
376,514 
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FRESH FISH DEALERS ACTIVE AS TRADE SWINGS 
TOWARD WINTER RUSH PERIOD 
Optimism Prevalent Among Market 
Handlers as Business Increases 
Heury Dowden, of t/U' Henry DowdcTt 
Company, San Francisco Brokers 
W ITH THE APPROACH of the winter season the fresh fish mar-ket comes into its mvt~. From 
October on, this field will supply are 
greater portion of all fish eaten m metro-
politan districts. In exclusive interviews 
dealers have told of the great possibilities 
which now present themselves to the 
fresh fish industry. 
Clare M. Small of the Van Camp Or-
ganizations looks forward to the opening 
of the laster season on October 15. This 
market, he believes, -.;viti have one of the 
greatest runs in many years. Not only 
has unusually heavy demand for the 
crustaceans become evident, but the sup-
ply will be steady and large enough to 
cope with even extraordinary consump-
tion. 
Jv!ackerel, barracuda, yellovdail, and 
salmon are all running so well that the 
future as well as the present looks good. 
\i\Tith the opening of the Mexican sea bass 
season new fish will be placed in the 
hands of the dealers to puss on to a mar-
ket that bids fair to assimilate all of these 
fish that the dealers can produce. 
Prospects Good 
1L L. Blumenthal oi the Blumenthal 
brokerage company in Los Angeles says 
that prospects this season arc particular-
ly good. ''I have already receiv~::d a full 
car of oysters, and from the appearance 
of the market it will take manv mme to 
fill the demand for them," he .continued. 
The Blumenthal house has had such an 
cxterisive brokerage experience !hat their 
optimism ;s encouraging to the rest o( 
the trade to say the least. 
From the Sebastian-Stuart finn of San 
FrancisnJ also comes word of extended 
Chris Scbastiau, of the Srhastian-Si(tarl Fish 
Comja11y, St•a/1/c Jlfacluwts 
achvtty in the movement of fresh fish. 
"The 1930 to 31 ·winter season will be one 
of great importance to dealers in this area. 
The popularity of fresh f1sh is always on 
the increase," according to C. J. Sebastian 
of that company, "and this may very -..vell 
become one of the peak years of the in-
dustry." San Francisco has long been a 
great consumer of market-fish, and it is 
believed that there will be an even in-
creasing demand, pyramiding with the 
Lenten season. 
Optimism Pre1mlent 
In the oif1ces of the Henry Dowden 
company in that city optimism also 
reigns, for here too the winter outlook 
is brighter than ever. Dowden pointed 
out that with the scarcity of swordfish 
prices have risen proportionately. '!'his 
condition puts other steak-fish into an en-
viable position, for halibut is command·· 
ing prices on the market which make the 
handling of this fish a source of steady 
income. The reduced supply that !Jas 
been prevalent fnr some little time has 
tended to boost prices amazingly. No-..Y, 
with more coming into dcale1 's hands, 
halibut looks as though il were to become 
a veritable golden goose. 
In an intcr\'icw with Otto \Vcissich of 
the American T<i,;hcriPs at San Pedro, it is 
learned that barracuda is rnm-ing easily, 
Alex Paladiui, of tlu A. Paladirti, Inc., Firm 
of Fis/1 Produccrs aud lft/w!I.'Salcrs. 
and at a good price. "Rock Cod," he 
says, "are getting a price far above aver-
ag"e." Yellowtail also are runuing heav-
ily and are consuming readily, hf' reports. 
"The best thing about it is," continued 
\i\T eissich, "that the quality of the fish gets 
better as it gets later in the year. This 
makes the winter season look good." 
Salmon MW'I~et 
\V'ith the dosing of the canning season 
in the North, fresh salmon are now ap-
pearing in the markets, as fishermen bend 
their energies to supplying this field. The 
flesh of these winter salmon is oi fine tex-
ture and is highly adaptable to market 
use. Dealers arc linding, according to 
reports, that salmon move so rapidly that 
they arc able to use all the salmon they 
can get. \V'ith such a phenomenal in-
Crease in consumption, this ftsh seems to 
be well on its way to he one of the most 
popular of market 1-ish. Its past per-
formances in this field show how well it 
stands in public favor. 
This accclera lion of sales of market 
fish will continue through the wmtcr, ac-
cording to George Shapro of the Great 
vv· estern Sea Food Company. "People," 
he states, "are coming more anJ more to 
sea foods for the main course of their 
meals. This gives dealers such a chance 
as they have never had before." As meats 
become scarcer and higher in rricc the 
public will cal. more fish, is the general 
concensus of opinion on this point. Since 
the resource;:; of the sea ha-,·e hardlv been 
touched, many dieticians forsee th-e tinH: 
when prat:tic~dly all food products wiJ: 
COllie fro111 this SutJrce. 
(Crmtinurd on Par;>' 2-J.I 
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Jack Deluca Opens New Branch 
At San Pedro Municipal Whaff 
Well Known Wholesaler Acquires 
Pioneer "San Pedro Fish Co." 
T HE LOS ANGELES FISH an.d Oyster Company of Los Angeies, 
owned by Jack Deluca, announces that it 
has acquired the premises and business of 
the San Pedro Fish Company. lt was 
actuated in this move by the necessit.e~­
of rapidly expanding- business, ·which have 
made it imperative that the firm have a 
suitable -depot at the point of production. 
Succe1>sjul Career 
Jack Deluca entered the fish business 
only four years ago. At that time he 
terminated a 19-year expc:r:ence as actual 
fisherman by purchasing a partnership 
in the Los Angeles F1sh and Oysk. 
Company. Soon afterwards the concern 
commenced expanding, beg-inning by 
openinp: an urban branch at 739 1\..0hle. 
Street, Los Angeles. De:uca took per-
sonal charge of this store, which since 
has become his sole property. From his 
well-chosen central location he served 
the whole metropolitan district of Lo:-
Angelcs, cmnm's.sioning a fleet of fast de-
livery trucks to distribute the orders re-
ceived by telephone. 
Beg.inn:np: -..vith a standard stock of 
fresh fish, Deluca soon amplified his of-
ferings with a complete line of dried 
and pickled products, fancy lunch deli-
cacies, kipuered, smoked and spiced spe-
cialtie.s, oysters, frogs' legs, scallops, tur-
tles, lobsters, tongues-and-sounds and 
trout. 
Be;ng in position to supply every fish 
delicacv has increased the company's 
business in its fresh fish department. To 
insure adequate supply it has been con-
sidered expe{lient to establish definite 
contract relationships with a number of 
fishing veso;eJ.s 1vhich del·ver their catches 
to it exclusively. Perfect freshness of 
stock is in this way assured, and distri-
bution directly from the boats is made 
possible. 
Harbor Bmnch Bought 
Feeling the need for more ample \Vater-
front facilities, the San Pedro Fish Com-
pany's market and personnel have now 
been af1ded to the organization. Express 
sh:pments to interigr points will be made 
directly from the San Pedro wharf, while 
trucks also wiJJ originate there, radiating 
into the nearby cities and tmvns with 
loads of fish that have been out of the 
sea only two or three hours. 
Gerald Vidilous will supervise the new-
ly-acquired plant, he being a man lon)f;' 
experienced in the local fishing industry. 
No changes in the vwrking force arc 
contemplated, although more help will 
probably be added from time to time. 
Headquarters for the Los Angeles Fish 
and Oyster Company of Los Ange 1 ~""­
will continue to be at 739 Kohler Street. 
It is interesting to note that through 
the purchase of the San Pedro Fish Com-
pany, Deluca has acquired the oldest 
fresh fish business in Southern Califor-
nia. That firm commenced its career in 
the year 1897, opening its first market 
Jack Deluca, ov.mcr of the Los Angeles Fish 
IE Oysla Compauy of Los Angeles, which 
has now acquired water frotll ftoldi7lgs at 
t/11.' San Pedro fish v.:harf. 
in an old wooden shack of unplaned, un-
paintf'd boards that stood on the shore 
near where now are the Globe 1,Iills grain 
elevators. Years later, when the Munici-
pal Fish 1\'Iarkets were constructed, the 
veteran company transferred to new quar-
ters on the wharf, where it has remained 
until now. 
:Miss Jennie Deluca, sister of the pro-
prietor, will have charge of the books at 
the San Pedro plant, although general 
hcadauarters of the firm will continue 
to be in Los Angeles. 
llfARKET IN PHILIPPINES 
MARKETS FOR FISH products in 
the Philippine Islands were fairly satis-
factory during the first half of 1930, ac-
cording to American Trade Commissioner 
H. V. Rohrer of Manila. There has been 
a marked increase in the quality of the 
canned fish shipped to the islands by 
American firms, with the result that 
there has been much less trouble over 
exclusion of inferior products. The 
Philippine market is said to be in good 
shape when it is noted that local er.o-
nomic conditions have not been favorable 
and there has been a large supply of 
fresh fish to compete with the canned 
varieties. 
There has been some price-cutting lo-
cally, but business prospects are good for 
the future, believes Rohrer. A restriction 
of the banking facilities to Wt'ak local 
dealers will slowly remove undesirable 
firms and place the business in the hands 
of more sound establishments, which will 
be of benefit to the fisheries industry. 
EXPRESS RATE COMMITTEE 
PREPARING FOR HEARING 
THE CAMPAIGN that has been insti-
tuted and headed by Austin M. Bentley, 
of San Francisco, in an effort to procusc 
a revision of express rates on fish, is 
momentarily quiescent while committees 
work up tables -of inequalities for pre-
sentation to the authorities. Bentley 
writes about the .situation, saying: 
"\Ve have formed a small representa-
tive organization here, and have gone 
into the question of rates. A committee 
that was selected to secure full informa-
tion regarding rates has not yet com-
pleted its labors. For this reason we have 
not met with the express company, but 
shall do so very shortly. VVe have hopes 
of getting somewhere on the rate question 
at that time. 
"If we then gain our points. and ac-
tcally get a reduction in shipping rates 
from the express company, it will proVe 
that a collective, concerted effo;·t can do 
things that lone individuals cannot ac-
complish," he concludes. 
Bentley is sales manager for the San 
Francisco-International Fish Company, 
and as such is keenly interested in the 
charges that the express company has 
been making on fish shipments within 
California. These have been shown to 
be excessive, and entirely out of relation 
to rates for carrying fish in other states. 
For years California distributors and 
fishermen have been suffering from an 
inequitable express tariff; it is to rectify 
this maladjustment that the present cam-
paign is afoot. 
Bentley has organized a number of the 
fish merchandising houses and a joint 
protest has been lodged with the express 
corporation. 1-fany of the shiprers have 
previously endeavored to gain recogni-
tion from the railroads, but in eHry case 
failed to achieve their point. If they now 
are successful, it will be a telling dem-
onstration of the power of concerted 
action. 
Anticipating that the efforts of the 
committees will result in concessions by 
the express firm, Bentley is laying plans 
for a \Vest Coast association of whole-
sale fish dealers. 
"This is something that we need badly, 
and should have had a long time ago," he 
says. Through this association all mat-
ters of common interest-like express 
charges-can be dealt with in a decisive 
and powerful way because of the fact that 
the confederacy speaks for the entire 
body of its constituency. 
FRESH FISH SEASON 
AFTER A PERIOD of some depres-
sion along the Oregon coast, fishermen 
are looking forward to a considerable 
improvement in conditions due to the in-
creasing importance of the fresh fish mar-
ket. J. H. Reeves, Portland merchandise 
broker, writes that the canning season is 
about over now, and the fresh fi~h market 
ought to get some good-sized fish, from 
five to as high as eighteen pounds, to 
offer the consumers. 
This anticipated pick-up in the fisheries 
industry will be good news to fishermen 
of Oregon. Business has not been par-
ticularly good this year, according to a 
Jetter from Charles Feller, wholesale fish 
dealer of Marshfield, Oregon. Trollers 
are leaving for their home ports and the 
halibut and river salmon fishers have re-
ported only moderate success. The sum-
mer run of chinooks has been disappoint-
ing, but it is expected that the s1lver sal-
mon will have a much better season. 
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SCIENTISTS STUDY BOTH POLAR AREAS LOOKING 
FOR FISH SUPPLY OF FUTURE 
Resources of Arctic and Antarctic Hardly 
Touched, Says Professor 
M ORE AND MORE INTEREST is being shown by fishermen 
everywhere in the possibilities of 
O'btaining information about the sea and 
sea life from stud:es of the froz('n Arctic 
and Antarctic regions. These areas, be-
coming better known every day through 
the activities of such men as Richard E. 
Byrd and other intrepid explorers, have 
had comparatively little attention paid to 
them in the past. 
Ships Sail South 
One example of this a\vakening interest 
in the frigid zones >vas the sailing during 
September of "Discovery II" ~tnd "VVil-
liam Scoresby" for the Antarctic seas for 
research work in connection with the 
whaling industries. "Discovcn· II," a 
royal British ·research ship, beg?n investi-
gations several years ago, and recently 
left from South Africa ·with a staff of dis-
tinguished British scienticts to complete 
the studies begun on the previous trip. 
The "\Villiam Scoresby," just recently 
returned from a hvo-and-a-kllf-years' 
voyage, was completely outfitkd for a 
second trip and sailed shortly CJfter "Dis-
covery II." 
Still another sign of curiosity about the 
deserted regions of the poles \Vas the re-
port made at the first \Vestern meeting 
of the National Academy of Sciences, 
held at the University of California, at 
Berkeley. The paper was read by Isaiah 
Bowman, director of the American Geo-
graphical Society of New York, and pre-
sented a new picture of the frozen regions 
at the ends of the earth. 
Poles Holtl Secrets 
Director Bo·wman pointed out that the 
Arctic and Antarctic are not only the 
world's last great frontiers and lands of 
mystery and adventure, but ar>~ the re-
positories of meteoerological information 
that must be gained before man can be 
said to have secured control of nature. 
He prophesied that the Arctic seas, when 
better known, 'tvill offer shortened routes 
for maritime commerce, that Arctic air 
will support shortened routes for inter-
continental air travel, that data from the 
Arctic and Antarctic will help to protect 
man from the forces of nature, protect 
ships from icebergs, and open up the last 
great center for whaling and fishing. 
He said in part: "We still live in the 
Age of Discovery, at whose threshhold 
stood Herodotus and Prince Henry and 
Eric the Red and Columbus. Indeed, if 
the men who made the Age of Discovery 
were to compare their lot with those of 
today they would vigorously asser:- that 
we, not they, live full within that age, 
for they would see a gravity-defying man 
Hying upside down in the air or walking 
in an air-bubble helmet on the floor of 
By ELVERTON B. STARK 
Fifty years ago territory 
surrounding the north and 
south poles was considered 
an impenetrable region, for-
ever lost to mankind. Vision-
aries who suggested that 
some day these regions would 
be explored and charted and 
would be sources of valuable 
scientific information were 
scoffed at. 
Today the prophecies of 
these far-sigh red individuals 
are coming true. Not only 
are daring adventurers ac-
tually reaching into the frozen 
wastes at the ends of the 
earth, but they are securing 
information the import~nce 
of which to the human race 
can not be measured. 
the sea or hitch-hiking on the tail of a 
storm, like Eckener between the Sea of 
Okhotsk and Tokyo in his flight of Au-
gust, 1929. However old the 1vorld n1ay 
seem when judged by the record of the 
rocks, it is in an intellectual and explor-
atory sense tremendously new. 
"One of the major problems of animal 
migration is still in the stage of hypoth-
esis for want of critical evid~nce that 
Antarctica may yet supply. 
Explorers Mahe Stutly 
"Among the leading objectives of all 
polar explorers of the past 100 years are 
meteorological observations. In ever in-
creasing degree the polar explorer is be-
sought by science to obtain exal"t records 
in increasing number in high latitudes. 
Less attention was paid to this feature of 
exploration in earlier years because the 
dynamics of the atmosphere was until 
recently so little known." 
Director Bowman stated that the 
period 1932-33 has been designated as the 
Second International Polar Year. He 
said: "The work of the Second Interna-
tional Polar Year and the meteorological 
observations of Arctic and Antarctic ex-. 
plorers in recent years are both inspired 
by a profound curiosity as to the sus-
pected influence of weather conrlitions in 
high latitudes upon those of the temper-
ate regions as well as the tropics. l'he 
atmosphere is governed by physical law:> 
and it is sought to discover tllf' working 
of those laws. \Ve are here dealing with 
some of the greatest of the natural forces 
of the earth. To appreciate the magni-
tudes involved take the figures given by 
Shaw. He calculates that subject to a 
correction of not more than 5 per cent 
for air displaced by mountains the mass 
of air in the northern hemisphere exceeds 
its mean value by over 5 billion tons in 
January, and falls short of its mean value 
by over 5 billion tons in July. This great 
shift of 10 billion tons of air from hemi-
sphere to hemisphere, is the equivalent of 
a mass of air 30 miles wide extending 
quite around the earth. The total energy 
of the motion of the winds of the earth 
has been calculated at "something near 
20 billion horsepower hours." 
ALBINO. SEAL HERD FOUND 
A HERD of seals, declared to be as 
white as polar bears, ·was discovered a 
short time ago on Outer Islet., an ex-
tinct volcanic crater south of Guadalupe 
Island, 1vfexico. The find was made by 
an expedition aboard Captain G. Allan 
Hancock's yacht, "Vclero .11," which bad 
gone to Guadalupe in search of the 
Townsend fur seal, which has been al-
most extinct since 1880. 
If permission can be secured from the 
Mexican government, an expedition will 
be sent to Guadalupe Island to attempt 
the captue of oe of the rare white seals. 
The discovery proves the truth of tales 
told about the existence of these rare 
creatures. Fishermen have claimed to 
have seen them at intervals during many 
years past. 
WILEY V. AMBROSE, of the West 
gate corporation, announces that the mar-
ket for canned tuna is keeping ahead of 
the landings of fish. 
"This is a healthy condition, and the 
reflection of an eminently satisfactory sit-
uation," he says. "I hope that there will 
be no change, and that the market will 
continue in its settled condition. Busi-
ness is far better than a month ago." 
With winter fishing now commencing, 
the cruisers must travel increasing dis-
tances in search of fares; it is not at all 
probable that the production balance will 
be unset, especially with the \Vil!ter buy-
ing season making heavy drains on ware-
house stocks. 
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Man Aids Salmon 1n Fight 
To Reach Spawning Grounds 
I RRIGATION and power dams which once acted as eJiective barriers against 
the migration of spawning salmon and 
steels will 110 longer b<~.r these fish from 
the upper reaches of western rivers, if 
plans of the United States Bureau of 
Fisheries are carried into effect. An ex-
tensive program of experimcntr.tion and 
construction in connection with fish lad-
ders and screens is already well under 
way and should prove of unquestioned 
value in increasing future runs of fish. 
Recent reports by Shirley Baker and 
U. B. Gilroy, engineers for the United 
States Bureau of Fisheries in the state 
of VVashington, give an indicatiot, of the 
'Work being done by this department of 
the government on the vital matter of 
aiding fish to reach spa\vning grounds. 
Baker and Gilroy call attention to the 
success of one ladder, to plans for the 
construction of similar equipment at four 
other locations, and to experimental work 
being conducted with fish screens in sev-
eral localities. 
The large number of salmon which 
have been able to reach spawning grounds 
in the upper reaches of the YB.kima River 
bears witness to the efficiency of the lad-
der located at the Sunnyside Dam in 
that stream. A series of steps was con-
structed there last falL thus enabling the 
large escapement from the Columbia 
River to pass the dam, which they could 
not have done without this artificial aiel. 
l'lnn More Ladclcrs 
The sucess of experiments on the Yak-
ima River and elsewhere have been re-
flected in the plans now being made for 
other similar "fish stainvays" in various 
localities. Two such ladders will be con-
structe~ in the Yakima below the Sunny-
side Dam. One of these -..vill be at the 
\Vapato Dam, which is the next barrier 
below the Sunnyside it1takc. It will be a 
duplicate of the steps above it, and con-
struction -..vill be supervised by Bureau 
of Fisheries engineers. Funds have nmv 
been secured for the project, and work 
is expected to start soon. 
Some fifty-miles below the Sunnyside 
barrier, at the Prosser Dam, negotiations 
arc practically completed for the erec-
tion of a similar fish ladder. Officials of 
the Bureau of Fisheries hope to see the 
work well under way this fall. The dam 
is the property of the Kennewick Irri-
gation District, but is also used by a feed 
mill at Prosser for power supply. 
Three nt Roeh 1 slund 
Three large ladders arc to be built 
at the new Rock Island Dam in the 
Columbia River about twelve miles cast 
of \Venatchee. These will be constructed 
jointly by the departments of fish and 
game of Oregon and \Vashington, under 
requirements set by Henry O'Malley, 
United States Commissioner of Fisheries. 
·A somewhat more pretentious set of 
plans is being made by the Inland Light 
and Power Comp;:my in its program in the 
north fork of the Lewis River. To pro-
vide for the continuation of unmolested 
runs of salmon and steelheads at the 
Ariel Dam, officials of the company ex-
pect to erect equipment for tak!ng fish 
in traps. Large ripening pools, a hatch-
cry and rearing ponds also will be con-
structed at this location. 
Fish Screens Tested 
Extensive experimentation with fish 
screens is being continued by Bureau of 
Fisheries engineers. In the Yakima 
diversions electric screens an· being 
tested. The Northwestern Power and 
Light Company of Portland is aiding in 
this work through studies in the Green 
River ncar the state's Green River hatch-
ery. Stops are located immediately below 
the hatcher rocks in Green River and 
above its junction with Soos Creek. 
Fish screens have also been installed in 
VVashington under the supervision of the 
Bureau of Fisheries. Through the coop-
eration of irrigation districts in Clallum 
County, several screens have been con-
structed and after the season's run, when 
necessary adjustments and improvements 
have been made, the Dungcncss River 
system should be of untold value. All 
screens in this river are of the mechanical 
type, operated by water wheels in the 
ditches. Engineers recently have made 
surveys for proposed screening locations 
in both eastern and western VVashington 
diversion projects. Plans are now being 
completed for the erection of several such 
stops either this fall or in the spring be-
fore the start of irrigation activities. 
SALES OFFICE MOVED 
UNDER K.tlRL HEINBACK, man~ 
ager, and Stan!t•y 1lf. Hurtt, sales 
mmwger, the Amtrirau Can Company 
has rl."m,t!vrd its Los Angeles sah•s 
office /ram the Great Republic Life 
Building, to 1-871 Santa Ft• .1vemu. 
The clumge •was t•/fected ou September 
29. Tdep/unw comtutians at tht• new 
ojfia• will {H under JEJ]asou 1291. 
JAPANESE ENTEH SOUTH 
AFRICAN FISII MARKET 
JAPANESE EXPORTERS are hav-
ing considerable success in cuttmg into 
the South African canned fish market, a 
field formerly pretty well in the hands of 
Canadian firms, according to ~ report 
from the United States Department of 
Commerce. Although the Japanese can-
ners are under something of a handicap, 
due to the duty differential, thev arc of-
fer:ing pinks at a price su!Ticicntly below 
the Canadian salmon to more than take 
care of the duty. Due to the fact that 
their_ products are being shipped in their 
own steamers, the Japane_,,e are ;thle 1o 
enjoy a better delivery, more rc!Jular ser-
vice and a lower freight rate than their 
Canadian competitors. 
In the very low price field the Japanese 
are not yet proving a factor, as they do 
not supply chums. This market is there-
fore still largely in the hands of Cana-
dians, as American prices are not com-
petitive because of the difference in duty. 
:In the better class field the American 
red salmon is making progress in spite of 
the failure to supply the one-pound flat 
tin with a suitable label. 
Californ~a sardines in tomato sauce 
have been received in Cape Town by sev-
eral wholesale houses, but have not yet 
succeeded in securing any large volume 
of retail orders. H owcvcr, dtt<- o u ,_ 
stantial advantage in price over Norwe-
gian and English herring, prospects arc 
good for an increase in the sales 
B. C. FISHING GAINS 
BRITISH COLUMBIA fishing indus-
tries showed a gain in 1929 in the amount 
of pilchards caught and packed, as also 
in the number of salmou canned, over the 
amounts recorded in 1928. The total 
catch of pilchards on the west coast of 
Vancouver Island during 1929 was 175,-
373,900 pounds, as against 161,025,200 
pounds in 1928, states American Trade 
Commissioner E. G. Babbitt of Vancou-
ver, Canada. During 1929, 98,797 cases 
were packed, \vhile only 65,097 were 
canned in 1928, and 168,092,000 pounds 
were used for reduction purposes, an in-
crease of over 12,000,000 over the figures 
of the previous year. 
Americ~m Vice Consul Nelson P. 
Meeks, also at Vancouver, furnishes fig-
ures >vhich show that on the first of 
September the cases of salmon c~nned so 
far this season exceed the peak year, 
1926, by 288,753 cases, and the pack of 
1929 by 775,258 cases. The canners now 
are paying fishermen four to five cents 
a pound for Pinks and Chums, a reduc-
tion of one cent from the previous year, 
and fifty cents each for Sockeye, a reduc-
tion of seven cents from the amount paid 
in 1929. Notwithstanding the increase in 
the run of salmon this vear and the re-
duced cost of operating, ~British Columbia 
canners arc pessimistic about expected 
returns, as they must compete with the 
American canners, who are understood 
to have recently reduced export prices 
one dollar and ten cents a case. 
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L1FOR JA TU 
Buyer Must Have Knowledge of 
Labeling In Buying S almont Tuna 
A N UNDERSTANDING of methods of labeling is essential to purchasers 
of canned salmon and canned tuna if 
they are to buy these products intelli.,. 
gently, believes .'VV. VV. Vincent, federal 
" food and drug administrator. There are 
so many different qualities and varieties 
of these fish that the unwary are liable 
to purchase inferior grades at high-qual-
lty prices. 
The salmon most preferred by pur-
chasers is red salmon. If canned in Alas-
1m, it is known as red Alaska salmon; 
if packed on Puget Sound, it bears the 
name sockeye; Columbia River packs are 
labeled red Columbia River salmon, Co-
lumbia Hiver sockeye or blueback sal-
mon. It has a distinct red coloring which 
is retained in canning. It is found from 
the Columbia River to Bering Sea, and 
the season extends from late in the spring 
throughout the summer. 
Less abundant, but of a uniformly high 
quality is the Chinook salmon, also called 
king or spring. It is the largest salmon 
in the world, sometimes we.gning more 
than 70 pounds, although the average is 
approximately 20 pounds. Its range is 
from the Sacrarnanto River to the Arctic 
Ocean. Columbia River packers gener-
ally call it Chinook, other names such as 
king, spring and tyee being used by Pu-
get Sound and Alaska packers. 
Third in the list is the coho or me-
dium-red, also known as the silver sal-
mon. Its flesh is not quite as brilliantly 
red as that of the preceding two fish, nor 
does it contain quite as much oil. Rang-
ing from Monterey Bay to the Yukon 
River, its we:ght averages 8 pounds. As 
a rule it reaches the maximum run later 
in the season than do the other salmons, 
so it is sometimes called the fall sal-
mon. 
The fourth fish in this group is the pink 
salmon, or humpback, the smallest and 
most numerous fish of the five. It is 
generally labeled pink if the flesh is of 
good quality. Occasionally poorer grades 
are simply labeled salmon, without men-
tion of species. Its flesh is pink both 
before and after canning. 
The chum salmon commands the lo\v- · 
est price of any of the five varieties, al-
though it is a valuable and wholesome 
fish. It is often known as Keta or dog 
salmon. Its flesh, after canning, is of a 
greyish color. Canned salmon labels 
which do not mention the species of the 
!lsh may geneally be assumed to be chum. 
Four Kinds of Tuna 
Four species of tuna are canned on the 
\Vest Coast, the best quality being the al-
bacore. This fish has fmc white meat, 
and at first was the only species caught. 
It is also known as longfin tuna. 
Yellowfin and blucfin, the latter being 
the famOus "leaping tuna," have slightly 
darker meat than albacore and sell at a 
lower price. The phrase, "light meat 
only," is often found on labels of these 
fish. 
Striped tuna, smallest of all the tunas 
packed. costs the least. If it is hlv:lr"l_ 
tuna, the ·word "striped" may be found 
on the label, or there may be no mention 
of the species. The meat has a ganh:Y 
flavor, and it is the darkest of all tunas. 
The majority of striped tuna, which is 
also known as skipjack, goes into the 
"tonno" style of pack, also called tunny 
fish, which uses a double amount of salt 
and fills the cans with olive oil instead 
of cottonseed oil. 
Bonito and yellowtail are also packed 
tonno style, and are usually labeled "white 
meat fish of the bonita or yellowtail." 
THE MUTUAL FISH COMPANY., 
Jvfunicipal \Vharf, reports the return of 
the "Sunray," "Lucky Star," "Progress" 
and "Radio" on Septcmer 29. Each boat 
returned from Mexican waters with a fair 
catch of bonito, yellowtail. and barracuda. 
The 1vfutual also reports that the "Fairy-
land" and the "Peter Pan'' have returned 
from local ·waters. 
INSPECTION HELPFUL 
CANNERS, FISH DEALERS and 
others connected with the fishenes indus-
try are already beginning to recofrnize the 
benefits of the system of rigid inspection 
of tuna canning which was inaugurated 
by the California State Board of Health 
and the federal government about a year 
ago. This system, according to C. Earl 
Gustafson of San Diego in a recent let-
ter, includes inspecting the ra\v fish as 
it is received at the cannery, as it is 
packed at the tables, the retort operations 
and the finished product. This hst in-
cludes checking the weight oi the net 
contents, the drained weights and the 
l<Jbeling. 
So much has been accomplished with 
the increased standards obtained thr0ugh 
this system that the tuna canners have 
recommended to the federal government 
a set of equally rigid standards for the 
packing and shipping of tuna. This is 
expected to aid considerably in the han-
cUing and sale of this fish. 
ARDEN SALT 
COMPANY 
SAN FRANCISCO 
Specialbing in all Industrial 
Grade' of 
ALT 
Selling Agent 
W. S. Craig 
Brokerage Co. 
923 East Third St. Los Angeles 
Telephone TRinity 3282 
CORN· OPKINS, Inc. 
SAN DIEGO, CALIF. 
Quality Packers of Sea Food Products 
Tuna, Mackerel, Sardines 
We Specialize on Fancy Pack Baby 
Y ellowfin and All Light Meat 
Varieties of Tuna 
WE SOLICIT PRIVATE LABEL BUSINESS 
SAMPLES GLADLY SUBMITTED 
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Sardine Popularity Shows 
Big Gain In West Africa 
A N EVER-INCREASING market for California sardines on Africa's his-
tunc Gold Coast is seen by VVilliam VV. 
Bradford, secretary to the United States 
Trade Commissioner at Accra, Gold 
Coast, \Vest Africa. Bradford, in a re-
cent letter, states that there has been a 
large increase in the value of California 
Pilchards imported each year since 1926. 
"The California sardine or pilchard is 
of primary importance in this market," 
he states, ''in spite of the fact that each 
village along the West African coast 
takes a considerable interest in fishing. 
This would indicate that the \Vest Afri-
can market is, in a sense, an abnormal 
one. The consumption of the domestic 
catch is not restricted to the coast, how-
ever. Literally tons of fish are dried on 
the beach and sent to the interior where 
they arc in great demand." 
One reason for the increase in the sales 
of sardines, according to Bradford, is that 
there is no import duty on California pil-
chards. Price is an important factor in 
the sales, and since the California product 
is free from duly, it may be sold at a 
considerably lower price than that of 
competitors. 
lmJJOrt Figures Given 
From the Gold Coast Trade Report for 
1929 comes the following table. It is 
1abeled "Fish of All Kinds-Canned or 
Preserved-in Jars or Bottles." How-
ever, it is really a table of imports of 
California sardines, as may be seen from 
the following statement from the same 
source: 
"The decrease in canned fish was more 
in value than in quantity owing to the 
popularity throughout the year of canned 
pilchards from California which sold more 
cheaply than other tinned sardines." 
Year 
1926 ......................... . 
1927 ..•....................... 
1928 ......................... . 
1929 ......................... . 
Value 
$ 7,481 
21,711 
114,320 
201,978 
"Other countries \vhich export canned 
fish to the Oold Coast are Portugal, 
Great Britain, Germany, Canada, and 
Holland, in the order named," says Brad-
ford. "Portugal leads, being just a few 
thousand dollars ahead of the United 
States, while our next nearest competi-
tor, England, ships about two-thirds as 
much as America.'' 
The population of the Gold Coast col-
ony is estimated to be about 2,250,000 of 
Africans and about 2,500 Europeans. 
Compared with American standards, the 
large majority of the natives are poor, 
but the rapid increase in the value of sar-
dine sales indicates that in spite of uus 
fact there is a wonderful potential mar-
ket for the California pilchards. 
COMMISSION GIVES 
OUT S,1JWINE RULES 
PROVIS,IONS FOR supervision of 
the sardine pack for this season are made 
iu General Order Number 11, of the 
Board of Fish and Game Commissioners 
of the State of California, which was is-
sued on September 5, 1930. The order 
includes regulations for taking care of 
sardines received at canneries either as 
fresh fish to be canned or for reduction. 
Regulation number one provides that 
each sardine packer furnish to the Divi-
sion of Fish and Game copies of each in-
voice for purchases of cans, showing the 
number and size of each lot of tins re-
ceived, date of shipment, any adjustment 
made and the number of the car in which 
shipped \vhen sent by rail. 
Regulation number two provides for 
the appointment by each packer of an 
employee to assist the Division of Fish 
and Game man in making inver.tories of 
empty cans at the end of each calendar 
month. These inventories must be made 
in duplicate, one for the pacKer ana l'le 
other for the government, each signed by 
the two persons making the invcr..tory. 
Regulation number three states that 
any change in the disposition of the sar-
dines, other than for canning, must be 
described to the local representative of 
the Division of Fish and Game, who, 
with representatives of the canmng com-
pany, shall determine the amount of the 
fish so diverted. This also holds true in 
the case of recovering mackerel or other 
fish from the sardine catch after it has 
been received by the packer. 
The fourth regulation expressly pro-
hibits the acceptance by a packing or 
reduction plant of any sardines which are 
sPoiled or tainted or which do not meet 
with the standards established by the 
State Board of Health for canning pur-
poses. Fish received in good condition 
but spoiled after reception may be used 
for reduction, but shall be included in the 
320 per cent provided for in Section Five. 
of Chapter 525, Statutes 1929. 
CANADIAN PILCHARD 
FISHING IMPROVES 
J. ]. PETRICH, of the Nootlca Pack-
ing- Co., Ltd., reports to THE WEST 
COAST FISHERIES that pilchard fish-
ing in the north has been considerably 
better this season than it \Vas last year." 
"Enclose please find my check for a 
year's subscription to your valuable mag-
azine," reads the letter from Petrich. 
Kindly mail my September and October 
issues to N ootka, and the others to my 
Vancouver address. 
"Your book gives the most valuable 
of information. Knov,ring about 98"/o of 
the fishermen of Austrian origin in South-
ern California it also gives me the most 
interesting reading in following their 
progressive spirit." 
The Nootka Packing Co., Inc., is a 
packer of salmon, and of pilchards; it 
also cans "Snowcap" Brand Mmced Sea 
Clams, and manufaCtures fish meal and 
oiL The company's plant is situated at 
Nootka Harbor, Vancouver Isbnd, Brit-
ish Columbia. 
EXPORTS STEADY; NEW 
MARKET IN Al{GENTINA 
EXPORTS OF CANNED FISH dur-
ing the past fiscal :rear have remained 
fairly steady, according to tht United 
States Commerce Report for September 
1, 1930. There was a decline in the value 
of canned salmon shipped out of the 
country, but this was compensated for by 
an increase in canned sardines. The total 
value of canned fish exports amounted to 
$17,638,000, of which sardines cumprised 
$9,085,000 and salmon $6,653,000. 
One of the new markets which is be-
coming of importance in fish exports is 
Argentina. Although a prohibitive tariff 
hurts the importation into that country of 
canned salmon, canned mackerel, canned 
lobster, crab meat and the like, the south-
ern country offers a good market for 
American sardines. At the present time 
Spain and Portugal furnish close to half 
of the sardines imported into Argentina, 
but the United States is a good second. 
It is also felt that the United States 
could find a profitable market for fresh 
fish in Argentina if a systcmt~tic cam-
paign were to be waged. There is no 
duty on fresh fish, but imports are sub-
ject to inspection by the dcparnncnt of 
agriculture. Although the Argentine fish-
ing fleet comprises a good assortment of 
beam trawlers, sailing boats and motor· 
driven craft, it is not large enough to sup-
ply the needs of the country, nor are the 
\Vaters sufficiently stocked \\rith fish to 
recommend an increase in the fleet's size. 
DUTCH EAST INDIES 
CANNED SARDINES from Califor-
nia arc a popular part of the food of the 
inhabitants of the Netherland East In-
dies, says a recent report of the Federal 
Department of Foreign and Domestic 
Commerce. California packers annually 
ship over 400,000 cases of pilchards to 
these islands. 
V cgetables form the main part of the 
diet of the 50,000,000 people who inhabit 
the islands, rice being the staple product. 
However, every native eats fish in large 
quantities, fresh if he lives near the coast, 
dried if his home is further inland. Sar-
dines, since their introduction, have taken 
the place of a considerable pan of the 
home-produced fish. The East Indian 
Ekes them because they taste good, be-
cause he finds the tomato sauce in which 
they arc packed to his liking, and because 
they are inexpensive. 
Although competition is severe in the 
Netherland East Indies, the territory rep-
resents a large and profitable market for 
California-packed pilchards. 
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I FISHY AND OTHERWISE II 
C S. HARTZELL has become affili-• ated with the San Pedro sales force 
of the C. ]. Hendry Company. He was 
connected with the ship chandlery busi-
ness in Seattle for the past 11 years and 
enjoys a wide acquaintanceship among 
fishermen. 
* * * K R. ATWATER, Pacific wast rep-• resentative of the Columbian Rope 
Company, with headquarters at San 
Francisco, recently called on purchasing 
agent Johnson of the C. ]. Hendry L'olll-
pany, in the interests of his firm. 
* * * J OHN GHIO is back on the job ag-ain for the State Fish Exchange in San 
Diego after a quick wedding trip to the 
north. !·lis bride was }·ifiss Lee Gustav-
son, fornierly bookkeeper of the Chesa-
peake Fish Company, San Diego. 
* * * M ISS BELL, bookkeeper for the Sebast:an-Stuart Fish Company, 
\Vas a visitor in San Francisco during 
part of September. VVbile there she 
stopped in to see Dowden of the Henry 
Dowden Company. 
* * * N ICK DRAGICH, captain and owner r£ the 1=rur~e-sei er ·'Flamin~ro," fol-
lowed in the footsteps of his brother Pete 
when he dropped into the San Pedro 
branch of C. ]. Hendry Company and 
placed his order with F. C. Latson for 
a number 118 model Ingle oil burning 
range. 
* • * 
R OSE HALL, secretary to Hamilton of the Harbor Boat Buildmg Com-
pany, spent her vacation in San Fran-
cisco, being relieved by a very nice-look-
ing girl named Claire McDonald. 
* * * H ARRY BERTAGNA of the A. Paladini Company, San· Francisco, 
became the proud father of a seven-pound 
baby girl at 2 p. m., September 23. 
Mother and baby are getting along nice-
ly and, incidentally, those who are con-
templating a fish purchase in the near 
future had better do their purchasing 
from the A. Paladini Company, for, as 
you know, baby needs a new pair of 
shoes. 
* • • 
C LARE M. SMALL of the Van Camp Organization recently returned from 
a short business trip to San Francisco 
and vicinity. Small reports general con-
ditions in the fish industry somewhat bet-
ter in the north. 
• • • 
J ACK CASTON, who represents the Palace Fish and Oyster Company, 
made a recent business trip to Los An-
geles. Caston spent the greater part of 
a week in the metropolitan area. 
* * * N ICK POBER of the San Pedro Gro-cery and Fishermen's Supply Com-
pany, Municipal \Vharf, has recently in-
o;talled a new Arctic Refrigeration plant. 
Pober believes that the new equipment 
·will facilitate the handling of his per-
ishable products and will also enable him 
to supply his trade with fresh products 
at all times. 
B YRON 0. PICKARD, in charge of safety work for the Marine Service 
Bureau, recently arrived from San Fran-
cisco for a conference with J. A. Wood-
ward, safety engineer of San Pedro, and 
Edwin Nichols, manager of the San 
Pedro bureau. The conference involved 
only details of the regu'ar work, nothing 
of unusual imparlance developing. 
* * * 
M ISS PHYLLIS DEMEGLIO has accepted the position of assistant 
bookkeeper at the Los Angeles Fish and 
Oyster Company. She assumed her 
duties the middle part of September. 
* * * 
A W. ROSS, president of the Arner-• ican Fisheries Incorporated, ex-
pects to occupy his new home in the 
Palos Verdes Estates sometime during 
the next thirty days. The new residence 
will be one of the most attractive in the 
distr;ct and will overlook lhe Lns ;\·c-
geles harbor with an unobstruct.ed view 
of Catalina Island. 
* * * 
RALPH P. KEMMERER, assistant salesmanager of the Coast Fishing 
Company of VVilmington, recently en-
joyed a trip to Cuba by airplane. He flew 
as a passenger aboard a liner of the Pan 
American Airways from Miami, Florida, 
to Havana. 
* * * 
R A. McFARLAND of the Union • Ice Company, who has been con-
fined to his home at 709 Bayview Avenue 
due to illness, is considerably improved 
and will be able to return to ·work some 
time in the near future. 
* * * 
J OE FLINT, popular bookkeeper at the Atlas Imperial Engine Company, 
is at present enjoying a two-weeks' vaca-
tion in San Francisco. A rumor at the 
Terminal Island office, to the effect that 
Joe stole a march on his fellow workers 
and "took unto himself a bride" before his 
departure, has been unconfirmed. 
The general opinion, how'ever, is that 
the new !vfrs. Flint is a Long Beach girl, 
and that the couple will reside in Wil-
mington upon their return from the north. 
L R WADDINGTON, marine engi-neer for the Fairbanks-Morse En-
gine Company, has been at Terminal Is-
land for the past few days inspecting and 
tuning up the many Fairbanks-Morse en-
gines installed in fishing boats there. 
V\Taddington is an expert trouble-shooter 
and an official inspector of Fairbanks-
1dorse products. 
* * * J ACK CASTON, of the Palace Fish and Oy.::ter Company, Seattle, is at 
present in San Francisco. He has been 
using the Henry Dowden Company's of-
fices at 598 Clay street as his headquar-
ters during his stay in the Bay city. 
Caston expects to be leaving for the north 
>vithin the next few days. 
* * * CLARE M. SMALL, manager of the Gilbert C. Van Camp Organizations, 
San Pedro, made a hurried business trip 
to San Francisco during the closing days 
of September. \Vhile in the Bay city he 
visited wholesale fish dealers and brokers. 
* * * H E. LUBY, of the Sebastian-Stuart • Fish Company, Seattle, is expected 
to be in San Francisco during the week 
of October 5. 
* * * D OLAR JONES, well-known mem-ber of the staff of A. Paladini Co., 
Inc., San Francisco, will be married late 
in October, says a rumor from the above 
city. His bride is to be Louise 1\'Ienesini, 
widow of Guido 1vienesini, well-known in 
San Francisco fishing circles. Friends of 
the couple believe this to be a wonderful 
match, and Dolar is receiving congratu-
lations on the splendid meals he will re-
ceive after the marriage. 
• * * 
C E. MERRITT, former service man • for Protane Gas Company on 
Fishermen's \iVharf, has opened an auto 
washing business at Union and G street::, 
San Diego. 
* * * C HICO LARCO, of the S. Larco Fish Co., Santa Barbara, reports the 
catch of a few albacore off San Luis 
Obispo during the first part of October. 
"Sea bass have disappeared completely 
at present," writes Larco, "and our drag 
boat catches are small." 
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J1!artiu J. Bogdauovidt 
E NDOVVED with an inheritance of thrift and good business sense, cou-
pled with active interest in all ramifica-
tions of the fisheries industry, 1vfartin J. 
Bogdanovich has fought his way from a 
small beginning to a position of respect 
and eminence in the fish canning busi-
ness. Today he is president and general 
manager of the prosperous French Sar-
dine Company of San Diego. 
THE WEST COAST FISHERIES 
Bogdanovich was born 48 years ago in 
the to-.,vn of Komiza, located on the Adria-
tic island of Vis off the coast of Dahna-
tia. On this island of 15,000 people-
which, like all the Adriatic region, has 
only two main industries, wine and fish-
ing-the young man secured his elemen-
tary school education. Here too, in com~ 
pany with his brothers, he served an ap-
prenticeship in fishing under his father, 
a well-to-do owner of several farms and a 
small fleet of fishing vessels. 
Joins !VarJy 
\\Then he became of age, in compliance 
with I o cal regulations, Bogdanovich 
served a four~year term as seaman in the 
navy of Austria, which at that time 
owned Vis. The island has since become 
a part of Jugo-Slavia. 
A year after his return home, in 1908, 
Bogdanovich married and immediately 
migrated to the United States, landing in 
Sail Diego. For some time he -..vorked as 
a fisherman and then, having purchased a 
small boat, moved to San Pedro -..vhere 
he has since made his home. His indus-
try and experience brought him success; 
he was the first San Pedro fisherman to 
own a 30-h.p. 6shing vessel, at that time 
considered a large ship. He was also. a 
p:oneer in introducing iced 6sh to the 
fresh fish markets in California. 
Nineteen hundred and fourteen found 
Bogdanovich ready to quit the sea to es-
tablish a fresh fish market under the name 
of California Fish Company. For three 
years he operated this establishment and 
by 1917 had a prosperous and busy or-
ganization. 
At that time compatriots established a 
1ww packing plant, the French Sardine 
Company. Shortly after the venture was 
launched, the successful fresh fish dealer 
disposed of the California Fish Company, 
purchased a controlling interest in the 
packing firm and assumed complete 
control. Two years later, during the 
post-war depression which swept over 
the United States, the young company 
was short of capital and very nearly ex-
perienced bankruptcy. The president re-
duced operations to a ·minimum, re-
trenched the company's finances and suc-
cessfully brought it through the crisis. 
Later E.,;punsion 
Today the French Sardine, Company, 
whose original single-story plant covered 
an area of 60' x 100', occupies handsome 
two-story quarters covering an area 1 60' 
x 450'. It has absorbed the Spano Pack-
ing Company and no·w has one of the 
largest canning capacities in California. 
The annual output has been is great as 
150,000 cases of mackerel, 350,000 cases 
of sardines and 150,000 cases of tuna. 
Bogdanovich owns 90 per cent of the 
total stock of the French Sardine Com~ 
pany. Credit for the success of the or~ 
ganization goes to his tireless labor, cour-
age and ability to foresee business condi-
tions and prepare for them in advance. 
In his var~ous undertakings he is effici-
ently assisted by the secretary of the 
company, Ingvard Martin, who assumed 
that position in 1923, but Bogdanovich 
still personally manages all divisions of 
the business. 
ONE OF THE MOST VERSATILE OF MARKET FISH 
MACKEREL BECOMES MORE POPULAR 
EVERY DAY in the year mackerel may be caught in all waters between 
:rvtonterey and San Diego. These 
fish are of the same variety that has 
found such universal acceptance on the 
East Coast. 
Its great popularity arises from the fact 
that it can be sold fresh, salted, smoked 
or canned. Its adaptability is limited 
only by the lack of yariety of methods of 
curing it. 
Mackerel furnishes the most depend-
able supply of all fresh 6sh for California 
urban ~onsumption. There is no period 
when they cannot be caught in market-
able quantities. 
In San Francisco especially, mackerel 
forrns a large part of the total fresh fish 
sales. Other varieties on the market in 
Los Angeles and San Diego detract little 
from its popularity in the southern part 
of the state, although even there it is sold 
in large quantities. 1-Ionterey catches 
supply the demand in the northern city, 
the San Pedro landings are consumed in 
Los Angeles, and the- San Diego supply 
is sold locally. 
lvlackerel arc caught all along the \Vest 
Coast', but are particularly almncbnt from 
1.fontercv southward. Usuallv the mode 
of captu~·e used to supply the- markets is 
hook and line. However, since C'xtcnsive 
c.:mning operations have dclll<dlliccl a 
greater vulmne, round haul and purse 
seines have been used extensi-vely. To 
The Increasing Demand for 
Mackerel Arises from the 
Variety of Ways in which it 
May Be Shipped and Sold 
More Fresh Fish Being Con-
sumed By Public Places Mar-
keters and Dealers in Enviable 
Position 
supply the year-round market, bo·we\'er, 
the hook and line are used, for between 
February and May the flsh are lound so 
deep that nets will not reach them. They 
strike readily, and for this re;;tson are 
caught in considerable quantities by com-
mercial fishermen. Sportsmen are fond 
of them becauSe of the fight thcv exhibit 
·when hooked. 
Landings of mackerel jumped from fiyc 
million puunds in 1927 to 35,000,000 
pounds in 1928, and to 58,000,000 pounds 
in J!)2~J.· Exploitatiou of canned mackerel 
by southern canners canscd this pllc~ 
nomcnal increase. 
1v1ackercl for lJJarket consumption in 
1930 will be in advance of the le\'els 
reached in fo_rmer years, bccan>:-C of the 
increasing popularity of the fish fresh for 
table use. 
Ii1 1928 the total catch of mackerel was 
sixth in "\\'eight of all landings in Cali-
fornia. In 1929 it skyrocketed until the 
catch was second only to sardines. 
Horse mackerel, often misnamed Span-
ish mackerel, arc sometimes confused 
with this fish, because of the similar 
name. Scientifically they differ greatly. 
The horse mackerel is of the family 
Carangidae, \vhile the true mackerel, on 
the other hand belongs to the tuna fam-
ily-Scombridae, and is known as the 
Pneumophorus jap-onicus diego. 
The preponderance of pubiic fayor, 
however, seems to be directed toward the 
true mackerel, rather tban the horse 
mackerel. One season, 1926-7, the mar-
ket sales amounted to -'1,200,000 pounds, 
whereas for the same period only 45,000 
pounds of horse mackerel reached the 
fresh fish market. 
Mackerel is clesenedly a popular 6sh. 
Its meat is of a good texture and contains 
very little bony structure. Like the tun;l 
it is "all fish." It ordinarily weighs from 
one to four pounds. Canned, it has been 
exploited in Asiatic markets to displace 
salmon, but its widest appeal seems to 
be as a fresh fish. \Vit.h all these at tri-
butes, taste, edibility, popular demand, 
ami abundance, it ranks as one of Cali-
fornia's greatest food resources. 
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Home Sale of Sardines Way canned fish develop such high quality packs as the superior nature of the raw 
material merits, then low silver in 
?\texico, revolution in China, cheap jute 
in India, or rubber depressiot! in the 
1v1alays 1vill no longer agonize the indus-
try. Our own United States will be able 
to purchase all of the product that the 
pilchard species can generate, and the 
highly civilized countries of Europe will 
stand ready to receive whatever surplus 
may remain. Since we have the richest 
and daintiest-flavored pilchard 1vith -..vhich 
to work, there can be no excuse for not 
also having the finest canned product to 
offer at the highest market price. 
To Prosperity For Packers 
T 00 GREAT A PROPORTION of California canned sardines is sold in 
the Philippine Islands, 1vl a I a y states, 
China and France. Too fe\v canners are 
producing fancy packs for American con-
sumption. As a result of these two fac-
tors, the buying power of the people in 
the nations mentioned above determines, 
to a large extent, the prosperity of the 
sardine canning industry on the VV est 
Coast. 
Conditions at present prevalent in these 
sales centers arc complicating the pro-
duction and marketing problems of sar-
dine packers. Rubber is lower in price 
than for many years. Over production 
at the plantations has brought tl11s about; 
the result has been a general curtailment 
of activities entailing a lessening in the 
buying power of employees nnrl a weak-
ening of the market, even for staple com-
modities. Similar situations prevail in 
both the coffee and sugar industries. 
'fhe economic welfare of Malaysia, the 
Philippines and Southern China is de-
pendent upon the world market for the 
above trio of commodities. Thus, re-
tarded production of any one of them re-
acts directly upon goods which find their 
largest market in the area. VVhcn all 
three show signs of depression, the drop 
in buying power is considerable. 
Big Pack Mmle Tlli11gs JF orse 
The unprecedented sardine pack of 
1929 has served to aggravate the situa-
tion. Thirty per cent more sardines were 
canned last year than in any previous 
year; the ·weakened export market could 
not absorb this large increase. As a re-
sult, considerable residual stocks still are 
-in packers' and dealers' hands. Not only 
was the market surfeited with canned 
goods last }•ear, but also with by-prod-
ucts. Fish, oil and meal sell at approxi-
mately half the price today that has been 
prevalent during three years past Since 
by-products generate a· large part of the 
profit available to packers, the lag in the 
meal and oil market has had a further 
·paralyzing effect. 
French consumption of canned fish 
still is practically normal, this because of 
the steadier buying power of that market. 
As economic status in that country de-
pends upon a greater variety of factors 
than in Asia, a slump in a few fields does 
not have as great an effect upon ability 
to buy as in the East. 
In South America, Vlest Coast sardines 
compete directly with _l:-iortugue:.e a d 
Spanish importations. Although the mar-
ket there is not as large as either the 
Oriental or the French, there 1s a possi-
bility of expansion that offers a fine fu-
ture market. Laws in Argentina, de· 
manding a can with internal lacquer, have 
cut the marketability of American produce 
in that country. The cost of processing 
the cans to comply with the specifications 
laid down by the southern government 
amounts t9 approximately 15 cents per 
case. 
So few American-canned sardines are 
sold in the United States, comparatively, 
that the buying power of the domestic 
market has not been able to stabilize the 
industry. At present the better portion 
of the American demand is being sup-
plied by Norwegian "sardines." These, 
Leing herring, bristling, and sprat, are 
decidedly inferior to the domestic from 
the standpoint of quality of raw material. 
Opportunity at Home 
The present situation verges upon the 
absurd. \Ve have before us the paradox~ 
ical spectacle of American-packed fish 
finding its main market in foreign lands 
while the home market is supplied by 
foreign-canned produce. 
A great opportunity is present where-
in far-seeing canners may make fortunes 
for themselves. Only a fe\Y American 
packers are attempting to dispose of their 
sardines at home, and these, as a group, 
are the only ones who really are prosper-
ing. The American market i!: entirely 
adequate to absorb all of the output of 
the canneries if satisfactory goods arc 
produced-at least, is can consun1e all of 
the fish that the pilchard schools can 
supply without being overtaxed. The 
American pilchard in its natural -state is 
far superior to foreign herring and brist-
ling, which are shipped into the country 
under the name of "sardine." 
Eventually American canners will real-
ize the opportunity afforded by our own 
120 millions of population. Of course 
the foreign demand is ·worthy of exploita-
tion and will aid in general stabilization. 
But our own domestic market, which has 
a ready-made demand for sardines, will 
some day become the main source of in-
come for the ~ardine packers. 
VVhen \Vest Coast manufacturers of 
JAPANESE COMPETITION 
FLOATING CANNERY operations 
of Japanese production companif's are in-
creasing to such an extent as to threaten 
American markets. 
In June the Taihoyu 1Iaru and the 
Hakuyo 1\{aru were operatin!:! in the 
neighborhood of the Laird Bank (See 
THE WEST COAST FISHERIES, 
Sept., 1930, P. 27.) 
Now comes word of the organization of 
Kokusai Kosen Gyogyo Kaisha, whose 
object it is to manufacture canned crab, 
salmon and trout, as well as salted fish 
and fish meal. Supplementary reports 
state that emphasis will be placed on 
fish meal, fish oil and crabs. All produce 
is to be marketed through Cross & Black-
well Company of London, world-\Vide 
dealers in canned goods. 
New Floating Cannery 
K.K.G.K. has purchased a floating can-
nery of 8,250 tons displacement at a cost 
of 300,000 yen, approximately $148,000, 
and has ordered three trawlers, the 
first of which is expected to go to Kam-
chatka in July. 
In addition to this, the Kokusai Float-
ing Cannery Fish Company obtai1·ed ().:.:b-
ing rights for six sections off Kamchatka. 
It is expected that i£ business is satisfac-
tory the company will construct a can-
nery and increase the number of boats 
for the next season. Representaf'ives have 
been sent to London to negotmte with 
Cross & Blackwell for financial accom-
modations and to secure contracts for 
the sale of the firm's products. 
High Grade Produce 
The produce of these organizations is 
on a par quality with goods manufactured 
by American firms and is expected to 
come into the active competition in Amer-
ican markets. 
TheNewFRISCO STANDARD 
Sets New Standards for Dependabilit.y, Econ-
omy of Operation, Freedom from Trouble. 
A BETTER ENGINE 
OLD RELIABILITY 
LOWER PRICE 
NEW EFFICIENCY 
Write for Details 
Standard Gas Engine Co. 
OAKLAND, CALIF. 
DF 2 
GK 2 
12 liP 
25 HP 
OF 4. 
GK ,_l> 
4.0 TIP 
70 HP Dealers 1l'antetl where not I represe1~~ed --···-) 
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Constitutional Amendment No. II 
W HEN AN IMPOSITION exceeds a certain de-gree of grossness, so that it passes ei1tirely be-
yond the boundaries of reason and creditability, fe\v 
men are \villing even to take time to look at the proofs 
by which the fact can be substantiated. In other v.,rords, 
\\;hen an outrage of surpassing obviousness and inso-
lence occurs, that is so un-natural and grotesque as to 
lack figurative truth, most of the public refuses to be 
convinced, because literal imagination, which is the 
genius of invention, is rare. Under excessive circum-
stances few men dare to believe \Vhat they themselves 
witness. 
For this reason, if at all, the Constitutional Amend-
ment No. 11, \Vhich will be presented to the voters of 
California as one of the initiatives on the November 
ballot. may actually become law. It is conceded that 
few of the citizens who will take part in the polling will 
have any definite notion of the grave and serious sub-
ject that is being ajudicated by them, and probably the 
vast majority will be actuated by motives as vague as 
a general supposition that "it probably is a good thing.lJ 
Thus inattentive republican government can do serious 
harm to its people. 
Although the propositions embodied in the proposed 
Amendment are so foreign to American forms of pop-
ular government as to contravene the very precepts for 
which John Hancock used so much ink, probably the 
greater part of the perfectly well-meaning voters will 
not of its own accord detect the danger. Large num-
bers will require being shown what is being attempted 
before they will believe it possible that so tragic a trav-
esty could conceivably be foisted upon them. 
Under the terms of Amendment 11 the present politi-
cally-appointed commission of three would be enlarged 
to a politically-appointed commission of five. There is 
no provision in the amendment requiring that the ap-
pointees have special qualifications for the office, where-
fore the positions would be open, exactly as at present, 
to ocJupancy by any person having money, influence, 
or friends. This could be expected to result in the ap-
pointment of men who know more about the custard 
pie, insecticide, and baled hay businesses than about 
commercial fishery matters. 
J\.1erely enlarging the commission would not in itself 
be especially unbearable, for it would only be increas-
ing the present evil by a numerical 40 per cent; the 
truly terrifying stipulation is contained in the passages 
giving the five political commissioners dictatorial pow-
ers over the fisheries. At the present time the public 
and the commercial enterprises are protected from any 
ill-conceived ideas of the admittedly uniformed fish 
commissioners by having a defensive bulwark in the 
state congress. All regulatory enactments must be ap-
proved by the assembly and the senate, which gives all 
comers an opportunity to be heard. But by the new 
plan the quintet of politicians would be endowed with 
legislative and eXecutive and judicial powers of broad 
scope. In fact, they would be placed in such position 
that they could ruin any commercial fisheries operator 
at will; the ideal opportunity for large graft is clearly 
present here. 
High officials of the present fisheries administration 
are known to have been active supporters of the ne'v 
initiative proposal. Incidentally, it is claimed bv the 
fish canners that these same elements have openfy de-
clared antagonism to the fishing industries, which now 
are supporting thousands of families in California. 
Canners hold it probable that where no quarter is pro-
mised, none will be Riven, and that they will be sing-led 
out for attack should the amendment become law. 
It is accepted as foregone that the present commis-
sioners \Vould be continued into the enlarged body. In 
view of this probability it is especially significant that 
under the amendment the fish commissioners would be 
empowered to arrange their salaries to please them-
selves. J\.1ore than that, the whole personnel of the vast 
organization would be taken out of civil service classi-
fication, and thereafter the commissioners could appoint 
whom they chose, without being compelled to give 
weight either to the fitness of the candidate, his special 
knowledge, or his term of prior service in the commis-
sion. Finally, the commissioners would be empowered 
to arrange the salaries of all of these appointees. 
The political machine that could arise under cover of 
this arrangement would be an engine of civic ruin such 
as Chicago never yet has seen. Once established, years 
of effort 1vould be required to eradicate the thing, for 
it must not be forgotten that in this matter the people 
are voting upon a constitutional amendment, and that 
it would require another constitutional amendment to 
repeal this one. 
vVith thousands of small offices and jobs to dispense, 
and with the sole prerogative of fixing salaries and 
wages, the five commissioners might etisily construct 
such a spoils system in the state as would suggest the 
governmental farces of post-Civil VVar davs. It is not 
beyond possibility that the fish commissiOn might de-
generate into a sort of mammoth "racket," for even at 
present, when the personnel supposedly is protected by 
civil service, recent happenings have indicated an in-· 
clination on the part of ranking subordinates to deal 
with the field staff in a manner patently inconsiderate, 
unique in its sinister secretiveness and conspicuous for 
an evident want of suitable basis. What can be ex-
pected after plenary powers are voted to the fish com-
mission if executives in the central office even now 
make bold to displace an eminently efficient and uncor-
ruptable officer 1vho undoubtedly is an authority on 
commercial fisheries, installing in his stead a man 
whose specialty is gamE" animals and trouts? 
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AMIKAN FISHING NET MFG. CO. 
Eastern largest and Most Complete 
Manufacturers of 
Fishing Nets, Cotton Twines, Ropes, Cutch 
+ 
P. 0. Box No. 10 
TOMIDA, ISE, JAPAN 
If Your Customer Demands Quality-There is Only One Solution 
-
CAL- REY Brand . Also Packers of Custom and Feature brands 
Custom House 
Packing Corporation 
MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA 
California Sardines T "The Sardine Port of the west Coast" 
A. IS 
CANNED FOODS BROKERS 
Specializing in Canned Fish 
112 Market Street San Francisco, Calif. 
TELEPHONE DAVENPORT 5626 
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It. HOVDEN COs 
MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA 
PLANTS AT MON'l'EREY AND 
SAN DIEGO 
Packers of 
FANCY SARDINES, MACKEREL 
AND TUNA 
F.E.Booru CoMPANY 
INC. 
Packers of 
California 
Canned 
Sardines 
FRUITS-ASPARAGUS-VEGETABLES 
SHAD ROE 
Canneries at Monterey, Pittsburg, Centerville 
Fresh Fish Specialists 
WHOLESALE nnd RETAIL 
Markets: San Francisco, Stockton, San Diego 
GENERAL OFFICES 
ll 0 Market St., San Fr•ancisco 
THE WEST COAST FISHERIES 
CATCHWORDS 
AND 
WATCHWORDS 
Bandied about in unscrupulous 
fashion and overwol'l;:ed as sales 
catchwords, the terms co-operation 
and service have undeservedly 
come into disrepute; but to the 
management of the Port of Oak-
land they are still deemed worthy 
watchwords for the great com-
mercial enterprise of this munici-
pality. 
At the Port of Oakland, co-oper-
ation means mutual action to 
attain a given end; service is work 
performed for the benefit of others. 
We will gladly welcome the op-
portunity to work with you to 
improve and expedite the handling 
of your shipments and we invite 
you (without obligation) to Jearn 
more about the Port of Oakland, 
its modern facilities, and its steam-
ship, railway and truck line con-
nections, by writing to-
• 
The Port of Oakland 
424 OAKLAND BANK BLDG. 
OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA 
) 
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Canners Tap Natural Sea Water 
Supply 350 Feet Beneath Earth 
T HREE HUNDRED AND FIFTY feet below the earth's surface at Los 
Angeles }{arbor lies a natural subterra-
nean aqueduct with an opening ten miles 
at sea. In prehistoric times this alluvial 
stiatum formed the bed of the Los An-
geles River, and down over its rocky 
pathway fresh water flowed into the Paci-
fic. Today brine flows back up this an-
cient channel, purified by ten miles of 
natural filter, until it reaches San Pedro, 
sparkling clear and with no trace of such 
pollution as is found in all shoreward or 
bay waters which are subject to contami-
nations of many sorts. 
Down through the layers of shale which 
guard this deposit of brine San Pedro 
canners will sink wells, and from the 
gravel stratum they will pump cold salt 
water, fresh and clean from the open 
ocean and purified of all chemicals. except 
natural minerals in solution, by its long 
journey through the earth. This sea wa-
ter will be used by San Pedro tuna and 
sardine packing establishments for clean-
ing fish and in the various processes 
stages. 
In this manner is solved a problem 
which has puzzled San Pedro canners for 
year¥. Unwilling to use Fish Harbor wa-
ter 111 their establishments, the packers 
have long debated means of securing a 
good business to assume the added liabil-
ity 1vhich the proposition entailed. · 
Then Los Angeles water and power 
bureau engineer D. G. 1v1 onroe informed 
them that salt water of· the purest possible 
nature is available anywhere on Terminal 
Island at a depth of 350 feet. The can-
ners were quick to see that this was the 
answer to their perplexing situation, and 
already a permit has been secured by the 
California Packing Corporation to start 
work on the first of these individual wells. 
Other cannery officials are only waiting 
to learn of the success of the venture be-
fore starting work on their o·wn accounts. 
Dr. \i\.ialter F. Dickie, head of the state 
health department, was to have visited 
the canners to sanction the project short-
ly aftec THE WEST COAST FISH-
ERIES went to press. 
Realizing that it vms to the public's 
benefit to make use of this unique geo-
logic condition, Los Angeles Harbor of-
ficials indicated that they would be will-
ing to grant their approval of the plan, 
although they had already expended time 
and money in preparing to construct the 
pipeline for the packers. 
COLD STORAGE 
FISH SERVICE 
The only Cold Storage 
P 1 a n t in downtown 
'Los Angeles, operat-
ing Freezers for the 
storing and handling 
of FISH. 
Los Angeles Ice & 
Cold Storage Co. 
of 
California Consumers Co. 
715 E. 4th St. 
Los Angeles, California 
Phone FAber 1461 
permanent, reliable supply of clean sea 
0ILRER_T c. VAN brine. Los Angeles -harbor officials pro- IN~MJ posed the construction of an underwater pipeline from a point 2,000 feet off Ter-minal Island to the canneries, a project INSURANCE AGENCY 
which would insure pure water but ·which 
cflnsurance would cost $100,000. It was proposed that packers sign an agreement to pay for 
this ·work, each canner also assuming rc- All FORMS 
sponsibility for payment of the share 'of SAN DIEGO SAN PEDRO 
any member who withdrev,r. The canners bb7 HARBOR ST. MUNIC.IPAL WHA~F 
signified willingness to pay their parts of PHONE MAIN 4490 P!IDNE SAil PtPRO ZI.BO 
the total, but felt that it would not be 
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Long Beach Salt Co. ~t 
7lia(;. 99V..%PURE. 
General Fisheries 
"The Dependable Salt" Corporation 
DIRECT FROM OUR PLANT TO YOU Sardines and Mackerel Long Beach, California ReUJashed Coarse Salt CANNERS AU grades crude and refined salt for the WES'!'IERN SAL'!' CO. Fishing Industry P. 0. Box 998 San Pedro, Calif. 
SAN DIEGO, CAUF. 
G~ MONTEREY BAY SARDINES Leading Fancy Brands: EL CAPITAN, GIDLL, EL MAR FISH OIL and MEAL 
"" 
' E.B.GkOSS CANNING COMPANY 
··~" ~~""""" Sales Office and Pla.nt, Monterey, Calif. Cable Address "GROSS" 
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FISH DEALEl~S ACTIVE 
(Cautiuucd from page 11) 
Alec Paladini is another bclit;•'e,r in tl~e 
future of sea foods as Amenca· s baste 
diet. This winter he ~ccs ~s a great ste\~ 
forward. "Evcryot:e IS eatm~ more fish, 
he states, ''and tlus year will ~~c more 
fish consumed than ever before · 
Advice from the H:iines Oyster com-
pany sounds this note again. "Oysters 
are becoming more and more a pop':lar 
food. The many new v:ays of servmg 
oysters are puttin!5 them on new tables 
eyery day," accorchng,to the recort. 1v!ore 
bouse\vives are Jearnmg the many ways 
in ·which the mollusks ma~" be served. 
The variety found in these dishes makes 
oysters an increasingly popular food. 
\Vith such a general feeling of opti-
mism evident everywhere among fr~sh 
fish dealers, prospects fa~ the c~Jr:ung 
winter season look especmlly bnlhant. 
Prices for market fish are picking up. A 
supply that will fill almost any demand 
made upon it backs the ~11arkets, and the 
season looks as though tt would become 
one of the best on record. 
THE 11AMELIA" of the Van Camp 
Organizations is at jJresent fishing off 
the Guadalupe Islands. Captain Battesta 
Falconi will bring in a catch of white-
fish, rockcod and rock bass. The "Ameli~" 
exclusively Van Camp, was recently bUt.lt 
and launched by the AI Larson slup 
yards. 
THE WE S T C 0 A S T F I S;H E R IE S 
Clare M. Small, of the Van Camp 
Organizations, Ltd., San Pedro 
fiish distributor. 
THE STANDARD DREDGING 
Company has completed the deepen-
ing of Fish Harbor and has moved its 
equ:pment. Fish Harbor is now home 
to the largest fishing boats. Over 300,-
000 cubic feet of earth was moved and 
the harbor has been deepened to 20 feet. 
The deepening was done at the re-
quest of fish cannery interests. Formerly 
fishboats were of small draft but recently 
larger craft have been built and great 
difficulty has been experienced in getting 
some of them to the cannery docks in the 
harbor. 
J7ESSEL OWNERS WILL 
SUPPLY INFORMATION 
QUESTIONS CONCERNING their 
nationality and activities <ire soon to be 
asked· the owners of the 40,000 Commer-
cial fishing vessels which opcn!te along 
the seacoasts of the United States, Alas-
ka, Ha·waii and Porto Rico. The survey 
is being conducted by the United States 
Tariff Commission, under authority of a 
resolution of the United States Senate, 
which reads: "The commission is re-
quested to make an investigation of the 
entries of fish and other marine products 
into the United States from the high seas 
in vessels mvncd, chartered, leased or 
rented, wholly or in part, by aliens, and 
\HH:ther or not such aliens are domiciled 
in the United States." 
Although the Senate resolution is di-
rected specifically at alien-owned fishing 
boats, the commission plans to include 
all fishing craft, in order that compara-
tive figures between citizen-cm·ne<~ ,[ 
aFen-o\vned boats may be available. Each 
ship owner wlil be required to make a 
statement of the ownership of his vessel, 
whether it is citizen-owned or alien-
owned, and to give statistics concerning 
the quantity of fish the vessel secured 
during the previous year. 
"This investigation," the commission 
explains, "is not directed towarJ the ex-
clusion of aliens from the American fish-
eries. It is solely for the purpose of as-
certaining the present extent of r_,ur fish-
eries, the national ty o ives,:el 0\Vner::;, and 
the sources of production." 
The commission expects to have the 
survey completed before the next session 
of Congress. 
' 'Gold Medar~ Cotton Fish Netting 
"THE NETTING OF QUALITY" 
;Every step in the process of manufacture-from 
gathering the t·aw ntalerial to packing and ship· 
ping the finished product-is carried out under 
expert supervision in our own plants. You are 
therefore assured of uniforn1, unvarying, HIGH 
QUALITY NETTING. 
Why not have the best-
lfs cheapest in tire entl. 
BARBOUR'S 
Linen Fish Lines 
Matle Expressly for Rot! aml Reel Fishing 
We Recommend 
CALIFORNIA COTTON MILLS 
COMPANY'S 
Seine Twine, Thread and Twine 
Laid Fishing Quality Rope 
Have been in demand by the Fishing Frater-
nity of the Pacific Coast for over fifty years 
The Linen Thread Co .. 
SELLING AGENTS 
San Francisco 
Los Angeles 
443 Mission Street 
722 Rowan Building 
NEW YORK CHICAGO BOSTON 
BALTIMORE GLOUCESTER 
JACKSONVILLE 
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NEW JAPANESE-OWNED TUNA CRUISER NOW 
READY FOR FISHING IN MEXICAN WATERS 
"Columbus" Awaits Finishing 
Touches Before Leaving for 
Southern Fishing Banks Under 
Command of Captain Kohi-
gashi, part owner. 
I N LESS THAN TWICE her own length, the ''.Columbus" turned from the Van Camp dock to the General Pe-
troleum Company and headed out of Fish 
Harbor tO\vard C~atalina on her trial trip. 
From the very start of the tour those 
aboard the new tuna crui-;er knew tnat 
they >vere witnessing the performance of 
a uniquely designed boat. 
On leaving the harbor the ship was 
subjected to a speed trial, as Captain 
Kohigashi maneuvered the craft from her 
glass-enclosed bridge, A measured mile 
was nav1g·•.ted in five minutes, 36 <.;(•Lotus, 
making the average speed a trifle less 
than eleven knots. 
Refreshments Served 
After the speed trial, all those on board 
were served with salad, fruit, and bottled 
drinks. A dozen or more boxes of vari-
ous kinds of fruit were placed on the 
hatch covers, so that everyone could eat 
as much as he pleased. Case after case 
of fruit juices and soda ·water stood on ice 
all through the trip so that all hands had 
their fill of liquid refreshment. 
This was but a foretaste of all the good 
things that were in store for those who 
were fortunate enough to be aboard. 
After the ship had rounded the west end 
of Santa Catalina Island and was ap-
proaching Catalina Harbor, tempting 
odors commenced to issue from the gal-
ley. 
This time 0'\.vl after bowl of chow mein 
was served. Seafaring appetites made 
adepts of those who had little previous 
experience with chop sticks; the celerity 
with which the bowls were emptied 
proved that they could do quite as well 
with the unfamiliar cutlery as dtd those 
who used them habitually. 
Guests go Ashore 
While the Columbus lay at anchor in 
the cove, members of the crew and guests 
Went ashore. Some walked across the 
narrow isthmus to the opposict. side of 
the island; others endeavored to get 
aboard the ancient Chinese junk beached 
there; some remained aboard. 
In returning, the vessel encountered a 
!ight ·wind tvhich gave those on board an 
Idea of the sea-going qualities of the 
craft. Hardly any roll was notireable as 
the ship moved through the waves. In 
explaining this stability of the ship, as 
well as its steering qualities, the designer, 
Nels P. Nelson, said that the pivot upon 
which it turned was located well forwarG, 
rather than aft. This enables the craft 
to turn on a comparatively short radius, 
and to ride a sea without either rolling 
or pitching. Cut away bow and stern ac-
centuates this ability. 
lllore "Eats" 
On the return trip, K. 0. Y.-~mashita 
and Captain Kohigashi again gathered 
the passengers to the galley, where the 
cook, Y. Sakai, and the smiling lvi. H. 
Murakani were giving out more deli-
casies, this time in the form of toasted 
ham sandwiches and hot coffee. At about 
8:30 the Columbus slipped into the light-
starred Fish Harbor which she had left 
12 hours before. 
During the trip the guests had been 
royally entertained by the eight Japanese 
·who own the vessel. They an.• Captain 
J. Kohigashi, K. 0. Yamashita. K. Tsu-
giuchi, Chief Engineer Yuzo Ui, N. 
Yamashita, S. Koshio, K. Tamura, and J. 
Ohara. 
{Coutimud ou Page 26) 
Top:Ilubert Iloussds, extreme left, and Captaiu Kohigashi, center, itt v.ll1ite sl1irt, aud Jap 
anne fishittg crew! of tlte vessel at the time of the trial trip. Bottom: The "Columlml'· 
leaving Fish Harbor for its test run. Note overhead bait tattk pipeliru. 
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JAPANESE TUNA CRUISER 
(Coutimud from Pagt• 25) 
When the cruiser goes to Baj:1 Califor-
nia for tuna, S. '.rsujiuchi, K. Namikawa, 
and the able cook, Y. Sakai, wiil also be 
aboard. All these were on the trial run, 
as wdl as S. Sekisawa, S. Tukumatsu, 
and the jovial 1-Iurakani. 
Taylor Checks Speed 
Kenneth Taylor represented the \Vest-
ern Enterprise company and superin-
tended the speed trial. He st;tted that 
the 375-h. p. diesel performed perfectly. 
Hubert Houssels, of the Van Camp Sea 
the si)ecifications of the boat as follo\VS: 
length 107 feet, moulded beam 25 feet, 
and moulded depth 12 feet. A 52-foot 
mast, 14 inches in diameter, surmounts 
the deck, and from it on a single band 
swings the 32-foot boom. Thi:" is 10 
inches in diameter. 
The ship is powered by a six-cylinder, 
375-11 p. \·\' csceru Et1terpnse D1esel. The 
three-cylinder, 45-h.p. n.uxiliary di.esel is 
"' ~he qme make as the main plant. 
VVhen the vessel is not in motion the 30-
kilo·watt VVestinghouse generator is 
driven by the smaller engine. Twelve 
thousand gallons of fuel and 500 gallons 
of lubricating oil are carried to supply 
The 6-cylinder~ 375-h.p. JVeslun-Entcrprisr diesel that was selec!cd by flU' group of Japaucsc 
i'arlllus to }o'I.Vl'r the 1U:u.' lltlla ship "Columlms." 
;Food Company, Inc., said that the cruiser 
. 'would fish for that company. His flam-
ing sweater made him the hardest person 
on board to lose sight of. 
The Gilbert C. Van Camp Insurance 
Agency was represented by Eugene Greg-
son. Other guests included Andrew Ken-· 
nedy of the Parke and Kibele company, 
and Miss Bobbv Kline. VVith th!?'m were 
Mr. and 1Irs. ·Harold Caton. Much of 
the jovality which reigned aboard was 
attributable to 1virs. Ed Bowen and Mrs. 
Mae Johnson. \V. G. \Vilson al~o proved 
to be one of the funsters of the day. 
Marion Fry, who superintended the in-
stallation of the Lipman refrigerator, ·was 
also one of the party. 
Nelson Explnins Design 
Nels P. Nelson, the. designer of the 
CohtJnbus for Parke and Kiebele, gave 
these. Tanks are also installed to accom-
moda,te 2,000 gallons of fresh -..vater . 
Overbend Piping 
Three bait pumps of three, six, and 
eight inch di'ameters supply the [mit tanks 
and -..veils. In delivering this >Vater to the 
tanks a novel feature has been introduced 
by the boat's designers. The pipe lead-
ing from the pumps to the wells instead 
of being carried along the deck, is raised 
overhea"d, so that action on deck is not 
impaired. This also makes a m,_.re direct 
route from the pumps to the tanks. The 
main pump is driven by a 15-h. p. \Vest-
inghousc motor with a four-cylinder Con-
tinental gasoline engine as an CJ.Uxiliary. 
A 10-h. p. motor propells tht:. six-inch 
pump. This will be recognizer! as being 
identical with the pump installation on 
the "Chicken of the Sea." 
Both the anchor >vindlass and cargo 
winch are po\vered by the prevalent 
WC'stinghouse installations. These are 
also 10-h. p. motors. 
Lipman Refrigeration 
Refrigeration is accomplished by a six-
ton Lipman compressor, driven by a 10-
h. p. electric motor. Forty-five hundred 
feet of piping will maintain the six stor-
age compa1·tments, where 117 tons of fish 
may be placed, at a few dcgrct'S below 
freezing temperature. 
In Y. Sakai's galley is a huge six-place, 
Smoothtop galley-stove, which 1s heated 
by gas supplied from two Rockg:ts drums 
placed under the steps on deck. The star~ 
age space in the galley will enable him 
to feed the twelve-man crew tor three 
months or more. This commodiOUS room 
is the full width of the ship and will af-
ford room for the entire crew to cat at 
one sitting. 
Enclosed Bridge 
Fire is guarded against by the installa-
tion of a three-cvlinder Lux automatic 
system and by sniall hand-oper,tted Lux 
equipment. 
The bridge is of the new "Panama" de-
sign in that it is enclosed on top and three 
sides. The back part only is opt:n. This 
will allow the ship to be ont""lled h· .. -1 
that place in almost any weathu. Slid~ 
ing windows are on all sides, and may he 
slid down and out of the way in fair 
weather. Ritchie compasses are mounted 
both here and in the pilot house. 
A Thomas Walker speed ithlicator of 
"Cherub" design will enable the naviga-
tor to keep accurate check on the speed 
of the vessel. Most of the hardware on 
board was furnished by the C. J. Hendry 
company of San Pedro. Cordr..ge and 
wire shrouds also came from Hendry's. 
Insurance to_ the extent of ~75,000 is 
carried by the Owners with the Gtlbert C. 
Van Camp agency. 
Captain Kohigashi expects to ifave for 
Mexican waters in the early part of Octo-
ber. 
THE "SOUTHERN CROSS," b;g 
118-foot purse-seiner of the Southern 
Cross Shipping Company, San Pedro, 
was towed into Fish Harbor with a 
broken coupling September 30 by the 
"Crowley Nu111ber 9." The "Southern 
Cross," ~valued at $80,000, is owned by 
L Suguyama. T. Toyozaki is captain of 
the cruiser. It is equipped with a .J-50-
h. p, \Vestcrn-Enterprise engine. 
Cotton 
Netting 
Made from PORTERDALE SUPERIOR SEINE TWINE. Knit to pre-
dsion in auy size tnesh and thread. 
We use PORTERDALE SUPERIOR SElt'IE TWINE, because it is best. 
Our factory is equipped with the tnost tnodern and up-to-the-nlinute 
nuwhincry~ which insures accurate w~n·kn:tanship . 
Netting for "Haul or Drag Se_i.tiCS·~ Purse Seines, Gill Nets, and all 
purposes. 
THE FISH NET & TWiNE CO. JERSEY CITY, N. J. 
l~oast nepresentaMve: JOliN :H. DAVIS CO., 36 Spear St.~ San Frandsco 
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Monterey Fishermen Begin 
Commercial Cutting of Kelp 
"yES, YOU MIGHT call me a 
farmer; anyway I 'make my hay 
when the sun shincs'-and when 
the sea isn't too rough-But when the 
wind's inshore it is a rather ticklish busi-
ness, and not much like ordinary farming, 
I guess," observed Sam Balesteri. 
The speaker is one of the Italian boat-
men of 1v!onterey. As captain of the 38-
foot "Sea VVolf," he is the lone represen-
tative of the commercial kelp-harvesting 
industry of that port. If the calling prop-
erly may be characterized as a "fishery," 
then Balesteri is master of the only crew 
of kelp fishermen hailing from the old 
pueblo that lies under the lea of the Pre-
sidio Hill. 
Kelp cutting is a new acCivity in 11onte-
rey. Since the close of the boom period 
of the \Vorld \Var, when an acute potash 
~hortage added impetus to the commer-
cial gathering of marine plants, seaweed 
manufacture has declined to near the van-
ishing point. Recently, however, there 
has been a revival of the industry at sev-
eral places along the coast. Balcsteri 
says that he began cutting kelp in Aug-
ust. ---
"I have three men in my crew," he 
states. "VV e have been working almost 
two months. The big kelp beds all lie to 
[ 
the south\'mrd-between the mOuth of the 
Big Sur and Monterey. \\Te have to do it 
all by hand, and it is very heavy work, 
" especially when a sea is running." 
Tweltw-Hour Day 
The Captain states that he and his crew 
customarily leave 1vf.onterey before day-
Parke & Kibele, Inc. 
Superior Service for 
Fishing Boats 
Dry Dock and Repair 
Specialists 
Day ancl Night Service 
Main Shops at 
Berth 94, San Pedro 
Branch Mnrine Wnys 
and Shops Accommocb.ting Cn.ri. 
up to 1 OC::i tonA at 
Berth 160, Wilmington 
Agents for 
Hunt-Spiller Gunmetal Iron 
for piston rings and cylinder 
liners for Diesel Engines. 
Phones San Pedro 2790-2791 
light. Arrived at the kelp beds, five hours 
are required to collect a load .. ,E.QYf-t_o.ns_,, 
of the plant arc required to cargo the 
"Sea \Volf," and this must be cut and 
pulled aboard one piece at a time. 
Reaping by llantl 
"\Ve use a kind of sickle, or scythe-
blade attached to a long pole," Balesteri 
explains. "By that method the plants are 
cut off at a point about 15 feet from the 
surface. That does noC181Ttl1'eill, for in 
a few months they grow to the top again. 
;1 t takes five hours to get a load, and 
seven hoursroao-nterutlning. \Ve have 
a 38-foot boat powered with a 3-cylinder, 
2-t-h.p. Hicks." 
Since beginning operations, the "Sea 
\Volf" is said to have; narvested about 
75 tons of kelp. This all was sold to the 
Sandos Chemical works of 1v1onterey, a 
small institution which is believed to be 
a branch of an eastern manufactory. By 
report, the Sandos concern subjects the 
kelp to no other treatment than to pass 
it through a grinder, then press it, and 
finally pack it ififO barrels preParatory to 
shipment to New York state. The price 
to the fishermen is $10 per ton 
----Dest·roying a Resource 
In commenting upon the difficulties 
of his occupation,. Captain Balesteri says 
that he is finding it necessary to go in-
creasing distances to find good kelp beds. 
There used to be big areas covered with 
kelp, but not any more," he says. The 
Japanese abalone divers cut it adrift at 
Phone 2740 Chas. De Vries, Prop. 
Marine Sheet Metal Works 
Heavy Steel Fuel Oil nnd Water 
Tunks 
Acetylene ami Electric Welding 
Term.lnal Island, Calif. 
Near Bethlehem Ship Yard 
San Pedro Boat Building 
Co., Inc. 
An ton Brujevich, Manager 
Builders of AU Cla~scs of Cnmmer~ 
cinl Fishing Bouts-Repnir Wm·l~ 
of All Kinds-1\lnrine \'Vays nnd 
l\1uchine Shops 
Terminal Island 
Berth 207 Phone San Pedro 1433 
This farmer of the sea makes 
hay while the sun shines, but 
he doesn't sow the seed. 
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the roots, and nO\v whole areas have been 
ruined." 
"That is true," declared a listener, who 
while visititlg the Monterey fish wharf 
had been audicndng the conversation 
"I live down there, and can tell you that 
wherever the Japanese have been getting 
out abalones the beaches are piled high 
with kelp that they have slashed. Some 
of the best kelp beds down our way have 
been almost completely destroyed during 
the abalone seasons.'' 
Number of fishermen standing" about in-
tmduced comments at this point. The 
consensus of their opinions was that 
the destruction of the kelp beds was the '\ 
factor patently responsible for the sudden 
disappearance of the once numerous kelp 
fishes. 
"The fiea bass, the kelp bass, the rock 
bass and all of the other kinds that always 
spawn in the kelp, are deprived of a place 
to lav their aggs now. The young fish 
have -no place to hide from the big ones 
that chase them, either. The Japanese 
divers cut off the kelp at the routs, so as 
to kill it. All of the kelp-living species are 
pretty well played out right now, and 
with their natural hiding places and breed-
ing places gone they will soon give out 
altogether," asserted one of the crowd. 
"Our cutting operations don't kill the 
kelp," declared Baksteri. By cutting ?ff 
only the tops, the plants soon grow agatn. 
\Ve are careful not to kill them because 
we want them to kee[J on gi·owing, so 
that we can get other crops, later. \V e 
want to keep the kelp, permanently." 
W. Murray Little 
Harbor Sheet Metal 
Works 
l'tlnkern_ of Gasoline, Fuel, Oil Tanks, Dont 
Worlt, Ventilators, Rctinning Gnlley 'Vnre, 
Uru!IB, Cnppcr nnd Sheet Irnn Works 
248 CANNERY ST. 
TERMINAL ISLAND, CALIF. 
Plume 349 Res. Phone 2425-J 
S. P. STAMBUK, Office Manager 
Fishermen's Cooperative 
Association 
Membership 65 Purse-Seiners 
Average 8 Men to Boat 
Correspondence Invited relative purchases 
of our members. Information 
gludly g1ven. 
MUNICIPAL FISH WHARF 
SAN PEDRO, CALIF. 
H. YOKOZEKI, Secretary 
Southel!'n CaU!Iol!'niia 
.Japanese Fiishel!'men •s 
Association 
Enterprising and without question 
loyal to the interests which it tends 
to serve. 
Telephone 3595 
TERMINAL ISLAND, CALIF, 
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NORWEGIAN ATTEMPT AT PRICE FIXING FAILS 
AS GOVERNMENT AGENTS BRING SUIT 
Foreign Sardine Packers Halted m 
Try at Price Control 
R ECENT CANCELLATION oi the price fixing agreement bet-ween cer-
tain Norwegian packers makes the ·whole 
mode of combination of interest to Amer-
ican packing associations whose org-atliza-
tion in part parallels that of the N on-.;e-
gian group. On July 2, after suits had 
been Jlled by United States attorneys 
against the individual members of this 
combine, they empowered their Price 
Council to institute ci:ssolution proceed-
ings. 
This price fixing in violation of the anti-
trust laws caused the seizure of shipments 
of sardines, herrings, and kippered snacks 
by United States commissioners, acting 
under the instruction of the Secretary of 
the Treasury. The seizure resulted in the 
posting of two cases, in admiralty, and in 
equity, against the atTending companies 
and individuals. 
Fish Confiscated 
Before instituting action, 5,898 cases 
of sardines, 1,082 cases of herrings, and 
500 cases of kippered snacks '."t'ere con-
fiscated from the warehouses of Chr. 
Bjelland and Company, one of the group, 
in New York. These were subsequently 
released on bail. 
Charles H. Tuttle, United States attor-
ney, in bringing charges of violation of 
the Sherman law and the \Vilson Tariff 
act, offers evidence to the effect that 49 
Norwegian packers and dealers, one Eng-
lish dealer, and thirteen Amerir.an im-
porters, entered into an agreement to fix 
prices in a manner opposed to the pro-
visions of those la>vs. 
At the annual meeting of these packers 
i11 December of 1929, they bound them-
selves to adhere to the prices for sale of 
·various kinds of fish packed by them, set 
by the committee on prices of the can-
IJing factories, and not undersell these. 
Nine Members 
This Committee on Prices is composed 
of nine members, of which four are from 
Stavanger, one from Bergen, Gne from 
'l'rondhjem, one from North Norway, one 
from Oslo Fjord, and one from the fac-
tories~on Bergen-Trondhjem. The mem-
bers arc elected for a two-year period, 
and receive salaries for their \Vork. 
To the committee the following au-
thorities were allocated, \Yith others 
which· have little or no bearing upon the 
legality of the case: 
To establish prices for the different 
kinds of goods and arrange for :;pecial 
credit conditions. 
To enforce compliance ·with the agree-
ment and other established provisions, 
and to exact fines for cases of violation. 
To decide as to limiting the p.-oduction 
of the different products coverPd bv the 
agreement when circumstances sO re-
quire, and to have final authontv in de-
ciding what quantity each of the~ cooper-
ating factories shall be permitter\ to pro-
duce as long as the limitation on produc-
tion lasts. It is the duty of the commit-
tee to take into consideration the produc-
tion possibilities of t~Ie different factories 
United S t a t e s 
Threatened By 
Producers 
Action of 
Foreign Combine. Interven-
tion by Treasury Department 
Prevents Coup 
based on the production oi the goods 
concerned for the three previous years. 
To decide on all matters which may 
arise under the price agreement and 
every-thing connected therewith. 
BlackLst of Agents 
To establish a blacklist over agents, 
export agents, and other middle men, as 
well as buyers who are deemed by the 
Committee to have acted disloyally in 
respect to the conditions of this agree-
lll en t. 
No Labels Advertised 
The Committee shall also arrange so 
that all of the canneries of Norway may 
enter into the agreement and strivt: to 
prevent the construction of ne\v factories. 
Further provisions prohibit the grant-
ing of recompense for advertising to any 
agent or sales office. To advertise the 
labels of any buyer is also prohibited. 
If advertising labels, it must be done at 
the expense of the factory or exporter 
in question, with the assistance of the 
agents or branch office, without reduction 
for the agent or branch. office in question 
for the sake of profit. Recompense or 
premium of any conceivable kind to do-
mestic or foreign buyers, agents, or 
branch offices is expressly proh:bited. 
The minimum price set by the Commit-
tee on Prices is payable within thirty 
days of the date of invoice, unless other-
wise provided by the Committee. No 
shipments may be made on a cash on 
delivery basis, nor on an approval basis 
when the label of the buyer is attached. 
A sliding scale of rebates is, however, 
granted to agents who absorb goods in 
large amounts, ranging from 2% on 2.000 
cases annually to 5% on 200,000 cases 
within the year. However, the Commit-
tee on Prices is empowered to refuse its 
approval to agents or buyers who fail to 
comply with the provisions of the price 
agreement. 
Packs Defined 
In the comp<~.ct a definition of suitable 
packs is also set forth. It is prohibited 
to pack or sell smoked sardines or bris-
tling, small herring, or musse packed in 
any oil other than olive oil. Unsmoketl 
sardines may be canned, however, in 
arachid or soya oil. It is prohibited to 
sell sardines in boullion. Between Feb-
ruary first and April fifteenth no mttsse 
I~or small herring may be canned. 
Further support was given to the en-
terprise by the backing of the Bank of 
Norway. By means of this connection 
the parties have virtually excluded all 
other canners from their field by having 
the credit of any new enterprise destroyed 
before it starts. The banks will not, un-
der the provisions of the agreement, give 
credit to any firm for the financing of 
canning undertakings. If such credit is 
given, the member concerns virtually 
threaten to '\Vithdraw their business. 
At the beginning ·of every season the 
Committee >vill determine prices for 
every variety of produce canned by mem-
ber concerns, and will inform the banks 
of this schedule. Any violation of this 
price statement discovered by the b:mk~ 
will be reported to the Committe!.!. 
Protection Planned 
Since the agreement entered into by 
the parties forbids the sale of produce at 
prices below those set by the Committee, 
it was forced to provide for packed fish 
which cannot be sold, which arc produced 
within the figures set for the party com· 
panics before the opening of the season. 
Therefore, it was proposed to institute a 
plan of protection for member companies 
to provide for stock which would ordi-
narily be dumped upon an irreg•Jlar mar-
ket. The plan is somewhat similar to the 
Farm Relief program. 
Markets Stabilized 
With the aid of the Bank of Norway 
and other interested banks a purchasing 
corporation was fOrmed, called Her-
metikkfabrikkernes lnnkjopscentral A.s. 
This was capitalized at 500,000 kronen, 
paid by member companies in proportion 
to their consumption of raw products for 
the three preceding years. The function 
of the corporation is to purchase unsold 
goods from the companies at the end of 
every season, to hold in their warehouses 
at Stavanger until a time when their re-
lease will Ilot depress prices. The stabil-
izing effect of such a procedure would 
enable member companies to maintain the 
prices decided upon by the Committee, 
and still produce up to the maximum al-
lowed by it. 
Subpoenas were issued by Alex Gil-
christ, Jr,, Clerk of the New York dis-
trict, to 72 persons and companies unit-
ing in this combination to restrain trade. 
Cancellation of the agreement ;1.fter this 
measure had been instituted by the Treas-
ury department and the Attorney General 
of the United States causes investigators 
to believe that the market against which 
the move was primarily aimed was the 
American. Tariff increases played some 
part in the reversal of policy also, they 
believe. 
THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 
will install radio monitoring apparatus on 
a site recently leased near Point Firmin. 
The lease has been signed in VVashington 
and the actual installation of the equip-
ment will begin within thirty days. 
THE HYDROGRAPHIC OFFICE 
of the United States government has an-
nounced that the Point Vincente light-
house, located 8 miles west of the local 
harbor entrance, had its candle po\ver 
greatly increased. The power formerly 
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ES FIS 
Table Provides Statistics For 
Commercial Catch During August 
STATISTICS are now available for 
the commercial fisheries catch in the San 
Pedro district for August, 1930. All of 
the fish caught off Baja California were 
delivered to Los Angeles Harbor with 
the exception of 215,398 pounds bonito, 
, Species L.A. Co. 
Albacore .................... 430 
Anchovies ......... , ......... 145 
Barracuda ................... 572,705 
BQnito ...................... 889,293 
Devilfish .................... 
Flounder ............. ······ 143 
Flying Fish ................. 4,444 
Grayfish .................... 15,761 
Grunion .................... 220 
Halfmoon ................... 7,613 
Halibut ..................... 8,098 
Kingfish .................... 16,561 
Mackerel, California 
········. 
263,073 
Mackerel, Horse ............ 11,150 
Mixed fish ........ ······ .... 3,565 
Mullet ..................... 985 
Perch ...................... 11,326 
Pompano ................... 260 
Porpoise .................... 87 
Rock Bass .................. 26,032 
Rock fish ................... 113,047 
Sandabs .................... 1,242 
Sardines .................... 6,456 
Sculpin ..................... 8,021 
Sea Bass, Black .............. 3,528 
Sea Bass, \Vhite ............. 262,622 
Sheepshead ................. 12,152 
Skate ................. · · · ·. · 156 
Skipjack .................... 308,285 
Smelt ....................... 15,319 
Sole 52 Swordfi'si{ ... · · ............. · . 48,512 
Tuna, Bluefi·~.::::::::::::::: 1,174,743 
Tuna, Yellow fin ............. 12,207 
Whitefish ................... 5,268 
Yellowtail ······· ............ 30,967 
Cockles ..................... 3,930 
TOTAL ................ 3,838,398 
"NORTHERN CALIFORNIA FISH-
ERIES" HAS LARGE STOCKS 
WAREHOUSED 
MILD-CURING OF SALMON has 
been completed for the season, and at the 
Present time there is much activity in the 
storage centers, where re-packing is in 
Process. Tony Caito, president of the 
Northern California Fisheries, states that 
the pack this year presents some novel 
aspects. 
"The mild-cure pack could have been 
made very large," he says, "but it \Vas 
held under control becnuse of unpromis-
ing market prospects. Curtailment of the 
quantities used for splitting caused a large 
surplus to accumulate; this wa;:; sold fresh 
33,467 pounds skipjack, 278,485 pounds 
yellowfin, and 291,440 pounds yellowtail. 
Of the Japanese albacore 875,129 pounds 
were delivered to Los Angeles Harbor 
and 668,472 pounds to Long Beach Har-
bor. 
Santa \Vest Co::tst 
Darbara Lower 
Orange Co. County Calif. Japan 
1,563,601 
3,151 549 18,578 
3,076 430 424,360 
30 
35 
8,526 
866 25,281 4,501 
7 
4,956 522 
547 
500 
24,425 
1,830 2,010 
322 
6,260 9,165 
1,461 15,945 15,306 
298 140 
6 
202,130 
467 50,044 
58 30,556 
3,122,379 
251 17 
288 646,133 
61,361 94,938 4,472,908 1,563,601 
or \Vas placed in refrigerated storage. 
This fall there are unusually large stocks 
of frozen salmon throughout the south-
! think that there is nearly enough to 
supply the winter trade." 
Four-Company Enterprise 
T h e Northern California Fisheries 
handles the mild-curing for all of the San 
Francisco wholesale fish houses excepting 
only Standard Fisheries. The other four 
large firms have pooled equipment, thus 
reducing expense by eliminating duplica-
tion of service at the ditierent packing 
points. Northern California Fisheries has 
mild-cure stations at San Francisco, Point 
Reyes. Bodega, Shelter Cove, Fort Bragg 
and Eureka, which latter plant received 
salmon from as far north as Crescent 
City. 
The Standard Fisheries operated inde-
pendently at San Francisco, Point Reyes, 
and Bodega. 
"This season's fish were exceptionally 
large, but of wrong color," comments 
Caito. "Vle selected the stock for curing 
with great care, hand-picking the whole 
lot. For that reason the pack is com-
posed of unusually large fish, is of uni-
formly fancy grade, and all of it scales as 
selected bigs. A considerable part of the 
catch was too pale in color, but because 
we ref]uired only a limited amount of 
fancy salmon for curing, the cream of the 
fish was all that was split. Our tierces 
are now in storage in Pittsburg, where 
the re-packing is in progress." 
Big Sablefislt Supply 
In speaking of other acttv1ttes of the 
Northern California Fisheries, Caito re-
marked uoon the phenomenal take of sa-
blefish ("black cod"), that has been 
brought into San Francisco this summer . 
"Beginning in June, and continuing all 
throughout the summer, there has been an 
unprecedented run of sablefish. It has 
kept up so steadily that on September 29 
we had to advise the boats that we could 
not accept any more of it. VVe moved 
many tons of it through the fresh fish 
markets, but despite that disposal a sur-
plus of 400,000 pounds has accumulated 
in our refrigerators. This quantity is 
enough to care for the whole winter's 
needs of our smokers-which means The 
\¥estern-California Fish Company and 
A. Paladini, Inc. These two houses brine 
the thawed stock slightly, subject it to a 
kippering of heat and smoke, and market 
the product under the trade name of Kip-
pered Cod; it is a very popular delicacy, 
and moves in large amounts." 
Famous Northern Trio 
The San Francisco receipts of sablefish 
is almost entirely the product of long-line 
operations out of Eureka. 1fost of the 
fleet engaged in the work is of California 
registry, but a trio of northern craft is 
famous as the nucleus of the group. 
These three arc Seattle schooners-the 
"Tillikum," "Hergert" and "Angelos." Su-
perlatively shrewd fishermen, these crews 
from the north have brought many new 
ideas and improved methods into the line-
fishery of California, and have contrib-
uted in an important way to the develop-
ment of "fishin' th' spots" in the sparsely 
populated banks of the northern Califor-
nia area. 
"These same ,boats and schooners are 
the ones that bring in all of our genuine 
northern halibut," adds Caito. "They 
made a good season of it this year, and 
all ~f them are in good shape for the win-
ter. 
Tony Caito has intense interest in all 
happenings in the upper reaches of the 
coast, especially as concerns what takes 
place at Eureka. An explanation of this 
may repose in the fact that he and Otto 
\Veissich are reputed to have been the 
men who first opened up that region to 
fishing .. 
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HI-SEA BRAND 
HIGHEST QUALITY 
ABALONE 
IN 5 AND HI POUND BOXES 
DIRECT FROM PACKER 
Standing Ortlers 
Solicitetl 
Higashi Fish Company 
Monterey, Cal. 
Standard 
Fisheries 
PRODUCERS AND 
DISTRIBUTORS 
Operating onr own Trawlers. 
Careful Attention given all 
orders regardless of quantity 
desired. 
Distributors 
Northern. California 
and Nevada 
"SEAFRESH 
FROSTED 
FILLETS" 
MAIN OFFICE, 
Foot of Leavenworth Street 
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 
P. 0. BOX 2232 
Branches: 
EUREKA, PITTSBURG, 
SANTA CRUZ, MONTEREY 
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MIKE SCOTTO IS BACK 
FR01U VISIT 1'0 ITALY 
MIKE SCOTTO, for 8 years popular 
driver for the Independent Fish Com-
pany of the San Pedro Municipal \Vharf, 
has returned to that port from a 14-
months' visit to his former home in 
Italy. Scotto made the trip to visit his 
mother, brothers and sisters in Naples, 
but spent a portion of his time in exten-
sive traYels throughout Italy. 
He sailed from New York on the 1 ta-
lian liner "Augustus" of the Navigazione 
Gencrale Italiana Company. On the re-
turn trip he stJent considerable time visit-
ing friends in New York. 
"Btlsiness is very quiet in my home 
country," Scotto states. "The \YOrst con-
dition my people arc facing is the high 
t<\xation. This tax applies to foodstuffs 
as well as other commodities, making the 
housewives pay exorbitant prices for 
food." 
Scotto also spoke of the famous Ita-
lian wine, from the standpoint of taxa-
tion. "A 125-gallon barrel of this wine 
has an imposed tax of 400 lire or $80 in 
American money," explained Siotto. "It 
is this condition which has caused the 
depression that now affects my people." 
J.l1'ih! Scotto 
Scotto has no definite plans for the 
future. He says, though, that San Pedro 
is the "white spot" in the ftishing in-
dustry. 
OYSTER BROKER TRAVELS 
EAST 
A. K. KOULOURIS and daughter, 
owner and office manager, respectively, of 
the Koulouris & Company firm of Los 
Angeles sea food brokers, recently re-
turned from an extensive trip throughout 
New England and Middle Atlantic states. 
During the tour occasion ·was taken to 
visit numbers of the large oyster farms of 
the eastern seaboard, the travellers re-
porting that this year's oyster crop is 
large in size and fatter than for several 
seasons. 
"It certainly looks like a good oyster 
year," declared the merchant, on his re-
turn. 
The trip Cast was made via the south-
ern route, New Orleans and other cities 
of the Old South being seen; the return 
'\vas by way of Chicago, St. Paul and 
Seattle. 
CALIFORNIA CATCH DATA 
ADVANCE ANNOUNCEMENT ci 
the catch and shellfish during the months 
uf April, lviay, and June h8.s just been 
made by S. H. Dado, statistician of the 
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries of the 
State Division of Fish and Game. 
Del Norte, Hum bolt. ...... 1,227,419 lbs 
1v1endocino, Sonoma, Lake.. 289,761 " 
I\larin .. , ..... , , . , , .. , , , , . 249,996 " 
Solano, Yolo, .. , , , . , , , . . . . . 244,356 " 
Sacramento, San Joaquin.. 315,081 " 
Alemeda, Contra Costa .... 1,396,083 " 
l\{onterey ................. 12,821,145 " 
Orange . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .:l.J6,054 •· 
San Diego, Imperial ...... 2.71R ;;;17 " 
San Francisco, San Mateo. 4,932,706 " 
Santa Cruz ............... 1,078,132 " 
San Lui:; Obispo, Santa 
Barbara, V cntura . . . . . . . 26f/.7H6 
Los Angeles .............. 9,338,382 " 
Total 35,217,438 " 
The follo\Ying amounts >verc brought 
in from south of the International-Bound-
ary: 
Into San Pedro .......... 6,789,488 lbs 
" San Diego .......... 7,972,373 " 
Total 14,761,861 " 
Adding these amounts to the landings 
in California gives a grand total of 49,-
979,299 lbs. 
THE SAN FRANCISCO INTERNA-
TIONAL Fish Company, under an order 
of the State Corporation Department in 
Martinez, California, has been given per-
mission to distribute a portion of it:; 
assets and issue stock in exchange for 
shares of the VV estern California Fish 
Company. 
The stock issued was 640 shares of 
San Francisco-International to Charles 
H. Mattlage, of Charles F. Mattlage and 
Sons, Incorporated, New York City, for 
1,280 shares of \Vestcrn-Califomia Fish 
Company stock. This exchange has been 
in the air for several months, but was not 
completed until September 18, 1930. 
I. T AKIGA WA, Pres., Mgr. 
PACIFIC MUTUAL 
FISH CO., Inc. 
Est. Since 1902 
Producers and Distributors o/ 
FRESH FISH 
We Ship Anywhere 
Specializing SHELL and SLICED 
ABALONE, MILD.CURED SAL-
MON, SARDINES and ANCHOVIES 
in brine or dry salted. 
Telephone 368-P. 0. Box T 
Cable Address uPac~Mutual" 
23-25-27 MUNICIPAL WHARF 
MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA 
T. Hamaguchi, Prop. Market Phone, 196 
Residence Phone, 2372 
Try the ••.• 
Central California Fish Co. 
Wholesale Fish Dealers of every variety 
of Fresh Fish caught in Monterey Bay 
CITY WHARF, MONTEREY, CALIF. 
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MODERN FISH FREEZERS AND COLD STORAGE 
BEING BUlL T AT WILMINGTON 
Union Ice Company lnst ails Water-side Facilities 
At Convenient Spot on Ship Canal 
I T USED TO BE a moot question: "\Vhich is fresher, 'fresh li.sh' or 'froz~ 
en fish'?" Ten years ago there was 
ground for argument on both sides, for 
at that time crude methods were in usc, 
and there was a want of professional al-
titude in the industry. \iVithin recent 
times, however, these conditions have been 
replaced by efficient engineering and a 
high sense of responsibility on the part 
of the distributors of marine foods. To-
dav no stale fish is frozen· todav the 
frCczing processes are so rap,id as io be, 
comparatively, almost instantaneous. 
Fresh fish that is rendered rigid by al-
most instant freezing has all of its good-
ness locked permanently within it; at the 
time of thaiving it is indisputably much 
superior in flavor and food value than had 
it been stored in ice, part; ally refrigerated 
and deteriorating gradually throughout its 
experience as a ''fresh" ·article. In the 
new parlance of the trade, especially in 
interior markets, the out-worn terms 
"fresh fish" and "frozen fish" are des-
tined to be merged into that more explic-
it and far more satisfactory designation 
of "fresh-froten fish." 
Future Possibilities 
Close-to-markCt fishing areas are ex-
periencing rapid depletion; cheap diesel 
power makes possible extraordinarily in-
expensive transport for catches origin-
ating in distant places; adequate refrig-
eration has risen to meet the requ.re-
ments of long-distance fishing operations 
through the provision, jointly, of com-
plete vessel freezing and chilled storage 
ashore. Catches can now be produced in 
South Africa for marketing in London or 
Liverpool; South American grounds will 
shortly supply the tables of Beverly Hills, 
Hollywood and metropol'tan Los Angel-
es. Fresh fish, just out of the sea, can be 
subjected tci that sudden congelafon 
calied "sharp freezing" or "brine freez-
ing," stowed away in the refrigerated 
hold of a transporting vessel that pres-
ently delivers it to a \Vater-side cold stor-
age warehouse, and then, subsequently, 
the stock can be parcelled out and dis-
tributed at whatever rate the local market 
may require. 
Heretofore the master link in this chain 
was missing, for there were no sh·p-s:de 
refrigerated warehouses into which to dis-
charge either cargoes of frozeq, fish, a.r 
fares of fresh, raw stock brought in di-
rectly from the sea by fishing craft. In-
elasticity in the market therefore consti-
tuted a discouragement to importing lots 
of frozen stock, while glut conditions fre-
quently developed· because of over-pro-
duction during periods of summer abund-
ance. 
Courage of Conviction 
The Union Ice Company, stalwart 
!riend of the fishing industry, has seen 
111 the incompleteness of facilities in the 
southern fishing ports a choice opportu-
nity in which to advance the trade into 
its next great phase. It is supplying ac-
catches may conveniently be preserved, 
imported stocks cared for adequtely, and 
frozen-aboard-ship fares discharged as :a 
unit into storage space from which sub-
tractions can later be made as demand 
the main San Pedro ship canal, all yes-
sets of whatever tonnage haYe ready ac-
cess to it. On the brink of the deep-
water channel the new unit is being 
erected, therefore, it being the present ex-
Lt•/1 to right: D. F. Ballaugcr, agntt for the firm at IVilmiugfouj D. II. Fry,"snrmd vice-
president of the corporatiouj Kuud Jorgt'IISI!Il, Union Jcr Company l'II!Jinnr. 
Gcueral vicru..•, from shurc•u.mrd sidt•, of tlu Tf7iimiugtou brandt of tlu Union lee Company, 
slwrwhtg a portion of the piau/. T!U' new fish frNziutt and storage dcpartmm/ is on the 
opposite face of the propaty, tll'xl to the dap 'U!atn ship chauu£'1. This iustallatiort coutaira 
the f.rst modem fish jrl'l'zirul l'tJUipml'lrt to he put in urvin• ou t/u; soutlurrt n·aclus of the 
IV est Coast, 
commodations wherewith local over-
enables the stock to mon. \Vith refri-
gerated storage provided there remains no 
real obstacle in the way of developing 
lines of freezer-ships between the ware-
house and all producing areas, no matter 
how remote, 
In selecting a site for their ship-service 
unit, the Union Ice Company {}ecided 
that no location could be more suitable 
than that of their V..,TiJminglon ice plant. 
Situated on :"viormon Islarld, directly on 
pectation that the installation iYill be com-
plete and ready for use by October 20. 
The First SharpMFree:::ers 
Four separate compartments comprise 
the fish handling department of the in-
stitution. Two of these are sharp-frce:t-
ing rooms, each 11' 11" x 26' 0" and of .10 
tons capacity. A total of 13,000 feet of 
1%-inch ammonia line is distributed 
throughout these two rooms, wherewith 
(Continued 011 Pa{fc JSJ 
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Wire /or Our Quotations 
S. LARCO FISH 
COMPANY 
Established 1870 
We ship everywhere-all kinds of 
CaHfornia Sea~Foods, Special at~ 
tention given to standing orders. 
SERVICE PAR-EXCELLENCE 
Specializing in Lobsters 
Live and Coohed 
214 STATE STREET 
SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA 
All.'eadian Sea£ood 
Company 
FISH, SHRIMP, OYSTERS, 
CRABS, TURTLE, ETC. 
501-527 Napoleon Avenue 
New Orlcnns, Ln. 
Orders Shipped to Any Part of the 
United States 
----
THE WEST COAST FISHERIES 
EXPECTS BUSY SEASON 
HARRY HIGASHI, genial wholesale 
fish distributor, sends in a cheerful letter 
from the headquarters of the Higashi, 
Fish Company at Monterey. "For the 
most complete, up-to-date and depend-
able fishing journal," he writ~:"s, "read 
the September issue of THE \VEST 
COAST FISHERIES. It's the best. that 
·we have ever seen and we expect another 
one like it very soon." And here it is. 
Prospects seem bright for a bu::y season 
for the fisheries industry at Monterey, 
believes Higashi. "Fishing in Monterey 
i;; going, 'up and up' as far as fresh fish 
is concerned. Compared with a month 
ago, we find that we have plenty of fish 
today and plenty of sales." Fillet d rock 
cod are being shipped out of the Higashi 
plant, and there have been some good 
catches of Spanish mackerel, American 
mackerel and albacores. 
Speaking of albacores, the Monterey 
merchant -writes: "Albacores are being 
caught just outside of Monterey Bay and 
are being landed at the docks here. It 
seems the local boats are alrl"ady out 
after this fish, and northern boats, iced· 
up, have come into this port, ready to try 
their luck. 
"AU in all," concludes Higashi, "we 
expect a busv season." 
NOVEL MARKETING PLAN 
J. C. BRADBURY of Modesto, Cali-
fornia, has instituted a novel marketing 
plan. 'r\vo trucks operating under his 
direction will deliver nothing but frozen 
foods. Many of these are ready for im-
mediate consumption, while others are 
shipped in the frozen state so as to pre-
serve their flavor and keep them in the 
best possible condition. The heat of c;um· 
mer \Veather in the San Joaquin valley 
should make this plan a popular one. 
Frozen fish \vill become one of the prim-
ary features of his plan, Bradbury be-
lieves. The trade name for th1s enter-
prise will be "Igloo." 
AN INTERESTING LETTER comes 
to THE WEST COAST FISHERIES 
from E. F. Sanguinetti, who operates a 
store at San Luis, Arizona, through which 
he handles shipments of fish from the Gulf 
to all parts of the United States. He is 
anxious to receive price quotations from 
San Pedro dealers, and says: "I should 
like very much to get quotations from San 
Pedro from time to time on fish that is 
caught in the Gulf. Conditions this year 
seem to be quite favorable for a lot of 
fish to be imported." 
Van Camp Organizations 
Sea Food Pt'od ucet's and D istt'ilbu tot's 
Southet'n CaHfot'niat s Lat'gest 
and Most Complete Set'vice ••• 
Main Plant: SAN PEDRO 
PHONES: San Pedro, 
Los Angeles, 
San Diego, 
3247 
DRexel 5100 
Main 4490 
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THE LOS ANGELES FISH 
AND OYSTER co. 
Super Quality Seafood 
We Carry the Largest Assortment of 
FRESH FISH OYSTERS 
FROZEN FISH CLAMS 
SALT FISH CRABMEAT 
CURED FISH SHRIMPMEAT 
The Finest Grade Oysters Are Now in 
Season 
We operate a fleet of new fast delivery 
trucks-your orders delivered on time 
and. in first class condition. Standing 
orders filled promptly as well as 
Special Orders. 
739 Kohler St., Los Angeles 
Phone V Atulil<e 2084 
YOUNG'S MARKET 
COMPANY 
Wholesale Fish Division Los Angeles 
ATTENTION, PRODUCERS: QUOTE US FRESH FISH 
AND SPECIALTIES 
410 TOWNE AVE., LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 
Phone MEtropolitan 6366 
Central Fisb & Oyster Co. 
PRODUCERS, TAKE NOTICE 
We buy all kinds of Fish, especially Carp, Black Cod, Mullet, 
White Fish, Rock Cod, Halibut, Salmon and Specialties 
Telephone VAndilte 3740 
1012·14 S. Central Ave., LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 
' 
George F. Naylor 
General Sea Food Broker 
All Kinds of Fresh, Frozen, Salt and Cured Fish 
Telephone TUclter 4293 
Room 204, 337 South Central Avenue 
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 
Harbor Fish Company 
Wholesale Dealers 
Fresh, Salted, Smoked and Canned Sea Foods. 
All Varieties of Shell Fish and Specialties 
PRODUCERS, TAKE NOTE;-Quote us on all kinds Fresh Fish 
and Specialties 
631-633 CENTRAL AVE., LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 
Phones TR 6259, TR 6250 
WREDEN PACKING 
& PROVISION CO. 
Extensive Dealers in Fish, Meat and Poultry in 
Los Angeles /or the past 30 years. 
PRODUCERS AND SHIPPERS KINDLY QUOTE DIRECT 
Main Plant and Offices: 
129 SOUTH MAIN STREET 
Phone MUtual 4351 LOS ANGELES, CAUFORNIA 
M. H. ISENBERG 
FORMERLY ZAISER PRODUCE CO. 
Wholesale Fish Dealers 
SPECIALIZING IN FRESH WATER FISH 
We arc the oldest firm in Los Angeles handling the 
FRESH WATER FISH TRADE 
1812 South Central Avenue 
Telephone WEstmore 3263 LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 
Leslie M, Kruschke Max Freeman 
Phone TUcker 1160, 1168, 1169 
Superior Sea Food Co .. 
632·634 CERES AVE., LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 
WHOLESALE PURVEYORS OF 
SEA PRODUCTS 
To Institutions, Hotels and Restaurants 
Always in the Marlwt for Specialties 
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THE. 
IP 1510 lrl ~ ~ IF II S 1~1 $1!-IIIIIP IP IS lltS 
REPRESENTED ON 
REliABlE PRIME 
We s.hip standing or8 
ders all over Texas, 
Ctzlifornin, Arizona, 
Nevada~ New Mexico, 
Etc. 
NOTE: We are large buy. 
crs of all kinds of Fresh 
Fish an d Specialties. 
Please quote us on volume. 
Producers, Pacl,ers and 
Shippers of all kinds of 
FRESH, SALTED AND 
SMOKED FISH, 
LOBSTERS, OYSTERS, 
CRABS 
STANDARD FISHERIES COMPANY 
Established 1897 
Phone San Pedro 5 Municipal Fish Wharf, San Pedro 
Purveyors to the Discriminating 
American. Fisheries, Inc .. 
NOT THE LARGEST, BUT THE BEST 
Fresh, Salt or Smoked Fish 
MUNICIPAL FISH WHARF, San Pedro, Calif. 
San Pedro Fish Co .. 
Wholesale Dealers and St!Ulding Order Shippers of All 
California Seafoods 
PROMPT AND RELIABLE-"QUICK SERVICE!' 
Ml.!NICIPAL FISH WHARF, San Pedro, California 
PIONEER FISHERIES 
Wholesalers of all kinds o£ 
FR.I:l:SH FISH, PERCH, KINGFISH, SMELTS, MACKEREL, 
LOBSTERS, ETC. 
Standing Order Spec:lalists 
Telepl1one 1474 Municipal Fish Wharf San Pedro, Calif. 
S'l' AR FISHERIES 
Wholesale Distributors of 
All Kinds of Southern California Sea Foods 
If you crave Service place your requirements with us 
MUNICIPAL FISH WHARF,_ San Pedro, California 
Telephone 2525 
PAGE ARE THE LARGEST 
OF FISH ~SEAFOODS 
Cable Address: "Mutual," Bentley's Complete Phrase 
MUTUAL FISH 
COMPANY 
MUNICIPAL FISH WHARF, San Pedro, Calif. 
WHOLESALE 
FRESH FISH DEALERS 
IMPORT-EXPORT ALL KINDS OF MARINE PRODUCTS 
Packers of 
"Pampco'' Brand Tempra Fish Cake 
George T. Ota, Manager 
Telegrapl1 "lllutual" for your fish requirements 
JOE DI niASSA, Mgr. 
Los Angeles 
Fish & Oyster Co. 
Wholesale Shippers 
of nil kinds 
FISH AND SEA FOODS 
Telephone 
520 
Telephone 
473 
Municipal Fish Whnrf 
Snn Pedro, Calif. 
30th St. and Bnyfront 
N cwport Deneb, Calif. 
. 
Vincent Di Mcglio _ Jaclt Cuomo Annie Di Meglio 
Ocean Fish Company 
Established 1897 
DISTRIBUTORS 
ALL KINDS FRESH, SAL TED, SMOKED AND 
FISH SPECIALTIES 
Standing Orders Given Special Attention 
Wire for our Quotations 
Telephones: Marl!et, 229 Residence, 1596 
MUNICIPAL FISH WHARF, San Pedro, California 
G. lUINEGHINO, l\Igr. Established 1910 
INDEPENDENT FISH CO. 
Wholesale Distributors of All Kinds 
WEST COAST FISH 
Phone 4·74 nnd 4,75 
1\-IUNICIPAL FISH WHARF, San Pedro, Calif. 
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AL 
DOR01'HYISENBERGIS 
1'0 WED ltiAX LEVINSON 
A :\iVEDDING of particular interest in 
California fishing circles will be consmn-
mated Sunday evening, October 26, ·when 
Dorothy D. Isenberg, daughter of ).{orris 
H. Isenberg, becomes th"c bride of 11ax 
Levinson. The event 1vill be solemnized 
at the Temple Emanuel, -\iVilshire Boule-
vard and 1-fanhattan Place, Los Angeles. 
Isenberg, the bride's father, is a large-
scale fish dealer in Los Angeles and. is 
we11-kno\vn throughout the harbor chs-
trict. The -groom is engaged in the bak-
ery business. Both 1v1iss Isenberg and 
Levinson arc popular mem bcrs of the 
younger set of Los Angeles. 
Regardless of whether or not they have 
received formal announcements of the 
·wedding, all frict1ds of the young couple 
arc extended a cordial invitation to attend 
the ceremony. :_____ __ _ 
SHOWS FISHERY FALUE 
IN .BRITISH COLUMBIA 
TOTAL VALUE of the fisheries in-
dustry in British Columbia in 192Y was 
$23,930,692, according to a recent report 
of the Canadian Dominion Bureau of Sta-
tistics at Ottawa. This represents a de-
crease from the 1928 figure, $26,562.727, 
but an increase over the 1927 total, $22,~ 
890,913. These figures represent the 
value of the products as marketed. 
A decline of almost $3,000,000 in the 
salmon fishery was responsible for the 
falling-orr of the 1929 season. 'l'his was 
due to a smaller catch than that of the 
previous year, with a consequent reduc-
tion in the amount of canned salmon pro-
duced. From a commercial standpoint 
salmon ranks first among the British Co-
lumbia fish in importance. 
A slight decline also was recorded in 
the sardine industry, third ml1st import-
ant of the fisheries, but this -..vas more 
than offset by a gain in the returns from 
halibut, second in the list of fish, and 
in the whale catch. 
}v[ore men found employment in the 
li.sheries industry in 1929 than 1928, the 
totals being 20,350 and 19,094. The in-
vestment in fishing equipment in 1929 
was $13,701,507, almost two 1l1illion dol~ 
Iars above 1928. 
.Jli.rs Dara!!Jy D. lsruhcr!J aud Ma.v Lc«-•iu-
sau, botlz of Los Augdes, rwlw.rt• v.•rddiug olt 
October 26 i.r to bc rw imporlmz/ social ot"ra-
simz iu that city. ill orris II. Jsnzbcrg, father 
of tlu• futurc bridr, i.r <u;idt·ly kuo<u.·u. 
J. R. Burke Collier H. Buffins;ton 
Gold 
Beach Packing 
Company 
Wh-olesale Distributors of 
FRESH SALMON, HALIBUT, 
BLACK COD, LING COD, 
ROCK COD AND SMELTS 
Rush. Orders to Our Eurelw, 
California, Branch 
Telephone 612 
fLETCHER WIESTANoCO. 
...... MERCHANDISE BROKERS ..... 
CABLE ADDRESS 
.ARBAR 
PHONES 
MUTUAL 5277 CALPAc;K CODE ARMSBY CODE 
.460 SEATON ST . ....., a • ...., ...,. LOS ANGELES. CAL 
FRANK SUT'l'ORA 
FISH CO. 
Wholesale Shippers 
Now Shipping Smelt 
Telephone 269 or 134 
NEWPORT BEACH, CALIF. 
. 
BRANCHES, OAKLAND, MON-
TEREY, PITTSBURG, EUREKA, 
SANTA CRUZ, POINT REYES. 
Nationwide Shippers 
of Fresh and Mild Cured 
Salmon and Shad 
Fresh, Mild-cured and 
Smoked Fish 
Also Sliced Abalone 
Operating the 
Most Modern 
Type Diesel 
Trawlers 
Main Office, 542 Clay Street 
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. 
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Monterey Abalone Firm 
"T HE ABALOKE BUSIKESS i; 
good," says Harry Higashi, of 
the Higashi Fish Company, 1'dontcrey. 
"The catches are good and there is a 
good market." 
This estimitte of the situation in that 
important fishery comes as a great relief 
to the troubled anr\ pessimistic outlook 
which oYerca.st the producing companies 
Fresh Chinook 
AND 
Silver Salmon 
Our Specialty 
UNITED FISH CO. 
Fort Bragg, Calif 
Installs Ice Machine 
only six or ·eight weeks past. 
"\Vc ·want all of the abalones that the 
diving crews can bring in now," con-
tinues Higashi, "especially because ''-e 
need a brge quantity to place in stor-
age." 
The Higashi firm operates two of the 
10 diving outfits that headquarter in 
?vfontcrcy. Althotigh a participant in 
the abalone business onlv since the be-
ginning of the present season, the com-
pany already has huilt up a large trade, 
and is further broadening its market. 
"Up until the beginning of August the 
abalone catch ·was iar belo·w expecta-
tiOJls," relates the young merchant. "Our 
divers had been ·working steadily 
throughout late July, hut some of the 
companies received no loads until the 
t\\'ent)T-second of that month, \Vc w~rc 
Established 1916 Telephone 864 
SAN LUIS FISH CO. 
Wholesa1o Shippers of Fresh Fish, Shell 
Fish and Abalone in the shell and sliced 
581 DANA STREET P. 0. BOX 305 
SAN LUIS OBISPO, CAUF. 
Producers SellingAgent 
Fresh and Frozen Fish, 
Frog Legs, .Shrimps, Crabs: 
5callops,l{ed Cross-Brand 
Oysters, Fillets 
405 STANFOR_D AVE. LOS ANGELES 
NOW! 
Silver Sea Bass 
then Yery anxious to get a sto'ck ahead, 
hut orders kept coming in, so that our 
freezers ·were empty mo:;t of the time. 
Since then supplies have increased some-
what, and ·we <Ire not so much ·worried 
about getting- ;mffi.cient winter stocks." 
The enterprising ] apancse have been 
carrying on a series of experiments with 
several of their products, to determine 
whether or not to invest in certain cost-
ly equi{Jinent that they have in contem-
plation, One of the first of these 1vas a 
large abalone freezer, in connection with 
storage rooms. After making trial shiJl-
mcnt.s of both fresh and frozen abalone 
to several places-notably to San Diego-
the conclusion was reached that cold 
::;toragc stock alwavs arrives at lts des-
tination in entirely-superior condition tn 
fresh shif)l.kd steaks. Proceeding upon 
this logical basis the firm ha:-> installer! 
insulated refrigerating rooms in the plant, 
coupling these with an autumatic freez-
ing machine. 
''Our ice-rooms can he kept at a tem-
perature nf 10 degree:; belO\\' zero," says 
Harry Higashi. "or \\'C can set the ma-
chinery to maintain any temperature thi11 
we want. \Ve can store enough tuns 
of abalone steaks to supply our trade at 
all times, and have the steak:; in hetter 
contlition for shipping than if they hadn't 
been frozen. The walls of the cold rooms 
are composed of 8-inch thicknesses uf 
sheet cork, and even if our compressor 
were to break dcnn1 the stored fish would 
keep for days without thawing." 
The ammonia equipment is a 4-ton Ba-
ker Ice 1vlachine; a~.:cording to the own-
ers it is at present set to freeze about 500 
pounds of fish or abalone a dav. Tu 
effect this it is necessary for it- to he 
operated only eight hour~ out of cn:ry 
b\·enty-fnur. 
Having the new equipulCllt in service 
has prompted the Oriental.s to carry nn a 
number of interesting experiments, in 
an cndcrtvor to open up new lines ni bu:-;i-
ness. Prnhahly no one on the 1\lon!erey 
fish wliari is making a grcalcr effml tu 
( Crwliuut·d on 1'11!!1' l-2) 
J'. P.!H!orman Fish Co. 
The 
WHOLESALERS 
Smelts Now in Season 
Tdephone 350-W 
NEWPORT BEACH, CALIF. 
JF"rilc Us 
1'hc Pacific Ocean's Finest Fish 
Cur lots nnd L. C. L. shiJlmenls 
A~k us about this wonderful fish 
'V c Produce 
San Francisco International 
Fish Company 
Mul1et, Spanish Mackerel, Shrhnp 
and Oysters 
Californi~t's LurgtJst l'rmluc£•rs mul TF/wlesnlns 
535~39 \Vashington S.!·· San Francisco, Calif. 
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Los Angeles Oyster Brokers 
Unite 1n Important Merger 
A K. KOULOURIS and ~L N. Blu-• mcnthal, the t-wo oldest wholesale 
fish dealers and brokers in Los Angeles, 
have consolidated their separate oyster 
accounts under the new niune of "Kou-
louris & Dlumenthal, O,yster Brokers." 
Each will maintain offices in his estab-
lished place o( business, hut they will 
meet the requests of the market by joint 
effort. 
The larger New "\' ork oyster producers 
now are demanding a guarantee upnn all 
;:;hipments made, and weekly settlement of 
all account;.;, sny the broker~. These 
exacting circumstances arise out uf the 
stringent financial situation that at pre-
sent is wracking the eastern cities. It is 
explained that because of the unusual re-
quirements of this year's oyster trade, 
and the monetary strength required to 
keep costly shipllletlt>; constantly in trans-
it, the two largest and best established 
shellfish brokers ·of Los Angele;.; have felt 
it necessary ln merge, thus redouhling 
their commercial_ strength and simplify-
ing their brokerage transactions. 
The ]. & ]. \:V. Elsworth and the 
Oyster Bay Oyster Conlpany accounts 
arc the ones which Koulouris & Blumen-
thal will handle. These producers are the 
source of the "New York Cou11ts''-large 
KoutOURIS 
COMPANY, Ltd. 
~~~ 
Direct 
Representatives 
OF LARGEST 
EASTERN OYSTER 
GROWERS 
Distributors of 
FRESH FISH 
FROZEN FISH 
CURED FISH 
~~~ 
Car Lots a Specialty 
VAndike 3067 
604 East Fourth St. 
Los Angeles, California 
half-shell stock marketed under regi~­
tercd name. 
Under the new plan carloads of "1\ e\\' 
York Counts" will arrive in Los Angeles 
each 1londay morning. These consecu-
tive receipts ·will provide a constantly re-
newed supply of fresh stock. By frequent 
re-enforcement of supply the dealers will 
he spared the necessity of carrying a 
large surplus on hand-a matter which in 
the past has been provocative of serious 
losses. Only sullicient oysters for the 
needs of one ·week will be ordered <Jl a 
time. 
1ll. N. B!tlllll'lltlwf, jJarlna of A. K. Krm!~ 
ouris iu tlli'ir joint compmry of J\.oulouris G 
Blrmu•nt!wl, Oy.stcr Brokas, r:u.dto hwuc 
magrd tlit•ir .rtj!/Irtl/1.' lm.siunus into a single 
broA·I'rage jJ(Jrtucr.ship. 
Another large benefit that will accrue 
will be the elimination of hazard in carry-
ing the accounts of unsecured dealers. In 
the past hrnker>; have handled these ac-
counts individually, ami inevitably with 
a high percentage of loss. 
.Knulouris & HltmH;nthal expects to dis-
tribute a total ni ()() carloads of ovster;.; 
during the coming season. -
Oakland Fish Company 
WHOLESALE 
Fresh, Salt, Dried 
Note· We buy Barracuda, Yellowtail, Sea 
I 
Bass: Bonito, Jewfish for salt. Producers 
quote us prices oer ton. 
505 Washington Street 
Oakland, California 
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1'UNA MARKET S1'RONGER 
ALTHOUGH THE TUNA pack in 
Southern California has been less than 
normal this year, according to advice 
from C. Earl Gustafson of \Vcstgate Sea 
Products, San Diego, this very scarcity 
of fish has been of considerable help in 
strengthening the market and enabling 
the canneries to get fair price~ for their 
packs. 
The most noticeable falling-oft has 
heen in skipjack, the total being only 
about 20 per cent of what it has heen in 
thal region in previous years. The blue-
fin is about all cleaned up, although there 
were very good stocks of them thirty 
tlays ago. The yellmvfin pack shows 
promise of reaching last year's le\'el, and 
will do so, believes Gustafson, if the pres-
ent run continues for the rest of Octo-
ber, although for the month of September 
it reached only 60 per cent of the total 
of previous years. 
The Western 
California 
Fish Company 
General Offices 
556-566 CLAY ST. 
SAN FRANCISCO 
PRODUCERS OF 
Cal-Pac 
BRAND 
West-Cal 
BRAND 
Fresh., Frozen, Salt, 
Smoked, Canned 
FISH 
We 0 perate Onr Own 
Trawlers 
BRANCHES: Santa Cruz, 
Eureka, Oakland, Pittsburg, 
Del Monte Fishing & Packing 
Co., Monterey 
~=====-
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UNION ICE OPENS PLANT 
(Cautimud from Page 31) 
to maintain a temperature of 30 degrees 
belo\v zero-the correct condition for suc-
ceSsful sharp-freezing. A glazing room 
.of 20' 0" x 25' 0" is adjacent to the two 
~sharp rooms, while the fourth compart-
ment is 30' 0" x 45' 0", a holding room or 
storage chamber which will store 200 tons 
of stock. '!'his latter contains 3,000 feet 
of 2-inch ammonia piping; its normal 
thermal level will be maintained at 10 to 
15 degrees above zero, which is to say 
some 17 to 22 degrees colder than freez-
ing. 
\Vork on the structure is now nearing 
completion; the Richards-N eustadt Con-
struction Company of contractors, is 
building it. All of the engineering work 
has been entrusted to the Gay Engineer-
ing Company, which installed the entire 
refrigeration systems, including the am-
monia lines and the new-type, horizontal 
compressor _that is to be seen in the en-
gine room. Super-imposeU layers of sheet 
cork, the product of the Armstrong Cork 
Company, provides the insulation against 
heat-penetration; according to the re-
frigeration engineers this is the most 
heavily insulated freezing unit in exis-
tence. 
Prominent Officinls lnlert~stetl 
D. H. Fry, second vice-president of 
the Union Ice Company, is in charge 
of construction, in ·which supervisory of-
fice he has received the assistance of D. 
F. Ballanger, local agent, and Knut Jor-
gensen, plant engineer. Three months 
of assiduous endeavor have gone into the 
erecting of this institution. 
Shortly before construction was com-
menced, Jorgensen spent a number of 
weeks in Seattle, studying the equip-
ment and practices obtaining in that port. 
'!'-he information thus acquired, coupled 
·with long years of experience in the ice 
business and tuna ship refrigeration, place 
him in good position to handle the plant 
successfully, 
"This investment of capital in ne-w fa-
cilities is an _earnest effort oi1 the part 
of my company to pioneer better concti-
tions and circumstances for the fishing 
industries," Fry has said. "Although well 
established else-where as an indispensable 
adjunct to ocean· fishing, in Southern 
California an instaiiation such as this is 
admittedly experimental. Until recently 
there has been small need for an estab-
lishment of the sort, but '\VC feel that 
the time has now come when it is the 
prerequisite to further progress in the 
industp'." 
TotuaLa Deluge Foreseen 
Looking into the immediate future, the 
speaker cited a number of sources from 
,vhich business was certain to originate. 
"It is anticipated that because of· inter-
ior depression in Mexico there will this 
year be an unprecedented number of na-
tives engaging in the totuava fishery; it 
may not be unreasonable to suppose that 
the total catch may exceed previous rec-
ords bv several hundred per cent. By the 
very rlature of that fishing, gluts are in-
evitable, and much of the catch will be 
frozen and stored, temporarily, at least. 
\Ve also know that local Japanese trade 
vv"ill demand large lots of frozen delica-
cies of a variet}-~ of sorts for their new 
vear holidav season; we shall anticipate 
ihis demand, and be prepared to supply 
it. Finally, at the present time it is next 
to impossible for merchants in the south-
ern state:;; to furnish shrimp for export 
THE JI7 EST COAST FISHERIES 
to Japan, because the vessels in the 
Oriental trade refuse to accept the stock 
in the condition in which it is at present 
proffered them. \Vith our new unit com-
pleted we shall be equipped properly to 
handle shrimp shipped to us in refrigera-
tor cars. VI/ e shall sharp-freeze them in 
15-pound boxes for 24 hours, after which 
the\r will be readily acceptable for ex-
pori: shipment- by any modern steamship 
line." 
Co-ordinated 1'ruch Line 
In outlining proposed extensions of 
service to the various fresh fish markets 
Frv told of plans to originate a scheduled 
coittact bv means of trucks. "Until the 
present ,,;e have had to be content with 
!furnishing storage to Van Camp and 
other firms, these companies utilizing our 
facilities by means of their own trans-
portation service. \Ve now plan a com-
plete truck line; by permission of the 
state railroad commission we shall handle 
small lots of fish for the smaller com-
panies, allowing them unprejudiced access 
to our new freezing- units. \Ve have in-
stalled a spur track for the convenient 
handling of out-goiJlg car lots or in-com-
ing "reefers" filled with stock in ice. The 
other officials of the Union Ice Com-
pany, as well as 1vir. Ballanger and my-
self, arc highly optimistic concerning; the 
future .of the frozen fish busi11ess, and we 
all feel that at last we are in position to 
render a real service to the marketing 
companies." 
E.'\:lensive Organi::mtion 
The Union Ice Company ov..-ns .80 ice 
plants throughout California; several of 
these already store fish. The Wilmington 
plant was built seven years ago, and dur-
ing the last four years has been caring 
for the ordinary cold-storing needs of the 
fishermen. In addition to the \Vilming-
ton institution, the Union company has 
had two other lesser storage depots in 
operation, one at Terminal Island, the 
other on the Municipal Fish \Vharf, San 
Pedro. The Combined capacity of these 
is 150 tons. However, neither have 
sharp-rooms nor special accommodations. 
Experienced observers, skilled in the 
fish business and shrewd prognosticators 
of future market events, predict that the 
hew 200-ton storage space of the Union's 
\Vilmington plant will have more busi-
ness than it can handle \Yithin a few 
weeks aft'er its opening. 
"They will be swanllJed," declares one 
seer in the trade. "The totuava alone 
will require ever~y foot of their space. 
The enormous possibilities of the vast 
Los Angeles market have not yet even 
been glimpsed. Union is going to have 
to build other storage rooms-plenty of 
them!" 
U. IUEMENSPERGER DIES 
ULRICH REMENSPERGER, age 36, 
brother-in-law of Henry Do\vden of the 
Henry Dowden Company, dropped dend 
at 10:.10 a. m., Sunday, September 28, 
while playing golf. Heart failure is said 
to have been the cause of the sudden fa-
tality. 
The deceased was a popular member 
of the firm of Remensperger Brothers, 
Ford dealers of San Francisco. 
BISMARK HOUSSELS, vice-presi-dent of the Van Camp Sea Food Co., 
lnc., arrived in San Diego early in Octo-
be:- to go through his company's tuna 
plani there-the largest such in the 
world. 
OPERATIONS SHIFTED 
TO EUREKA BAR AREA 
THE STANDARD FISHERIES of 
San Francisco has shifted paranzciia trawl 
operations from the Fort Bragg banks to 
the Eureka area. Good grounds have 
been located off Eureka Bar and it is be-
lieved that fish are plentiful as far north 
as Crescent City. The Fort Bragg area 
furnished an. abundant supply of fish last 
year, but catches have been small in those 
waters this season. 
Albert Tofanelli and Joseph Chicca, 
-who own Standard Fisheries in partner-
ship, will operate three vessels in the new 
location. The "T. G. Condare" and the 
"E. Antoni," sister ships recently con-
verted from steam to diesel, are now on 
the banks, while the "Jefferson" is being 
made ready to join them. The three ships 
will make alternate trips home each week, 
so that there will be t\vo vessels fishing 
while the third is headed to or from San 
Francisco. Thus each crew ·will be given 
a day or two in port every '\Veck. Tofa-
nelli and Chicca secured the "T. G. Con-
dare" and the "E. Antoni" when they took 
over control of the Borzone Fish Com-
pany from Emelio Borzone, popular Bay 
city business man. 
1Fill Use Trucl•s 
Standard Fisheries -..vill use two trucks 
to tran-Sport fish catches from Eureka to 
San Francisco. Each truck will make 
three round-trips per week, thus insuring 
rapid shipment of all catches taken by the 
companv vessels. If landings are too 
large to-be handled in this manner, which 
ever vessel is returning on relief will 
bring the balance of the two-day catch. 
Fish caught around Eureka have been 
Jordan flounders, (also known as "pe-
tralli" and "round nose sole"), rex sole, 
and a few sablefish or "black cod." Find-
ing of these banks has greatly stimulated 
the market, for during the past few 
months it has been ·a question of where 
to go to seine sufficient fish. Cost of op-
eration in Eureka will be considerably 
more, since 25 hours are consumed by the 
trawlers in a trip to. or from San Fran-
cisco. Production is also much greater, 
however, thus offsetting the cost per 
pound. 
JAPANESE CANNED CRAB ex-
ports showed a marked increase during 
the first half of 1930 over a similar period 
in 1929, according to a report from THE 
C 0 M MER C IAL INTELLIGENCE 
JOURNAL at Ottawa, Canada. Espe-
cially >vas this true of shipments to the 
United States. These totaled 131,995 
cases in the first half of 1930, which was 
an increase of 62,744 over 1929 figures. 
J. WARREN KINNEY, president of 
the Neptune Fish Products Co., Inc., and 
the Bonn Fish Packing Company, 532 
Henry Building, Seattle, was a visitor in 
San Francisco on September 16 and 17. 
After completing his business -..vith Henry 
Dowden and Bryce B. Florence of the 
Henry Dowden Company, San Fran cisco 
fish brokers, Kinney went to Sacramento. 
Subsequent to a short stay in the capital 
city, he plans to return to Seattle. 
The Neptune Fish Products Co., Inc., 
and the Bonn Fish Packing Company arc 
packers and producers of fish roe, canned 
fish, prepared trout feed and hatchery 
eggs. A large quantity of the latter are 
used by the state fish and game commis-
sion. 
OCTOBER, 19.~0 
PEDESTRiANS DECIMATE 
SMELT 
STROLL ALONG THE BEACH in 
the moonlight, and you may murder a 
million or two of smelt. VVhen thousands 
upon thousands of summer vacationists 
trample the strands with you, grinding 
the sand beneath hard leather heels, an 
entire species of surf fish may be slain. 
\Vashington_ state fisheries officials have 
discovered this fact in their recent study 
of the Hypomesus pretiosus, or silver 
smelt, which is now threatened ·with ex-
tinction because of the ceaseless prom-
enading of throngs of beach-walkers. 
·The silver smelt deposits its eggs in 
the sands of certain selected beaches; 
among the most popular of which are 
those in the vicinity of Utsaladdy, \:Vash-
ington. Natural conditions for incuba-
tion and food arc ideal there, and if left 
unmolested the incalculable millions of 
spawn would develop into immense 
sd10ols of glinting, swift-s-..vimmlng fish. 
Recently, however, the smelts have 
been decreasing in abundance at a dis-
tressingly rapid rate. Charles R. Pol-
lock, Supervisor of Fisheries for VVash-
ington, instituted an examination into the 
possible causes for this decline and now 
it has been determined that there is an 
exact correlation between the gro\ving 
scarcity of silver smelt and the multiple-
thousand throngs of vacationists that ar-
rive in redoubled numbers each summer 
season. The romping, hiking, parading, 
and digging activities of these transients 
causes the sands of the beaches to be 
hammered and rather thoroughly plowed 
up, so that the smelt eggs lying therein 
are crushed or exposed to the killing rays 
of the summer sun~ So completely do the 
tourist folk pound and tear up the spawn-
ing beaches that the helpless species of 
fish actually is nearing extermination. 
J>oltock estimates that 90 per cent of the 
eggs that are left there arc destroyed by 
the bucket-and-shovel and bathing suit 
brigades that resort to the seashore each 
summertime. 
Victor Loosanoff and staff have been 
commission® to determine all of the 
facts relative to the life history of the sil-
ver smelt. Credit for discovering the 
cause of the decimation of the species is 
due these investigators. They now arc 
seeking means of rehabilitating the spe-
cies, and in this direction have found 
that, since the natural incubation period 
of the spawn is a matter of only 10 or 12 
days, artificial hatching can be resorted 
to, economically. Loosanoff this year 
supervised the hatching of 4,500,000 
smell; the undertaking -..vas entirely suc-
cessful; it pointed the vmy- to a solution 
for the problem that has arisen because 
of the havoc wrought by the pounding 
feet of the trampling multitudes of sea-
side loungers. 
WASHINGTON FISHERY 
HEAD ISSUES ORDERS 
CHANGES IN THE FISHING sea-
sons in VVashington, and other construc-
tive policies, have been outlined in orders 
from the Director of Fisheries and Game 
in Seattle. These were issued after meet-
ings had been held in four differe~t 
\Vashington cities to hear recommenda-
tions ·and discussions on general fisheries 
subjects. The first meeting was at the 
fisheries office in Seattle on April 21. The 
· other assemblies were at Clarkston, on 
June 2; Hoquiam, June 11; and at South 
Bend, August 22. 
A11 four meetings were well attended 
by fishem1en, sportsmen, and others in-
terested in the fisheries. Hon. Roland 
H. Hartley, governor of the state, was 
present at the gathering at the Chamber 
of Commerce at Hoquiam. Discussions 
were largely concerned with the subject 
ot fish conservation. As a result of these 
meetings the \Vashington Fish and Game 
Director issued the t'1ree orders: 
Order Number 21, published ~une 14, 
changed the fishing seasons in Grays 
Harbor, to permit fishing each, year from 
June 15 to August 25, inclusive, and from 
September 5 to November 30, inclusive, 
thus lengthening the summer and fall 
seasons by five days but eliminating the 
-..vinter fishing during January and Feb-
ruary. 
Order No. 22, published August 6, does 
not add to the number of open days in 
the Snake River but moves the- openi11g 
date ahead to September 1 and closes 
November 15, instead of November 30. 
Order No. 23; published September 4, 
provides that after this year (1930) no 
commercial fishing will be permitted in 
the \Villapa River above the west en-
trance of the Narrows; closes the south 
Iork of the \Villapa; extends the August 
1 to November 25 season in the waters 
easterly of Stony Point to read August 1 
to December 5, inclusive, and westerly of 
Stony Point to August 1, to December 
15, inclusive. \Vinter fishing during Jan-
uary and February is discontinued. 
When You Are in Doubt 
Get in touch with the 
WHIZ FISH CO. 
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS 
FRESH, SALT AND 
SMOKED FISH 
Always on the Job 
Whiz Dock, Seattle, Washington 
39 
NORTHWES1' SIIOWS GAIN 
AN INCREASE of 51 per cent in the 
amount of fishery products over figures 
of a year ago -was recorded in July, 1930, 
at Seattle, \Vashington. Bureau of Fish-
eries reports sho\v that 2,000,150 pounds 
of sea products, valued at $194,826, wen; 
landed at the \Vashington port this year, 
as compared ·with 1,321,550 pounds, 
\'alued at $175,953, for July, 1929. Re-
ceipts of Seattle wholesale dealers by 
other than halibut fishing vessels, but not 
including products received from Alaska 
and Canada, amounted to 3,991,210 
pounds, valued at $438,154. Last year's 
fi.gmes were 3,790,219 pounds, valued at 
$418,376, giving July, 1930, an increase 
of approximately 5 per cent in both 
amount and Yalue. 
Halibut landing8 at northwest ports 
during July, 1930, amounted to 6,009,251 
pounds, an increase of 20,541 pounds over 
1929. Just over 80 per cent of this total 
was landed by American yessels. 
If lt's Sea Food-See Us 
RIPLEY FISH 
COMPANY, INC. 
DEPENDABLE QUALITY 
Pier Nn. 9 
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 
SAN JUAN FISHING 
& PACKING CO., Inc. 
Wholesale Dealers, Packers 
and Shippers of 
Fresh, F)-ol!'en, Salt, Smoked 
and Canned Fish 
ALSO: Fresh prime chilled Salmon and 
Halibut Stealts wrapped in parchment 
paper bearing San Juan trade mark and 
packed in small, convo.Jnient size fiber 
packages. 
BRANCHE5-Seward, Aiaslm; Port 
Lawrence, Alaska; KetchHron, Alaska; 
Uganik Bay, Alaslta; Port San Juan, 
Alaslm; Tutlm Bay, Alaska; Pacific 
Fisheries Co., Ltd., Prince Rupert, B. C. 
FOOT OF STACY STREET 
Seattle. Washin1:ton 
HALL and 
OLSON 
J•roducers nnd Dislributors 
-oF-
CJtinooks, Silvers, Steellzeads 
anp Bright Fall Salmon, 
also Sturgeon. 
Senath Bend, Wash. 
Karl I. Sifferman Earl N. Ohmer 
Alaskan 
Glacier 
Sea Food 
Company's 
HIGHEST QUALITY 
SHRIMP MEAT 
and 
CRABMEAT 
Can Be Procured from 
the following Seattle 
Fish Dealers: 
San juan Fishing & Packing Co. 
Palace Fish and Oyster Co. 
Sebastian.Stuart Fish Co. 
Edwin Ripley & Son 
American Sea Food Co 
Dressel-Collins Fish Co. 
New England Fiah Co. 
Booth Fisheries Co. 
Haines Oyster Co. 
Ripley Fish Co. 
Sound Fish Co. 
Whiz Fish C'o. 
Main Fish Co. 
Pacl•ed by the Alaslwn 
Glacier Sea Food Co., 
Petersburg, Alaska 
P. 0. Box 1001, Seattle, Wash. 
'!'ACOMA !FISH AND 
PACKI!NG COMPANY 
WHOLESALE SHIPPERS OF 
FRESH, FROZEN AND SMOKED FISH 
Spedali:z:ing in Puget Sound Salmon 
~ !~7 DOCK STREET 
Telephone Main 1061 
TACOMA, WASHINGTON 
THE WEST COAST FISHERIES 
,, 
FIRST OYSTER CROP 
\VILLAPA IlA.RBOR, \Vashington, 
will be a scene of activity during October 
when the Bay Point and \Villa!Ja Oyster 
Farms, Incorporated, harvests its first 
crop of this season's oysters. These 
oysters, marketed under the brand name, 
''\Villapoint," are an' important' source of 
income to \Villapa, Raymond and other 
cities of the vicinity. 
In order to take care of the large crop 
expected, G. T. 1vfogan, president of the 
organization, has been superintending ex-
tensive improvements in the t'.quipment 
and buildings of the company. Storage 
locations have been selected, a new 
"opening house" has been constructed, 
and the old boat-building shop on the 
property has been remodel_ecl for use as a 
packing house. 
Announced plans called for operations 
to begin on OctoLer l. :Mogan expects 
the first take to be approximately 30,000 
gallons. 
OYSTER MEN MEET 
I:i\TERESTI.NG and instructive talks 
proved the feature of the joint annual con-
vention of the Ovstcr Growers and Deal-
ers' A:;sociation Or North America and the 
Natinoal Association of Shellfish Conunis-
sioners, held during the latler part of 
August at Sayville, Long Island. \Vhat 
the research departments of colleges and 
universities are doing to aid the oyster in-
dustry was described by Dr. Donald \V. 
Davis of the College of \Villiam and 1vfary. 
Dr. Thurlo\Y C. Nelson of Rutgers Univer-
sity spoke briefly on the study of oyster 
larvae as a guide to shelling operations. 
Other talks were made by four members 
of the United States Bureau of Fisheries, 
Dr .. A. H. Hopkins, H. F. Prytherch, ]. 
Jvl. Lemon and Jv[iss Louise Palmer, 
SHRBvl P, CRABS AND other animal 
life of the ocean have an especially fine 
opportunity to deYelop along the shores 
o[ California, due to thl:! immense forests 
of kelp ·which grow in these waters. A 
careful study of the kelp beds ot the Cali-
fornia coast has just been made bv 
.scientists at the University of Californii1 
Institution of Oceanography at La Jolla, 
and it reveals the presence of an abun-
dance of sponges, hydroids, worms, bryo-
zoans or moss animals, shrimps, crabs, 
shells, and devil fish. These creatures 
depend upon the kelp beds for their food 
and protection, and it is the luxuriant 
growth of the plant which make,: possible 
the varied industries connected ·\\'ith 
these forms of sea life. 
THE FIRST TRUCK LOAD of sea 
bass has been received by the Van Camps 
distributors frolll Santa Clara. The bass 
are small, aYeraging from 2 to U pounds. 
It is expected that the size will increase 
toward the middle of October. 
•. 
Washington State Health 
Certificate No. 3 
J.J.BREMMER 
OYSTER CO. 
Established 1893 
Growers and Wholesale Shippers 
of the 
Famous Fresh Olympia 
Oysters, Clams and Pacific 
Indian Rock Oysters 
502 Fourth Ave. West 
OLYMPIA, WASHINGTON 
Largest shippers of Shellfish 
on the Pacific Coast I Puget Sound Scallops, Shrimpnleat, 
II 
Crabmeat, Olympia Oysters, Rock Point 
Oysters, Deep Sea Crabs, Clams 
and AU Other Shellfish 
Quality Alrva;rs 
Pier No. 12 
I 
Telephone Main 6800 
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 
Edwin Ripley & Son. 
·wholesale Shippers of 
FRESH, FROZEN nnd SMOKED FISH 
1899-PIONEER DE...o\LER-1930 
Pier 12, Seattle, Washington 
1 
John ~annula Jr. I 
Fish Company 
! .
Producers and Distributors 
Throughout the Year of 
Steelhead, Chinook 
and Salmon 
Silver, 
FOOT OF D STREET 
Telephone 530 
ABERDEEN, VVASHINGTON 
"PACKED 
WITH THE 
WIGGLE 
OCTOBER, 1930 
Pool Car Shipment of Oysters 
Arrives on Express Schedule 
A POOLED CARLOAD of extra.-se-lct:t and ''count'' Eastern oYsters 
consigneU to various fish mercimnts, 
rolled into Los Angeles freight yards 
early on Monday, October 6. '.l'he ship-
ment came through almost on express 
~chedule, being routed direct. irom the 
produciJJg point on the Atlantic Coast.. 
The car ·was consigned jointly to the 
Central Fish & Os·ster Company, the 
Pacifi:c. Fish Company, the Fletcher-\Viest 
& Company and the Superior Sea Food 
Company, all of these of Los Angeles; a 
large number of San Pedro llealcrs like-
wise were co-consignees of the car lot. 
According to observer:; who saw the 
oysters, there arc unu:malJy large, and oi 
high quality. 'rhe fancy hali-shcll :;tack 
is the product of the Nubay Oyster Com-
pany of Fort :Morris, New Jersey. The 
turgid iatness of the big shellfish attest to 
their prime C011(1ition and healthy state, 
state the receiving merchants. 
The 1,;-nhay company shipped the car on 
Thur:;day, Octoher 2; invoices \VCre sent 
we;.;t l!y air mail; the car arrived 011 )..Jou-
day, October 6-a full day ahcatl of .scile-
clule and regular shipping time. 
'I'his lot was the hegin11ing of a series 
of shipments that is to arrive at regula1· 
and stipulated intervals; the Llealers who 
arc t]Jc consignees nf this iirst carloarl 
ha\·ing concluded arrangcmcnt:o· .,.,-ith the 
grov,·erc; whereby constant replenishment 
of their stncks is tn he errected ln· carc-
fullv timed carload consig11mcnts tllat will 
mo\1c westward on cxpre.-:s sL·hed\lle. 
Through the co-opera! in: idea of ponling 
their orders the llttnH:rous merchants 
'.\'ho ;~re inten·stcc\ in the shellfish IJ!ar-
kct are enabled to pro·,,idc themsehes 
-with a car of fresh stock regularly tints 
having prime merchandise nf unexcelled 
qttGlitv \Yith which to pro\Tidc their cus-
tomer'S. 
Fletcher-\Viest & Company, of Lo:; 
A11geles, is acting a~ the hroker in these 
TINT'S FISH 
MARKET 
Wholesale Distributors of 
Columbia River Salmon, 
Carp, Suckers and Smelts 
Also all ltinds of Fresh, Salt, Smoked 
and Pickled Fish, Oysters, Clams, 
Crabs, Etc. 
206 YAMHILL STREET 
Telephone Atwater 3511 
PORTLAND, OREGON 
tran;;.aclions, collecting the orders from 
the other dealers aml attending to the 
ordering of the carloads, transmitting of 
funds, and other details of the business. 
A. R. Fletcher, nf the company, is now 
in the Ches<;peakc Bay region "·here he 
is attending to the matter of selecting 
high class stock, aJH! in general caring for 
the interests of the purchasing group. 
Pool car shipments of oysters is a 
standard trade device in the California 
market. ]::<';ach September sees groups of 
shellfish dealers unite in some sort of 
group to undertake the transcontinental 
transportation of oy:;ter:; with \\'hich to 
satisfy their winter requests. \Vith the 
opening of October the market becomes 
really brisk, and until spring arrh·es a 
larg-e traffic in the aristocratic mulltl:·;\~s 
continues \\'ithout halt or pause. 
;lla.c· Fn.'l'll/1111, 11'1.t:llrr and Propridor of tlu• 
Suprrior S!'a Fuod Company of 632 C1'1'1'S 
A:vi'illll', /. 1JJ :lllfll'lts. Thl' Suj•o·ior dr:als in 
J1'a food .r}'Nialtir.r of all kin,!J, and is OTII' 
of tlu t:f,·mcllfs 111/JJ/ couo:rnl't! "-~·ith obtain~ 
in!! .rupp!ii'J of fancy Easll'/'11 "own!" oyst!'fs 
for half-s/11:11 ur·viu and fryi!l!f stork. 
NEWPORT 
FISH CO .. 
Crad Meredith, Manager 
WHOLESALE SHIPPERS 
Of Salmon, Halibut, Ling 
Cod and Snappers 
NEWPORT OREGON 
4.1 
SUNSET FISH 
co .. 
Wholesale Distributors of 
Nehalem Bay Chinook, 
Silverside, Bright Fails 
and Steelheads 
Prices on Request 
WHEELER OREGON 
J. W. ANDERSON, Mgr. 
WARRENTON 
FISHERIES CO. 
Crabs and Crab Meat 
Oldest Crab Shippers in Warrenton 
WARRENTON, OREGON 
N ehaletn Bay 
Fish Co. 
H. W. KLEIN, Mgr. 
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS 
Chinooks, Steelheads, Silvers 
and Bright Fall Salmon 
Let Us Qu.ole You 
WHEELER OREGON 
Telephone Broadway 3690 
J. F. Meehan, Manager 
PORTLAND FISH CO. 
SALMON AND HALIBUT-Also Fresh, 
Smol[ed, Pickled Fish and Oysters 
All Orders Filled at the Lowest 
Market Price 
34 FRONT STREET 
PORTLAND, OREGON 
I 
4·2 
1)98 CLAY STREH 
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. 
Arthur Anderson 
Fish Co., Inc. 
Producers and 
Distributors of 
Oregon's Finest 
Fresh and Fll.'ozen 
SALMON 
ALSO SALMON 
PACKERS 
HOME OFFICE 
ASTORIA, OREGON 
c::~; MINCED 
ABALONE 
HENRY DOWDEN CO. 
Distributors 
598 Clay Street San Francisco 
Pnclted by 
MARINE PRODUCTS CO. 
Paclters of ABALONE, TUNA, LOBSTER 
and other sen foods 
Export Office~ __ 416 W. 8th St:_! ... !-os Anu[!!es 
Send Your Subscription in Now 
to Insure Prompt Delivery of 
(HE WEST COAST 
FISHERIES 
P.O. Box 120B, Sun Pedro, CalH. 
1'HE WES1' COAS1' FISHERIES 
WDEN 
"l;J::LEPHONE 
DAvenport 
Q 6820 0 
Chas .. Feller, Inc. , 
Wholesale Fish Dealers 
MARSHFIELD, ORE. 
J. E. LAWRENCE &co. 
MERCHANDISE BROKERS 
General Sea Foods and Fish 
Products 
242 SALMON STREET 
PORTLAND, OREGON 
J.H.REEVES-BROK!ER 
Established 1914 
Sales Agent for Firms from Seattle to 
Snn Diego 
New Accounts Solicited 
Shipper of Snlmon, Cod, Suclters, Etc. 
809 E. 76TH ST., N. 
PORTLAND, OREGON 
Salmon, Shad, Crabs 
and 
Canned Crab-Meat 
Exclusive Dealers of 
BANDON SPECKLED TROUT 
Your Business Solicited 
Prices Quoted on Request 
Coast Fisheries 
"REEDSPORT OREGON 
SCOGNAMILLO RE1'URNS 
MISS JENNIE DELUCA, bookkeeper 
at the San Pedro Fish Company, has re-
ceived ·word from her uncle, Frank Sco-
gnamillo, that he 1vill return to San 
Pedro from New York where he has been 
visiting his sons and daughter for the 
past three months. 
Captain Scognamillo will be relllem-
bered along the ·waterfront as the skipper 
of the fishing boat "Komi Maru." He 
sold his boat just prior to his departure 
for the East ~md what. his plans arc for 
the future is not known at this time. 
DAVE JAGERS, popular purveyor 
of fish i1i Beverly Hills, opened the 
new Beverly Hills Sea Food and Poultry 
lv!arket, at Y3J4 Santa 1-Ionica Boulevard, 
Friday, September 19. 'rhe new establish-
ment, which is said to be one of the finest 
of its kind in California, offers for sales 
all varieties of fish, oysters, clams, crabs, 
scallops iroglegs, and abalone in season. 
Arrangements for fresh products every 
day, together with the most modern re-
frigeration and equipment obtainable, 
guarantee his customers the maximum in 
quality produce. 
GEORGIES GOURDON, a French 
engineer of the stati of a ship-building 
plant at Saint-Nazaire, has been conduct-
irig some interesting experiments in the 
usc of submerged mercury vapor lamps 
and nn11-lighting ultra-violet ravs in fish-
ing. He h-as fo-und that skillfUl manipu-
lation of these instruments causes deep-
sea creatures to collect in groups and 
enter a specially designed net or trap, 
this making it much easier to catch them 
than through other methods. ltlform<ttion 
about the experiments may be obtained 
from the Foodstuffs Division of the Bu-
reau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, 
at \Va;,hington, D. C. 
HIGASHI INS1'ALLS FREEZER 
(Coutiuucd from Pagt; 36) 
broaden the scope of the fish business 
than are they. 1°or example: 
During the spring squid deluge, a quan-
tity of these was carefully washed, placed 
in pans, and frozen. This fancy product 
was later merchandised, and the trade 
relished it so greatly that it is planned 
to freeze an entire year's supply next sea-
son. In anticipation of this feat, and 
because of the additional storage space 
that will be required, the firm plans to 
convert its present upstairs offices into 
a great refrigerator, there to store t!H: 
squid. · 
Another endeavor to varv the lines uf 
profit in the fish business was made about 
the tenth of July, 'vhen the Higashis 
.shipped a trial Jot of frozen Monterey 
Bay pilchards to Japan. 'The experiment-
al quanlitv -was stowed into the chill-
rooms of fhe brand new "Asama lvfaru," 
palatial sea-going hotel and club belong-
ing to the N. Y. K. Line. 
"\Ve consigned the frozen sardines to 
Kojaro Abe, of the United 1-farine Pro-
ducts \Vholesalers' Co., Ltd., of Tokyo. 
Incidentally, we also sent to him a stnall-
er quantity of frozen sablefish, to sec in 
1vhat condition th~y would arrive, and 
how they would be received by the Jap-
anese 111arket.'' 
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BENEFICIAL TO FISHERMEN 
Fred W. Schellin Elected President of 
Fred W. Sdu!/lin, Prnident of both of 1/u: 
new fislll'nnt'll's orga11i;;:;alirms of San Ditgo. 
STILL ANOTHER forward step in the program which '\Yas begun in 
humble fashion some 13 }'Cars ago at San 
Diego is the announcement of the divis-
ion of the American Fisheries Protective 
Association into two new groups which 
will serve the respective in tcrests of tm1 a 
ship O\Yners and retail trade fishermen. 
1l'he two divisions into ·which the old as-
sociation has been split are the American 
Fisheries Tunahoat Association and the 
Pacific Coast Fishermen's Association. 
Group Formetl in 1917 
In 1917 the owners of 15 fishiug boats 
banded themselves together in what was 
to become a pmverful organization of 
over 140 ships, ·with a monthly earning 
cilpacity in excess of $200,000. Among or-
ganizers of that hand of fishermen was 
Fred \'V. Schellin, -..vho for several years 
has been president and moving spirit in 
the American Fisheries ProtectiYe Asso-
ciation. Under guidance of Schellin and 
previous presidents, the association gra-
duallv became strong enough to aid itl 
stabilizing prices of fish delivered to can·-
neries and to fresh fish markets, to con-
tract for gasoline, diesel fuel and lubri-
cants for its members, and to make co1-
lections and pay bills for the fishermen. 
Since 1928 the association has double(! 
New Organizations 
The American Fishermen's 
Protective Association is 
gone, and in its place are two 
youthful organizations, ready 
to serve owners of tuna ships 
and all other fishermen on the 
West Coast. 
its persmmcl and has taken on:r practi-
cally all of the business problems of its 
nH.:m bcrs, acting in the form of a clear-
ing house. 
Ncetl of Separation 
However, rlin1culties arose at times, due 
to the fact that there were two ·factions 
or groups within the organization. The 
problems of operators of tuna ships and 
other large craft dealing cxclusiYely with 
canners were often unrelated to activities 
of smallt'X boats whose fishing is done 
largely for retail trade. Schellin, ever 
watchful of the interests of the members 
of the association he headed, realized thal 
the time had come for a separation into 
Pl'lcr Crivello, tlw new vice-pn!sidtnl of ilu• 
PtJrijic Corut Fisl~ermctt's .4JSociation. 
Eddie J. G!tio, m:wly dwsflt vice-president 
fJj tfte Amt•rium Fisl11:rh·s Tuntllnwl Ass'u. 
groups ·which had like problems and 
which could therefore function together 
with the maximum of efficiency and har-
mony. 
The American Fisheries Tunaboat As-
sociation and the Pacific Coast Fisher-
men's Association are the result of efforts 
of Schellin and his assisting officers. The 
new t,rroups will have the same president 
and will cooperate on matters concerning 
them jointly, but will work individually 
on their particular activities. The Pa-
cific Coast Fishermen's Association will 
continue to occupy the old offices of the 
association at the fresh fish markets, 
·while the tuna division will have its 
headqu~!rters at the new Fishermen's 
Dock at the foot of G street. 
8chellin 1\'umetl President 
In recognition oi the splendid work he 
h1s done for the Southern California fish~ 
ermen, Fred \V. Schellin, president of the 
old group, has been named chief execu-
tive of the byo new associations. Peter 
Crivello, assistant secret a r y of thc 
A.F'.P./\., has been chosen vice president 
of the Pacific Coast Fishermen's Asso-
ciation, while Alex Zauvi is to he secre-
·tary-trcasurer. 
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Albacore Schools Suddenly Appear 
Outside Monterey Bay 
T HE LONG-FIN or albacore, itin-erant aristocrat of the temperate 
oceans, is paying 1vlonten:y another sur-
prise visit. Pcriod~cally, at ~vid.cly spaced 
intervals, the speCies puts 111 1ts stalden 
appearance, thereby t.hrowi1~g t.hc boat-: 
men of the port into an excited -Hurry ol 
delight, for the variety is high-priced, anti 
in insatiable demand. 
Old lateen ::;ailors, ·who "\\·ere in the 
boats vears before gasoline engines were 
invented, recount that scvcr.al tinH'S ·with-
in their recollection the sabre-fin sclwob 
came frolicking into I\.fontcrey Bay. The 
last such occllrrance -..vas in late 1925, 
when, during September and October, 
193 tons \YCfC caught and brought tn 
market. Since that time the schools have 
not been seen agnin, until late last month. 
Disco11ered by Troll«~r 
According to dealers on the 1vlontercy 
wharf, the first indication of the renew~d 
long-fin run was noted when a salmon 
troller landed a specimen on Sunday, Sep-
tember 22. The tuna had snapped up 
one of his salmon baits, he said, and 
others had inade runs at the jigs ·without, 
however, actually being hooked. 
"I remember that onlv one boat got al-
bacore on Sunday," deClared a fisherman 
on the municipal wharf. "Three others 
had luck Monday, and by Friday six 
boats had rigged up with special jigs a!Id 
were getting fish. 'fhat started all of 
them, for a lot of boats were idle, and 
the rest weren't making much at macker-
el and market ftshing." 
On Monday, September 29, some 30 
local craft had engaged in the work, and 
it was predicted that if prevailing hecn:y 
·winds subsided, so that the sea could 
moderate, the number of trollers would 
double in a day or two. 
Fislaerm.en All Quit 
Jvfeanwhile wide fluctuations character-
ized the markets' offerings for the catch. 
Initially the fish was only of nominal 
\·alue, {here being too little landed to war-
rant shipping to southern canneries where 
facilities for canning are available. VVhen 
considerable lots commenced coming to 
port, six or eight cents was offered, and 
this ·was accepted without demurrer by 
the jiggers. On Thursday morning prc-
Yious quotations ·were suddenly with-
drawn and no buyer seemed willing to 
pay more than a flat rate of five cents 
for tlie round stock. This represented a 
decline in revenue sufficient to cause a 
deficit for average operations, so the boat-
men tied up their launches, and went 
home. The sardine netters being also 
"ollt" at that time, it made the cessation 
of activity in the port unanimous. 
The Higashi Fish Company w.as first 
to revise its offerings, raising the price 
to eight cents. Immediately the .boatmen 
again became imbued with enthusiasm, 
and -..vent to sea in search of the fish. Jig-
boats did well from the beginning, bring-
ing in catches of about 200 poun-ds each. 
\Vorcl of this condition spread rapidlv 
along the coast; professional live-bait 
fishermen became interested in the pn:;-
sihilitics that seemed here to present 
themselve:o;, and within a few honrs a 
numher o[ vessels were headed for }don-. 
tercy. 
By the last of September mure than 
Jig-boats Land a Considerable 
Catch, But Bad Weather Condi-
tions Defeat Live-Bait Vessels in 
Their Attempted Operations; 
Monterey Salmon Trollers Still Ac-
tively Engaged with the Sabre-Fin. 
30 small craft 1Wrt~ engaging in the long-
fin work, while of large bait-boats from 
San Pedro there was the "Standard," 
"Standard II," "Springtime/'. "Ubuyu 1la-
ru II" and the "Akcbono Ill."· Another 
adventurer from the south was Capt. 
Pete Frayberk in his little 2-man rig 
named the "P.'' 
Bnit-BotJIS Gather 
The "Ubuyu Maru 11" and the 
''Standard II" .both arrived on Septen1ber 
27, on ·which day there was considerable 
wind. Bait operations were not success-
ful, the "Standard 11" being able to catch 
only two fish during the -day. On Sun-
day the ·weather became worse, so that 
most of the bait boats made no attempt 
to operate. The "Ubuyu 11aru II" sue· 
cecded in getting o_nly five fish on 1v!on-
day. '!'he live-bait men began to be dis-
couraged. 'l'wo days later all of thelll 
except the one last named .abandoned 
the attempt, and started back to San 
Pedro. 
Almost before the dep;1rting visitors 
had rounded the point at Pacific Grove, 
rumor spread along the waterfront that 
a fleet of eight San Francisco vessels was 
·preparing to go southward to have a part 
in the tuna catching. 
\Vhen the live-bait craft quit the Bay, 
onlv the jiggers remained interested .in 
the" tuna hunt. According to Harry 1-~i­
gashi, the alert junior member of the 
Higashi ]<'ish Company, who writes under 
date of October 1, "the albacore are being 
caught plentifully, but the bait-boats arc 
having a had time. Small jiggers, rang-
ing from 6 to 12 or 14 horsepower, bring 
in the most catch. Yesterday they un-
loaded at our plant some 7,200 pounds 
o£ albacore, the 'high boat' bringing in 
945 pounds. 1v!ost of yesterday's fish 
went to a cannery in Long Beach; only 
a few hundred pounds was shipped to 
fresh fish markets.'' 
The Higashi firm has handled the 
great hulk of the Monterey ~.;atch, thus 
far. It began distributing to Japanese 
fish stores as soon as the first of the ·long-
fin began arriving, thereafter shipping 
larger lots to ·paddng companies when 
the quantities received were in excess of 
what the fresh fish trade could consume. 
All of the poultry, meat, and fish markets 
of San Francisco's Chinatown had alba-
core prominently on display during the 
first week of October, this entire amount 
coming from 1vionterey. 
Bnit~Bouts lct~d Catch 
Catch figures for J\.fonterey arc not in-
clusive of. all that the region produced, 
for the reason that whateycr fish was 
taken hv the San Pedro li...-e-hail vessel:o; 
'nts noi. brought ashore there for sale. 
Instead, their tuna was taken below. 
\\·here it was packed in icc, pending deli\'-
ery to the Southern canneries. However, 
it is doubted whether the combined catch 
of all of the bait-boats was more than 
surficient to meet the needs of the San 
Pedro fresh fish markets, which are able 
to handle considerable quantities inde-
pendently of the canneries. 
81111 Dil•go Gets Ft!vcr 
Even as far south as the 1Icxican 
boundary the continued reports of ft:o;h 
being seen in the north has ·served as a 
disquieting factor. i\lcn who tuuk part 
in the grand han'est that \\''as made 
when the albacore schools were numer-
ous a few year.s ago, always get restle.~s 
and want to try for the big money again 
1vhenever long-fin are reported in the Yi-
cinity. So at San Diego the "Del 1-{onte'' 
outfitted and put to sea on September .10, 
:~homid for Coos Bay, Oregon. 
\ .. 'The story is current that 1\.-Iarshfield 
and Empire fishermen sent a sample oi 
tuna to the American Fishermen's Pro-
tective Association of San Diego, asking 
what sort of fish it 'vas, and remarking 
that schools of this species were becom-
ing a great bother to their salmon trol-
lers through continually striking the 
spoon hooks. Oregon boatmen -...vere said 
to be disgusted with the troublesome 
variety, and, after clubbing them into 
insensibility, -..vere heaving the tuna over-
boar-d_ \Vhether or not this version is 
exaggerated, it nevertheless is true that 
the "Del 1vfonte" has left San Diego for 
northern grounds. 
JP hat Scientists Say 
1viodern tunamen carry thermome-
ters. These will be interested in knowing 
that the appearaJ:J.Ce of the long-fin 
schools off the Pacific Grove lighthouse 
comes at .a time ,\,hen water tempera-
tures are known to be unusually high. 
The Hopkins Marine Station at Pacifir 
Grove-inside 1Jonterey Bay, slightly-
has data based on daily temperature read-
ings which shov,· that at the present time 
the sea is abnormally warm. Dr. '!'age 
Skogsberg, fisheries scientist of the 1fa-
rine Station, points to this phenomenon 
as a possible reason for the return of the 
albacore, which ahvays has been sup-
posed to be strictly a warm "·'ater fish. 
NEJI7 ASSOCIATIONS 
( Coutiuued from Page 43) 
Eddie J. Ghio, who was secretary-
treasurer of the A.F.P.A., will be dec 
president of the tuna ship owners' organi-
zation, nnd H. Bob7.ien, former viLe pre:;i-
dent, will hccome secretary-treasurer. 
l'lans lmlt~finilt! 
Outside of continuing activities of 1 he 
American Fisheries Protective Associa-
tion, neither of the new associations ha;: 
determined its plans for the future. The 
tuna division will continue with the proj-
ect of erecting a radio broadcasting sta-
tion by which they will keep in touch 
with members of the tuna fleet when at 
sea. To date permission bas not ]Jeen 
secured from the Federal Radio Com-
mission for the transmitter. 
THE "YOUKON''-exclusit·eh· \~an 
Camp-sailed September 19 in qi.1est of 
Cahrilln and golden hass. The "'Youkon" 
is of the purse seiner type, al1hough it 
HSes hand lines. 
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Monterey Octopus Trapper 
CHARLES A. 
LANDERS Discovers Deep Prawn Beds 
ADEVlL FJSliERMAN named C. Gianini has diScovered a species of shrimp at 11ontcrey as large as a 
half-gro1;vn lobster. During more than 
six weeks he has been coming into {)Oft 
with his gasoline fishing boat, the "C 160'' 
and discharging rather regular catches 
of the over-size crustacean. So much in-
terest has been aroused among the other 
boatmen that there is increasing talk of 
attempting to prospect out the limits of 
the producing areas; and of trying to de-
-\•elop a real commercial f1shcry. 
l)robably a Prnw11 
Thus far Gianini has delivered all of 
his catches to 1Ianuel Lewis, who for 
eight years has conducted a fresh fish 
market on the municipal wharf at l\'fon-
tcrcy. 
"\:Vc don't knmv what else to call them, 
so we are using the name '1vfonterey 
shrimp' until it can be determined to 
-what species they really belong," he says. 
"
1l'heJ Hopkins Marine Station has taken 
·Specimens for stud)-:, and we expect that 
later they will tell us that the variety 
should be called prawns." 
Lewis recounts that some five or six 
years ago the same fisherman brought 
one of the big prawns to him, for display 
in his showcases. Since that time there 
has been no reappearance until middle 
August, 1vhen Gianini suddenly began 
landing regular catches of from 50 to 70 
pounds. On one m.orning he came in 
with more than 160 pounds, which at 
35 cents green, made a neat pay day. 
''\iVe retail them at 60 cents a pound, 
after cooking them," says Lewis "1'hcy 
certainly arc much to be prcferrul to or-
dinary shrimp-in fact, I doubt whether 
any mc.1t could be sweeter. They buy 
them here a~ fast as -we can cook and 
cool them." 
An Octopus 1'rappt'r 
C. Gianini is a devilfish-fisherman. He 
operates with big, heavy-wire traps as tall 
as a man and as large in diameter as a 
barrel. 1fhesc have the usual funnel en-
trance, are baited with fish flesh to attract 
the odious prowler of the marine depths, 
and each is lo-wered to the bottom by 
means of a buoyed line. The story of the 
discovery has not yet been told, but it is 
presumed that the first prawn to be taken 
-were such stray specimens as chance into 
one of the traps inadvertently. 
The octopus catcher now has built new 
gear, especially adapted to the capture of 
prawn. The apparatus is apparantly suc-
cessful, for his fares have gained in size 
and haYe become more dependably reP"-
ular, according to Lewis. 
Whnt "illnu" Sny.~ 
Other than Gianini himself, Noah 
("l.,.f a tty") 1vl.athews, deputy warden of 
the State Bnreau of Commercial Fisheries, 
knows more about the new prawn and 
their grounds than almost anyone. 
''Octopus arc caught in 12 or 13 fath-
oms," states the officer," but the prawns 
lie deeper. 1htch of the fi.shing for them 
is being done in 900 feet of water. Right 
I>ow boats are lowering their traps about 
four miles off Cyprus Point, on the Peb-
ble Beach coast. The prawns seem to 
lie on the slope of the famous :rvfontercy 
submarine channel, which ranges in depth 
between 500 and 2,500 feet. The individ-
ual fish measure eight to nine inches in 
body length, or 16 to 19 inches from 
tail to tip of antennae." 
During the final days of September 
;:;everal boats were lured to try their 
luck at prawn-catching. The "Del Mar," 
purse-seiner, succeeded in getting about 
50 pounds, and nn September 30 the "St. 
Frances," one of the new Tacoma-built 
craft, was trying to make a catch five to 
eight miles S\¥ of Bird Rock, in 30 to 40 
fathoms. 
Since only six or seven of the prawns 
are required to make a pound, it is seen 
that at a retail price of 60 cents, the aver-
age cost per fish is about 10 cents. Even 
at this seemingly excessive rate they have 
had ready sale,largely because of the un-
usually delicious sweetness of the flesh. 
\\Tealthy persons send butlers and chauf-
feurs for them, that tempting dainties 
may be concocted wherewith to commem-
orate the achievement at the eighteenth 
hole. 
Deep Trawling l'ropo.~ecl 
At present the source of California 
shrimp is the beam-trawl fishery of the 
Alaska Glacier Sea Food firm of Peters-
burg, Alaska, the Chinese stake-net oper-
ations of San Francisco and Suisun Bays, 
and the trawling and trap-net systems 
in vogue in Florida, Louisana, and Texas. 
Alaska stock arrives frozen; it is small, 
but. highly colored. San Francisco stock 
is woefully undersized, pale in color, and 
not caught in the open sea. Gulf of Mex-
ico stock is of good size and color, where-
fore it dominates the market, even at a 
premium in price. Carloads of Texas 
and Louisiana o;hrimp are being shipped 
into Cialfornia, and the trade is' on the 
gain. 1'1-'fonterey is therefore assured of an 
eager and limitless market for whateyer 
catch of the dilicious, roscy prawns it 
can contrive to produce. 
Several groups of fi.shermen who have 
seen the beam tnnvling operations of 
Fernandina, r:Iorida, and Brunswich 
Georgia, or the similar towing that is 
done in Hood's Canal, Pugct Sound, or 
the inland salt watenvays of Petersburg, 
Alaska, are known now to be discussing; 
devising some sort of trawl net with 
which sweep the sides of the submerged 
Salinas River Gorge in an elTort to catch 
the giant prawns in quantities larger than 
can be gotten bv usc of varied form:S of 
metal-m_Csh octoi)Us traps. 
SEA FOOD BROKER 
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and raugrs. 
CAPTAIN GUY SILVA'S "Emma 
R. S." arrived October 3 with a medium 
fare of ycllowfin and skipjack. Due to 
trouble with the live bait, the vessel was 
a week late in getting back to the Van 
Camp Sea Foods Co., Inc. The bait was 
caught in warm water and died when used 
in the cold depths on the banks. 
Captain Silva stated that it was rough 
outside and on the fishing grounds. 
---also----
THE "LOIS S," -..·dth Captain John 
Stepper at the helm, tied up at the Van 
The Fisherman's 
Friend 
Robert D .. 
Maxwell Co .. 
Distributors San Diego Co. 
SAN DIEGO 
Broadway at State 
Tel. Main 2187 
Camp wharf recently with a good load of 
tuna-mostly skipjack. 
---ulso---
THE RUMOR that 26 tons of alba-
core -..vere delivered in Monterey Octo-
ber 2 sent the "Betty B" heading north 
for a c~ngo of that valuable tuna species. 
---.also---
ANOTHER LOAD of tuna was de-
lin~red at the Van Camp wharf hy the 
".Heston," owned by Captain John Heston 
of San Pedro. Captain Heston reported 
a good trip, but a rough one. 
---nls<>----
A BIG LOAD of tuna was delivered 
recently to the California Packing Com-
pany docks IJy the "Santa Veronica," 
John Cordosa, captain. 1Janucl Cnrdosa 
was reported on the sick list of the vessel. 
---nlso---
REPUTED TO BE one of the best 
money boats in the port, the "~\{arconi" is 
busy getting ready to leave for the banks. 
There are men all over her mending nets 
and repairing equipment. 
---also----
THE "STELLA DI GENOA" has 
been heard from on the Uncle Sam 
banks. 
---also----
CAPTAIN M. F. CORREIA and the 
tuna ship "Funchall" have been heard 
from on the Uncle Sam Banks. 
---nls,o----
THERE IS A RUMOR that Captain 
1Jikc Pallestero of the "Lisboa" intends 
to build a big tuna ship sometime soon. 
He was recently reported hnme\vard-
bound from the U. S. bank. He intends 
to have his auxiliary engine repaired on 
arrival in San Diego. 
---nlso---
INSTALLATION of a new Fair-
banks-Morse auxiliary engine is keeping 
the "Del lv!onte" ;.nvav from the tuna 
banks these days. captain James P. 
"Mills had the cruiser iced up and all ready 
to leave its berth at the 1-1 ission Bell 
Petroleum Company docks for Cons Bay 
albacore work when he found out that it 
·would not move. It was taken to the 
Campbell dock for repairs. 
Since rumor says that the albacores are 
about through in Oregon, it is believed 
that the "Del 1\.fonte" will head for the 
south when the installation work is com-
plt:ted. 
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richest 'and fastest growing :fl.Shing section. 
Rntes 
$3.50 Per Annum, Domestic; $4.50 Foreign 
WEST COAST FISHERIES 
P. 0. Box 1208 San Pedro, Calif. 
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1'IlE WEST COAST FISilERIES 
NEWS OF SAN DIEGO SHIPS 
118-FOOTER WILL BE 
BUILT FOR CRIVELLO 
JOE CRIVELLO has signed a con-
tract with the Campbell 1·faChine \Vorks 
for the construction of a big new addition 
to the San Diego tuna fleet. His ship 
will be a 118-footer and ·will be powered 
with a Union dieseL It. is expected to be 
COI1lplcted in six months, when it -..viii 
start operation:'i for Cohn-Hopkins, Inc. 
Crivello now own:; the SO-foot "G. 1hr-
coni." 
CAPTAIN M. 0. MEDINA and 1;;, 
112-foot cruiser, the ''Atlantic," arrived 
at San Diego Tuesday, September 30, 
after a three-weeks' trip. M.edina is fish-
ing for :1~. Hovden Company; he unload-
ed a !JO-t on catch of tuna. 
CAPTAIN M. FREITAS arri\'ed at 
San Diego with the "Navigator" and a 
load of tuna for the California Packillg 
Corporation, on Tuesday, September 30, 
at 11 a. 111. He reports rough weather 
to the south. -The "Navigator" had been 
nut three ·weeks. 
J OE CAMILLO, Van Camp fresh fish representative at San Diego, returned 
frnm a business trip 1o San Pedro on 
Ortober L 
IDEAL 
FISIIING BOAT 
TYPE 
Saves 7 5 j'{) of the Fuel Cost-
Inl(le OIL BURNING Marine 
Ranges are made for every size 
and style of vessel. 
The same Oil Fuel that is used 
for the Marine Engine is ideal 
fuel for the Ingle Range, as 
proven in use on many Clipper 
Fishing Boats. 
25 years record for Economy-
Efficiency-Endurance. 
Los Angeles Harbor Agent: 
Factory and Office: 
930 \~i. Grape St., San Diego 
INGLE MANUFACTURING 
COMPANY 
i>lnlwrs of Inde OIL BURNING Ranges, 
Hot '\Valer Heaters-Hot Air Furnaces 
Slwet Metal Workers 
Paul W. Hiller, \Vilmington 
E. P. WALLING of the Atlas Impe-
rial Engine Company, Terminal Island 
agency, recently returned from a vacation 
spent in the nut\thwest and particularly in 
his home town, Bellingham, \Vashington. 
\Valling drove to Bellingham in two 
days and nights upon receipt of the word 
that his sister had been badly injured in 
an automobile accident in the northern 
city. He reports that his sister is getting 
along nicely, and that there have been no 
further complications from the accident. 
In spite of the unfortunate occurrence, 
\Valling found time to yisil friends and 
receive calls frul\1 many old acr}Uaint-
anccs. 
THE ATLAS IMPERIAL Engine 
Company, Terminal Island agency, re-
ports the installation of a 230-h. p. diesel 
in the "Blue Sky," owned by Tony 
1v[ason. The same model engine was in-
staUed recently in the "\Vhite Rose." 
SHIPBUILDERS BUSY 
THE WINTER SEASON of sh;p-
building has begun in a manner which 
promises considerable business, report of-
ficers of Southern California yards who 
are already receiving orders for imme-
diate work on new vessels. The prophecy 
made some time ago by THE \VEST 
COAST FISHERIES that tuna ships 
would be bigger and bigger is finding ful-
fillment in the announcement that manv 
of these ne"\v cruisers will be well ove·r 
the hundred-foot mark in size. 
AI Larson, shipbuilder, is working on a 
120-foot cruiser to be equipped with a 
"\Vashington" dieseL The framework 
has been completed and the men arc 
ready to begin planking. 
1.-arson reports that his firm also will 
lay the keel of a 125-foot vessel, to be fi-
nanced by the Southern California Co., 
Inc., of East San Pedro. The ;;hip will 
he powered with a 450-h. p. Fairbanks-
::\ I orse engine. 
CAPTAJN BILL PRIOR, of the tuna 
cruiser ''San Rafael'' left Tuesday, Sep-
tember 30, for the Uncle San Banks. The 
skipper, \Vho formerly ,,·as IWYigator of 
the "Funchall," claims to have been first 
to bring in tuna from the Galapagos Is-
lands. On that trip the ship was out 45 
days and returned with 120 ton:; of 'fish, 
some of them as hi!:{ as 400 pounds. 
CENTRAL 
SHEET METAL 
WORKS 
C. E. Lewis, Prop. 
Marine Work a Specialty 
Tin, Sheet Iron, Copper and 
Brass Work 
Phone Main 5405 Boat Tanli:s 
718 Front St., Cor, G 
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 
ALIENS BEING ENUMERATED 
T\VO SURVEYS recently completed 
in 1\-Jonterey give an indication of the 
number of Filipinos employed in the sar-
dine canneries there and the number of 
alien~owned fishing boats operating out 
of that port. 
J\{ajor Herbert G. 1\.fayes, one of the 
1'lonterey American Legion's committee 
appointed to make a survey of the em-
ployment situation, reported that only 
39 of the 1,272 people now actually em-
ployed in the 1Jonterey plants, or ahout 
3 per cent, arc Filipinos. This included 
the canneries operated by ?v[ontcrcy Can-
ning Company, Booth's, San Carlos, E. 
B. Gross, San Xavier, California Packing 
Company and K. Hovden CompAny. 
John P. Pryor, federal customs repre-
sentative at Ivlontcrey, reported that 
about three-fourths of the 1Ionterey fish-
ing boats are fortign-rnv'ned. The check 
was made to determine the number oi 
alien-o1vned craft and whether they have 
paid a tax tonnage. Last April Congress 
decided to enforce a portion of the tariff 
·which fixes duties of 10 cents a pound 
upon fish caught by aliens outside the 
three-mile limit. However, dut:· to the 
protest which arose, the order was re-
scinded and Congress decided to investi~ 
gate before going further. 
The "PACIFIC" arrived at the Coast 
Fish Company wharf October 5 with a 
load of yellowfin and skipjack. George 
Stanovich is captain of the 81-foot purse-
seiner, which is powered with a 6-cylin-
der, 210-h. p. Fairbanks-11'1orse diesel. 
H. K. Shockey, Prop. 
Shockey Boiler 
Works 
FUEL OIL TANKS 
Also Fish Cookers 
for tile Canning Trade 
125 Market Street 
SAN DIEGO, CALIF. 
Phone Main 4448 
.,_:&-e~.,..&«'C' I 
Is the Sa~est 
Marine Fuel 
Bums a CLEAR 
HOT 
BLUE 
FLAME 
Keep Your Gulley COOL 
Cook With PROTANE GAS 
Distributed By 
BOTTJ"ED GAS CO. of SAN DIEGO 
Fisherrnens Wharf M-1477 
Club Boat Shop, Wilmington 
Martin Newall, San Francisco 
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IDIIIE~CiO IFIISI~I SI~IIIIP IP IE IJt$ 
REPRESENTED ON THIS PAGE ARE THE. lARGEST 
RELIABLE FISH OBSTER. DEALERS 
Van Camp Organizations 
Producers of 
Supreme Quality Sea Foods 
LIVE AND COOKED LOBSTERS 
Texas Shipments Made Direct from San Diego 
WIRE FOR PRICES 
867 Harbor Street SAN DIEGO, CALIF. 
. 
Lawrence Oliver, Mana.a-er 
American Fisheries Co .. 
Established 1908 
Wboleaale Dealers in and Shippers of 
SAL TED, DRIED and PICKLED FISH 
Salted Barracuda, Yellowtail and Jewfish 
Lobsters in Season - Live and Cooked 
We Specialize in Fish Fertilizer and Fisl• Oil 
Get Our Prices in Car-lots Before 
Contractine- Elsewhere 
WIRE FOR QUOTATIONS 
841 Harbor Street San Diego, Calif. 
STELLAR FISH CO .. 
K. 0. SHIMA, Manager 
Wltolesale Freslt Fislt and Lobsters 
Speciali:.ing to the Japanese Trade--fully understanding 
quality of Fresh Fish desired especially Tuna, Yellow-
tail, Barracuda, Mullets, Seabass, Etc. 
825 HARBOR ST. SAN DIEGO, CALIF. 
Prompt and Honest 
Try THE UNION FISH 
COMPANY 
Established 1908 
Direct Wholesale Dealers in Fresh and Salt Fish 
LOBSTERS-LIVE AND COOKED 
825 HARBOR ST. SAN DIEGO, CALIF. 
If It Swims We Have lt 
The People's Fish Company 
Producers and Distributou of 
ALL KINDS OF CALIFORNIA SEA FOODS 
Special attention to llotels 
and Restaurants 
Especially LOBSTERS--Live and Cooked Fresh, Smoked, 
Shell and Fresh Water Fish in Season 
Telephones: Main 4158 and 4159 
869 HARBOR ST. SAN DIEGO, CALIF. 
P. 0. Box 1205 
H DAKIS, Proprietor Established 1914 
SAN DIEGO 
FISHERIES COMPANY 
Direct Wholesale Dealer in 
FRESH SEA FOOD 
Our Specialty-Live and Coolwd Lobsters 
Shipped Everywhere 
Wire Us for Quotation-We Respect Standing Orders 
Telephone: Main 9698 
815 HARBOR ST. SAN DIEGO, CALIF. 
P. 0. Box 77 
STAR FISHERIES: I 
DISTRIBUTORS OF 
FRESH FISH and LOBSTERS 
P. 0. Box 385 
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 
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Paladini Trawler Hits Reef 
But Escapes Serious Damage 
T HE ''CATI-IERINI~ PALADIN!" ,went hard aground during the early 
morning of Septernber 4, ,.,-hile operat-
ing on the flatfish banks in the northern 
·waters of the California. The big fish 
tug is the ·property of A. Paladini, Inc., 
trawler and distributing merchant of San 
Francisco. Bv U. S. Customs admeas-
urement it is )2.9 x 18.8 x 7.9 feet and 
scales 51.7 tons gross and 23.0 tons net. 
Constructed in the Ahlmcda yards of 
the General Engineering and Drydock 
Company at a cost of nearly $4q,ooo, it. is 
the largest and most valuable dtesel-dnv-
en tov.-·ing craft in the entire \Vest Coast 
paranzella fleet. The massive-framed ma-
rine tractor is engined ·with a 4-cylinder, 
200-h. p. Atlas-Imperial diesel; it was 
first commissioned in early August, 1928. 
Captain C. K. Ursin and Engineer Jack 
Conkle, the only men aboard at the time 
of the accident, tell ;tn exciting story of 
the shock of the initial impact, and of 
the frantic efiorts made suhfiequently in 
endeavors to save the vessel. 
"YVe hit about 2:30 'l'hursdav morn-
ing," says Ursin. "\Ve were (rying to 
pass the reef at Casper Cove, which, as 
everyone knows, lies about 135 miles to 
the northward of San Francisco. There 
<iren't any lights or marks on those rocks, 
although the fishing fleets have to navi-
gate past them in fog and at night, al-
most enry day of the year. \Vhen there 
is mist or haze-as there almost always 
is-the place is exceedingly -do111gerous, 
especia1ly -because the black shado·ws· of 
the high hills are deceptive, and fool a 
man in judging distances." 
After striking the reef the ' 1Catherinc 
Paladini" heeled over on her- beam-ends, 
and lay wallowing in the surf. Each 
breaker deall a blow that rolled her down, 
almost to the point of capsizing, while 
the 1vater poured over her and do·wn into 
the hold. \Vhile this situation continued 
the <~International No. 8" (formerly the 
<~MartinClli No. 1"), belonging to the San 
Francisco-International Fish Company, 
came to the rescue. Captain "Kaiser" 
Tarantino nearly put his own vessel on 
the rocks in his efforts to lend assistance 
to the stranded craft. I'' ailing in attempts 
to get a line aboard, the "International 
No. 8" stood by, waiting for daylight. 
lvfeanwhile the <~International No. 6," 
which , is the ;,vorking partner of the 
"Cathe~ine Paladini,'' arrived at the reef, 
hut it, also, was unable to help because 
of the strength of the surf and the dan-
gerous outcroppings of jagged roc]~ 
which made near approach to the wreck 
impossible. Eoth trmvlers took up po-
sitions where they coul·d watch the reef, 
and made preparations for taking off the 
crew with a boat on a line, when morn-
ing should come. 
After nearly three hours of beating hr 
breakers the "Catherine Paladini" mover\ 
shortward a considerable distance. The 
tide was rising, and as each wave ham-
mered the hull forward, it made progress 
towards the land. At 4:40 a. m. a great 
roller lifted the craft clear of the rocks. 
washed it 30 or 40 feet at one time, and 
left it afloat and clear in the ·deep chan-
nel that runs rllong the inshore side of 
the reei. 
A comparison of the compasses .of the 
three trawlers revealed that the instru-
ment in the wheelhouse of the ''Catherine 
Paladini" was seriously at variance with 
the other two. Because of this inaccur-
racy the "International No. 6" took !he 
lead the "Catherine .Paladini'' followmg 
its 1;artner in to San Francisco. On the 
run home the hold was pumped out, and 
the injured fishing tug travelled along 
under the power of its own Atlas-Im-
perial diesel. 
"You never know what a good engine 
means to you until you get into a jam," 
remarked Captain Ursin. ''In spite of 
what happened to us that diesel is. in 
perfect shape. 'fhat m.eans somethmg, 
especially when you consider that we have 
been running constantly, making f~n1r 
trips to the banks each week, averagmg 
325 miles to the trip. 'I'he engine has 
been in service two and a half years and 
hasn't been overhauled yet." 
The big trawler has been hauled out 
on the marine railway of the 11adden & 
Lewis, ·sausalito shitnvrights. Orville 
Davis, engini:er f~r the firm:-who. has 
had years of cxpenence as port enguteer 
for various paranzella drag-boat firms-
states that the damage to the ship's hull 
is confined to a bashed forefoot, several 
broken planks, and a che·wed and splin-
tered keel. 
<~As to the diesel, that's in perfect con-
dition," he says. 
MOVIE LIBRARY STARTED 
A LIBRARY of moving-picture films 
which. when complete, 1vill form an in-
valuable means of information and edu-
cation in regard to the fisheries industry, 
is being assembled by Supervisor Charles 
R. Pollock of the \Vashington ~tate de-
partment of fisheries. The films, which 
are of the sixteen millimeter, substandard 
varietv, are to show the various types of 
\Vaslling"ton fishing, together with in-
formation and exPlanations concerning 
the gear and equipment used. 
JOE C. MILLER of the Miller Sea 
Food & Poultry Market, 1027 Seventh 
St., San Diego, is back on the job after 
a 30~day leave of absence. He spent a 
week with H. L. 1vfiller, representative 
of THE WEST COAST F!SI-IERJES, 
in San Francisco, 
"The homeward trip was wonderful," 
says Joe, '\ve traveled by '\Yay of the 
Y oscmite stopping there for two days 
to look over the scenery." 
SAN FRANCISCO crab fishermerl of 
JIJciggs \Vharf are getting ready for the 
opening of the king crab season Novem-
ber 15. They can now be seen making 
repairs on their traps and scraping and 
painting their double-ended craft in pre-
paration for the coming season, which 
lasts for eight and one-half months. 
CAPTAIN JOE GONZALEZ' "Fer-
nando" is in the yards of the Harbor 
Float Building Company, where a 20-foot 
harpoon plank is being installed. 
"SUNLIGllT" BURNS 
THE I'URSE-SE!NER "Sunlight" 
caught fire while lying moored near the 
wharf of the Coast Fishing Cannery, 
October 5. 'l'he fire department 1vas im-
mediatelv notified, but because of delay 
in arrivci.l the fire had time in which tn 
spread fiom the engine room, -and the 
ship was almost -completely consumed. 
The wreck has been to1ved to the AI Lar-
son yards to see if repairs can be made, 
but it is believed that the damage ha.s 
been so complete as not to justify recon-
ditioning-, and that the craft 1vill be •• 
total loss. 
'I'he "Sunlight," of 1vhich M. Monoshita 
is captain, is owned by the COast Fishing 
Company. It is a 64-foot tuna ship, pow-
ered >vith a 100-h.p., 4-cylindcr Fairbanks-
:rvf orse engine. 
FISHERY ASSOCIATION 
MEETS AT BELLINGHAM 
BELLINGHAM, Washington, 1vill be 
the scene of the seventeenth annual con-
vention of the Association of Pacific Fish-
cries, it was decided by a unanimous vote 
of the executive committee of the asso-
ciation. 'l'he date of the convention is 
October 18. 
Arrangements were not all completed 
at the time of this writing, but it had 
been '·decided to make the Hotel Leopold 
the headquarters for the meeting. On the 
·-ThurSday .and Friday preceding the day 
of the c01n:ention there.will be the usual 
two-day golf tournament for the Miller 
Freeman Challenge Cup and many other 
trophies. Other entertainment features 
will he provided hy the committee in 
charge. 
TESTS SUGGEST FUTUHE 
OF SARDINE, TUNA OILS 
EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSES 
which seem to indicate that California 
pilchard aJHl west coast tuna oils are as 
rich in vitamins and medicinal qualities 
as, and in some respects are superior to, 
cod liver oil, now widely used for curative 
purposes, are being made by chemists of 
the United States Bureau of Fisheries. 
"The Fisheries Bureau ;,vishes to say," 
writes Louis Radcliffe, second ranking 
official in the federal organization, in a 
recent letter to THE WEST COAST 
FISHERIES, "that its chemists are mak-
ing a study of the vitamin potency of 
these oils, in cooperation ·with the Bure.au 
of Chemistrv and Soils. The first sertefi 
of experimei1ts has been completed and 
... studies of these oils are being con-
tinued." 
As soon as results of the tests are re-
Jea,cd, THE WEST COAST FISHER-
IES will publish them. The facts as 
determined will certainly be of imp?r-
tance 1o \:Vest Coast producers of sard1nc 
nnd tuna oils. 
J. W. RANDALL of 2808 \Vigtown 
Road, Palms Station, Los Angeles, sends 
in a ple~lsant letter with an order for a 
year's subscription to THE \VEST 
COAST FISHERIES. Randall is in-
terested in fish oil reduction in 1vfcxicn 
and also in the fresh fish market for 
totum•a. l-Ie writes: "\Ve are not in-
formed on the fresh fish situation in San 
Pedro. \Ve would like to contract 15 to 
20 cars if we were sure of selling." 
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II SEA RANGER II SHOWS UP WELL ON TRIAL 
TRIP; HAS MANY UNUSUAL FEATURES 
Pete Dragich Junior Is Captain of 
New Tuna Cruiser 
0 UTSTANDING in construction and equipment, Pete Dragich's "Sc<i 
Ranger" is a worthy addition to the 
pursC-seincrs of the San Pedro fishing 
fleet, Inside and out the new ship slmws 
the results of careful planning and con-
struction by the Harbor Boat Building 
Company, combining staunch ruggedness 
with good looks and comfort. 
Of a class of vessels wcll-kn0'\\'11 for 
largC cargo holds, the cruisC'r has more 
than ordinary room within its hull. 
Eighty-five feet over all, the ship has a 
,17-fnot hold, the longest of any tuna 
cruiser of its size yet huilt. Due to this 
exceptional length and the equally excep-
tional beam of 22 feet, the cargo capacity 
is 100 tons. 1.fid-draft to the keel is 
eight feet, after draft eight feet and ;.;ix 
inches, fore draft seven feet. 
lltJs Union Diesel 
The 200-h.p. Union diesel pcrfnrms with 
unusual efficiency. Although this power 
is 50 to i5 h.p. under average for the 
length of the ship and despite the craft's 
wide beam, the trial trip showed that the 
''Sea Ranger" has a cruising speed of 
10.5 knots. 
A feature of the model in ·which the 
Rados brothers, builders and designers, 
take proper pride, is the yacht-flare ho\\·. 
'l'o escape the usual bluntness and pudgy 
characteristics which causes a ship to 
pound and hammer in a head sea, awl 
·which makes it possible for green water 
to pile on top of the forcastlehead, the 
"Sea Ranger" has been giYen sharp t:tl-
trance together ·with an outward flare like 
that of a naval airplane-carrier. To alhnv 
for an uni1lterrupted arc from ·waterline 
1o the level of the raised deck, the hard-
wood guard-rail of fender is cut short 
some 15 or 20 feet aft from the stem. In 
other words, the bow has little of the 
usual steam-schooner appearance, but 
more nearlv resembles the sharp structure 
of high~spCed cruising yachts. 
Interiors of the pilot house and the 
quarters of the oAlcers and crew are tln~ 
ished in mahogany and trimmed with 
teakwood. The ceilings of the wheel-
( Coutinru·d rm Pti!Jl' 52) 
Ctlptain Prier Drat;irh, Junior, 1/ta.fh•r oj the <Vt'Sstl, and J.1Jrs. Dragidt, sPottsor, SN1l stand~ 
ill!! t 11gt'l!Jtr ott the. chrislnrin!J pia/form a/ flu time of the lmmchill!! of tlu: bi!l purse-seilur. 
The ut'I.L'iyMnamrd hull afloat, aftrr ""fnq lau~tr.lrrd from thr yards of the Ila_rhor. Boat 
Building Company. Thr ramshackle blllldt11!/S m _tilt' backgrouutl compo:n~ tl m?lwn pu·tuu 
sl'l in rwhic!t Jfiaf/ace Bary jJ{ays fislll!rman amtd 1111' uatural romance of Fuh l!arlmr's 
multiludc of lwats, 'l.t•!wr:vf'S and n•pair yards. 
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SKi RANGER LAUNCHED 
Cantilllud from Pt1gc 51) 
house and chartroom are of pastel blues, 
while the cabins are floored with battle-
ship linoleum. 
lleudry EtJuipment 
C. J, Hendry Company furnished the 
equipmt:.nt for the "Sea Ranger." lt 
carries a Ritchie compass and a Lux fire-
extinguisher system which is connected 
tcr two 50-pound cylinders of compressed 
carbon dioxide gas. Tanks for 7,000 gal-
lons of fuel and 300 gallons of lubricant 
give the ship ;1 cruising period of 28 to 
30 days. Crane plumbing, and brass 
hardware are a part of the equipment. 
The wheel-house is planned for effi·-
cicncy, with the chart-room located di-
rectly behind it. Controls in the pilot 
house are duplicated on the hridge, so 
that the ship rnay be navigated from that 
position in fair weather -which enables a 
better lookout. to be kept for lish. A 
Perko searchlight is mounted on top of 
the }l')llSC. 
Zenith RadilJ Set 
The "Sea Ranger" carries no radio 
transmitter, but has a Zenith receiving se• 
over which the crew will receive dailv 
QST dispatches from the United PresS, 
and the usual varied broadcast entertain~ 
ment. The radio shelf is located over the 
mess table. 
Santa Catalina Island was the destina-
tion of the cruiser on her trial trip, Sep-
tember 21. After a short stop at John-
son's Landing ncar the western end of 
the island, the ship sailed to the Isthmus, 
where if was tied up for an hour while 
the hundred guests investigated old mo-
tion picture sets which have been used 
in fi'lming "Old Ironsides" and the Saba-
titli masterpieces. The party also had an 
opportunity to look at the locale of the 
''Belle Isle" :wreck-a dangerous reef, 
still unmarked by our governmental 
agencies, 
Big RotrslJJ Sert'efl 
Roast pork, roast beef, raviolis and 
roast chicken featured the fine array of 
delicacies which were served to the 
oro\vd from the "L"-shaped galley. In-
cluded in the culinary equipment is a 
model Jvf-116 Ingle oil-burning range. 
equipped ·with a hood and ventilator to 
carry off steam, smoke and radiated 
heat. A big two-compartment ice box 
also i;;; located in the galley. 
Among those wbo made the trip were 
Miles and John Rados, designers and 
builders of the craft, accompanied by 
1\Jrs. John Rados, 1vfr. and Jv[rs. ]. Mar-
tin, Pete Dragich, the owner, Pat Kelley, 
c. J. H E N D R Y C 0 ., A D V • S E C • 
Collin:-; of the Union Engine Company, 
anti 1\latt Dragich of C. J. Hendry, 
chandlers. 
Pete Dragicb, ] r. will captain the purse-
seiner for his father. The ship will fish 
fnr the Italian Food 1-'roducts Company 
ni Long Beach. Total cost of the "Sea 
Ranger" was $40,000. 
HENDRY N01'ES 
Clarence S. Hartzell, formerly asso-
ciated with the Sante and D'Evcrs Com-
pany of Seattle, recently joinetl the sales 
organization of ·the C. ]. Hendry Com-
J->any. Hartzell has had many years ex-
perience in 111111·ine paint atld Ins charge 
of this department for the Hendry people. 
* * * 
Harry Knight, salesman for the C. ]. 
HeiHlry Company, recently electrified the 
other· members of the sale,; force by ap~ 
pearing in a brand-new pair of collegiate 
cords. The Hendry organization is unit~ 
eel in the belief that Harry is in the throes 
of second childhood and they confiden-
tially expect him to appear sooner or 
later ·in rompers, in spite of the fact that 
a recent birthday made it appear that he 
has reached the age of discretiorJ. 
* * * 
A complete line of Richie and Sons 
underlit compasses have been stocked by 
the C. ]. Hendry Company. This com-
pass is lighted through the glass bottom; 
thus affording equal illumination over the 
entire disk. This is believed to represent 
a real improvement over the old style, 
which, with top lighting, permitted read-
ing only at one point at a time. 
* * * 
The entire sales force of the C. ]. Hen-
dry Company is busy rearranging stock. 
Each department is being thoroughly 
systematized and all stock is to be la-
belled, which will facilitate speedy han-
dling. This is only one of the many ways 
the Hendry people have dedsed for better 
handling the needs of the fisherme11. 
TWO SAN PEDRO FISHERMEN 
were badlv burned in the destruction 
of the fislling boat "Nightingale," which 
caught fire off the Palos Verdes Estates 
from a backfire explosion in the bilge. 
The boat burned to the waters edge and 
sank. 'The two men, Nick Felando and 
Lawrence Rafferty, were badly burned on 
the face, arms and body. It is reported 
that they were picked up by a boat crew 
from the "Admiral Nulton," ·which 
swerved from her northbound course to 
go to the fishboat's assistance. 
WORK ON "NESKLEE1'IA" 
THE "NllSKLEETIA," which re-
cently went aground at Cabo San Luca,; 
in Baja California, was brought up tn 
drvdock recentlv b\· one of the ?vl crritt. 
cl1apman and Scott tugs. The ship- i.~ 
being- reconditioned by the 1~1 arbor Boat 
Building Company; the work will requirl' 
about four weeks. 
The greatest damage to the ship w;b 
done by sand and wal.er, which filled the 
hold and have made it necessary to over-
haul the diesel power plant and other 
machinery. Additional complication~ 
were caused bv the fact that 1'5 tons nf 
tuna was aboaid at the time of the wreck. 
Gas from decomposition of the fish di:-;-
culored the vessel's paint, making a llt:W 
paint job necessary. 
ln addition to the repairs which 1 he 
wreck necessitated, Captain Ferney ha.~ 
purchased a No. 116 Ingle range fro111 
the C. ]. Hemlry Company for install;~­
tion in the reconditioned galley. Tht: 
Terminal Island store also outfitted thc-
"Neskleetia" with 1500 pounds of new 
Ederer nets to take the place of the gear 
lost when the ship went ashore. Tht· 
total cost of reconditioning will be in the 
neighborhood of $18,000, 
The "Neskleetia" was originally a 
schooner, and is 40 years old. She \vas 
rebuilt in 1929 under supervision of Cap-
tain Perney. 
------
NE1' SALES REPORTED 
TOM TREG lLGAS, salesman in 
charge of nets at the San Pedro branch 
of C. ]. Hendry Company, reports many 
recent sales of netting. Among these 
were 2500 pounds of sardine web to the 
Italian Food Products Company for use 
on the purse-?einer "Louise Ray," and 
600 pounds of sardine netting to C. Bal· 
bo of ):fonterey. 
Sales in barracuda gilling fabric in-
cluded 1100 pounds on the ''Fairyland," 
and 1100 pounds on the "\V. F. VVood." 
Tuna \veh sales included 2450 pounds for 
use on the "Egoram," 1300 pounds for 
the "Commander'' and 3200 pounds to 
Andrew Vi{lorich for use on the "\~Fe\­
cotne.'' 
THE SUN SEA FOODS Products 
Company has heen grantCd a permit to 
erect a cannery at Fish Harbor for pro-
ducing fish cake. Construction of the 
plant, which will be a· frame structure 
costing in the neighborhood of $3,000, i:-
to begin at once. 
Let the Sun Shine f 
and the Wind Howl • 
Other 
Kuhls' Products 
Elastic Sea.rn Composition 
No, 2 provides perfect, 
positive protection to the 
hull. Elastic flat :yacht 
white; elastic gloss yacht 
white and trowel cement 
- complete season-1 on 1: 
protection is assured. 
Elastic Composition No. 3 
for laying canvas on deck$ 
bouGing and hatches. Also 
for canvasing and repair-
ing canoes. 
It is pliable and elastic 
under the most severe 
conditions. Even after 
your boat bas been laid 
up all Winter, you will 
find her deci<S as good 
as new if Kubis' has 
been used. In five col-
ors, white, gray, black, 
yellow and mahogany. 
and the Rain come down in sheets 
they will have no ill effect on decks fitted with 
KUIILS' 
H. B. FRED KUHLS 
Sole Manufacturer 
65th Street and 3rd Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Established 1889 
All Marine Supply Dealers carry Kubis' Products 
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SEEK JJ7 AYS TO PROTECT 
SHIPS FROM SEA GIWJVTH 
SEA PLANTS AND 1L\RINE ani-
mals have constituted an unmitigated 
trial and nuisance to deep-sea _navigators 
ever since ·vessels haYe been bttilt too 
large- to be hauled out. 011 the beach e::u:h 
night, in deh:nce against barnacles, bor-
ers, and weed-like growths. Before man'::; 
understanding of chemistry had evolved 
to a point where he was· COll1JlClcnt tu 
devist: discouragements to these natural 
pests, vessel;; often became so fouled dur-
ing long voyages that their speed was 
reduced 25 per cent or more. Sailormen 
have been constantly on the look-out for 
some method of keeping- hulls clean, 
other tha11 the costly and laborious ones 
of docking and scraping, or lying in 
fresh water streams. 
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\Vith the adyent of steel ships still 
anothe1· prohlem-that of rust and corro-
sion-was added to the worries of ship-
ping men. A number of early patent;:; 
were granted for finishc~ which ,,·ere sup-
posed to protect ships' bottoms from the 
two evils. These protective coatings made 
usc of such materials as clay, fat, saw-
dust, hair, glue, oil, soot, castor oil, glas~. 
boiled bones, butter without· salt and 
other olwiously unsatisfactory ingred-
ients. 1danv of these mixtures were of-
fered for safe, hut they failed because in-
effectin. 
Pilchard uetlas of 111ontaty applying Tfiooluy l'offl'r paint to ilu bollom a/ a JCitu 
.rl·ij] in prcjJaration for the .rlugtut opening of sadinc fishing. The Jtalimu rwlto constitul1: 
flu! bulk of lilt' lampara and half-riug nl'ttn·s u/ .Moltfi~NY Bay an; l'),:rrptioually critiwl 
of paint.!, and an• rtady with a :vcritabh· wtalog of rcasous i11 support of iltt<ir jJrt'/1'1"1!1/CCS 
for tlu· Wooluy coppa produl"l. 
Science to rlae ll.escue 
Then, >vrites A. ]. Cohen of the C. A. 
\Voolsey Paint and Color Company in an 
article in the September 20 issue of "Ship-
ping Register," modern science came tn 
the rescue of the worried sea captains. 
In the Yarious laboratories of the Amer-
ican Society for Testing 1viaterials, the 
Ut1ited States Bureau of Fisheries, the 
United State~ Navv and the Institute of 
Paint and Varni;h Research it was 
learned that the primary requisites for a 
good protection against. corrosion ·were 
a paint that would dry rapidly, so that 
it wonld not waste time and muncy in 
the dry-docks, and which would com-
pletely stop all corrosion over a long pe-
riod of time, A ~atisfactory anti-fouling 
paint, the scientists learned, must con~ 
tinuously liberate a substance poisonous 
to marine gTO\Ylh and yet must be able 
to retain its toxic efficieuc~y over a pe-
riod of from six months to two years. 
Various experiments were made to 
discover paints which would accomplish 
these desirell ends, according to Cohen's 
articll'. Red lead proved a sure anti-cor-
rosive, but "·as too slow-drying to he 
satisfactory. A light cut of shellac was 
tried, with suitable pigments ground into 
it, but it proved inelastic and too light of 
body to perform its function ·\\"ell. An-
other anti-corrosive paint, made of coal 
tar, various solvents, resin, metallic soaps 
and a number of J1igments, pnwed bet-
ter. A recent development is a paint 
which u~es as its vehicle a specially-pre-
pared oleo-resinous varnish. This finish 
has proved anti-corrosive, and dries in an 
hour and a half. 
Mercury nml Copper Good 
1\{ercury and copper conlpl.lti!His haye 
been found to be the most effective anti-
fcntling substances. \Vhen combined with 
a good vehicle, they fom1 a slime which 
contains enough of the poison to kill 
any growth which attempts to fasten it-
self to the bottom. Thi::i !ilime is easily 
taken into the ~ystems of sea-cr~ature~ 
and the poi!ioll is efiectiYe at once. 
Although thl' new finishes represent a 
marked nd\';mce over the old methods 
of combatting cmrosion and fouling on 
ships' bottoms, the research committee;; 
are uot vet satisfied with the results ob-
tained, 5ays Cohen, and intend to eon-
t.inne working un the problem. 
I Patt~rson Sargent Co. [ 
: MANUFACTURERS Serves best where the wear is hardest. Waterproofs and 
preserves the surface. Does not sun-checlc, crack, blister, or 
easily mar. Produces a tough, long~lived yet pleasing, velvety 
finish. Most effective for finishing and re-finishing of all kind:~ 
of hardwood and inlaid flooring and all fine wood finishes. 
OJLASTIC is a firm and lasting finish for all woodwork and 
metal on SHIPBOARD. OILASTIC is proven the most effective 
coating against the action of SALT AIR, SEA FOG AND SALT 
WATER. OlLASTIC effectively retains and. protects color for a 
long period of time, 
STANDARD PRODUCTS CO., Inc. 
LOS ANGELES, CAL., U. S. A. 
C. J. HENDRY CO., Distributors 
\ A .. J .. Morse & Son, Inc .. 
, 221 HIGH STREET, BOSTON, MASS. l Manufacturers of 
1 DIVING APPARATUS 
I 
I 
1 San Pedro 
Pacific Coast Representatives 
The C. J. Hendry Company 
San Francisco 
San Diego 
1
1 MARINE PAINTS, VARNISHES, 
1 SPECIALTIES, COPPER PAINT, 
. RED, BROWN, GREEN, 
Products the Tracie Have Learn.ed to Respect 
Distributed by 
C. J. HENDRY CO. 
San Francisco--San Pedro--San Diego 
Plant & Order Department 
8817 So. l\Iain Street 
Phone: 
THornwall 9700 
DURATITE PUTI'Y CO. 
JJlfgs. of Speed Prllties 
D. E. Papcnfus, Pres, & Mgr. Los Angeles, Calif. 
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Fishermen ! ! 
We recommend and guarantee 
Porterdale Superior 
Seine Twine, Sail Twine 
and 
Cotton Rope 
Porterdale Superior Seine Twine and Cotton 
Rope are made in the largest Seine Twine mill 
in the world by people who have made a life 
study of the requirements of the fishermen. 
Only strong fibre and carefnlly selected cotton 
is used, which makes Porterdale Superior Seine 
Twine outlast any other brand. 
C. J. HENDRY CO. 
Fishermen Everywhere 
USE 
RITCHIE 
COMPASSES 
Suplllied hy C. J. Hendry Co. 
E.S. RITCHIE &SONS 
Nautical Instruments 
BROOKLINE MASS. 
C. ]. HENDRY C 0 ., A J) V. SEC. 
features 
~."."' ma~e this :boot :better .. 
PATENTED KNEE SHIELD ahd I 
ExTRA. STRONG JoiNT 
Patented knee shield and extrn strong joint bctwt.-cn 
top and leg nrc reasons why the IGngfi.sher is the ftrsl 
choice of .fishcnnen. 
+{9j+ c.Ask_/n· tlze 
Goodrich f6nghJher 
FISHERMEN 
can always depend on 
ToweJ.•~s Fisb B:t•and 
WATERPROOF OILED SUITS 
Favorites because they last longer 
Special Pants No. 751 
for Tuna lishe1·men are 
reinforced in front with 
duck }latch making a 
three ply wearing sur-
face. Eyelets on bib (no 
buttons to catch on 
nets)-waist straps. 
Insist on garments 
bearing this mark 
DISTRillUTED IIY 
C. J. HENDRY CO. 
San Pedro, Calif. 
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Iodine, Vital to Human Health, BOOTH CANNEl{¥ HIRES S.4N DIEGO TUNA BOAT 
THE "MISS AMERICA," of San Die-
go, one of the small, pre-"Atlantic" type 
of tuna craft, has joined the F. E. Booth 
fleet of pilchard netters off San Francis-
co. 
Is . Obtained Only In Sea Foods 
I ODINE, THE CHEMICAL NECES-SITY, without which the human body 
cannot continue life in healthy state, ob-
tains abundantly in but one place in the 
world-the oceans. In natural state it is 
found locked up in the rock formations 
of the mou11tainous regions of the earth. 
\;\,.'hen weathering and erosion disinte-
grates the stones, laying hare the sol:uble 
salts, rain and snow-water leach them 
out, dissolve them, ·wash them into 
streams and rivers, and carry them down 
to the occa11s where they accumulate in 
those vast natural reservoirs. 
Formerly the importance of this rare 
mineral was not appreciated. It ·was 
known to be poisonous when adminis-
tered in large quantities, wherefore the 
incorrect deduction was drawn that it 
was harmful in smaller doses. Chemical 
research, however, showed that a small, 
constant supply of iodine is essential to 
prevent the spread of the hideous ail-
ment, goiter. Five milligrams of elemen-
tal iodine a year will prevent the malady, 
while the lack of these five milligrams 
not only allows goiter to develop, but 
hardens arteries and definitely shortens 
life. 
Iodine in the Sea 
Sea-·watcr is rich in iodine, but not in 
palatable form. However, shellfish and 
crustaceans, such as clams, oysters, mus-
sels, crabs, lobsterS and shrimp, contain 
an abundant supply of it, often 40 or 50 
times as much as is found in meat. Free-
swimming fish, such as sardines, salmon 
and tuna, or groundf1sh, like cod, had-
dock, halibut and hake, ~ike·wise contain 
a large amoutlt of the v1tal salt. These 
sea creatures are ideally suited for 1m-
man consumption, and are very easily di-
gested. If eaten regularly, _they allow 
the system to build up resistance against 
goiter and to function at its highest ef-
ficiency. 
In addition to containing- an adequate 
supply of iodine, sea foods arc rich. in 
other life-giving and encrb'J'"'Produc111l4 
substances. Tests have shown that salt-
·water fish supply practically the same 
number of calories as do meats and that 
the fish have a much higher percentage 
of protein. Calcium, pho;;;phorus and 
lron necessities to brain and nerve tis~ 
sue,' and mineral salts, important in tl!c 
growth of bone and flesh. are found 111 
large quantities in sea foods. 
Eat Oysters for CoJJper 
The recent discovery of the value of 
copper to the human System adds to the 
value of shellfish as food. The English 
"Fishing News" speaks of the fact that 
doctors fonnerlv believed copper to he a 
deadly poison ~and advised that it be 
avoided. At the same time they urged 
their clients to eat food containing iron, 
which aids in blood production. Recent-
ly it has been found that iron is useless 
·when taken into the body unless accom-
panied by a small amount of copper, 
,vhich enables it to promote the forma-
tion of hemoglobin and perform its other 
functions. 
Oysters have a relatively large con-
tent of copper. This element is useful not 
only iu allowing the body to make u~e 
of what iron is received, but also as a 
defense against, and cure for anaemia. 
Tusty awl Valuable 
Sea foods have already been adopted 
as a standard element o( diet because of 
their fine flavor, abundance and reasou~ 
able price. N-ow the public is learning 
tu value them for their rich store of en-
ergy-giving vitamins, proteins, halidL:s 
and other eletnents ·which aid so mightily 
in keeping mankind in a healthy and 
efficient state. 
Towards the close of the local tuna 
season, when the schools of yellow fin and 
skipjack began dropping farther and 
farther down coast, it became increasing-
ly dil11cult for the "Miss America" to find 
schools close to home, from which to fill 
her hold. Accordingly, a deal was made 
\\·ith the officers of Booth's cannery at 
Pittsburg, and on August 26 the vessel 
put Point Lama under her starboard 
quarter, laying a course for Pigeon 
Point, near San Francisco. Four days 
were consumed in making the passage, 
the hoat being compelled to seck shelter 
Captain Pctt• Dragic!t, Junior, ma.ster of the 11C'LL' San Pedro pursc-.SI.'iul'r "Sea Ranger," 
.standing on the spot v:herc the tVcs.sd's turn-tah!t: /w.s .sina bent installl'd, while msisting 
in lmuliug his tu•:w Jlfodd 116 oil-buming lng!t: raugc ou t!u- duk. The young skipper 
belietVes that mor1! n:al fi.shing .succcu is !JI'Ui?ratcd in a sciua's gaffcy than can In: conjured 
up •u;ith any numlu:r of .rlmrk.s' tails, rabbit.s' fa!, or other hokus-poku.s aud talismaus. Kap 
tlu crt·:w 'I.L'l'll fed, mul1uariy and bl'tter fishing will result, he says, !JCnce he !ta.r Placed 
aboard the /int.sf galley equipment obtainaMt•. The "Sea Ranger," compiwous for it.s 
fine liuc.r, v.•ill be commi.ssirmed r•arly iu Octo/Hr. 
AN ANNOUNCEMENT made about 
ten days ago by Commissioner Samuel 
G. Vasquez of the A'Iexican Fish and 
Game Commission had a wide spread ef-
fect upon fishing boats plying in :Mex-
ican waters. 
The commissioner advises that until 
further notice all huats fishing in lviexi-
can waters must guarantee a nlinimum o[ 
50 percent of the boats net tonnage in 
duty charges. If a boat has a net tonnage 
of 20 tons the minimum duty charge 
will be on the basis of ten tons. If the 
catch is 5 or 0 tons the ten ton duty will 
be charged. However, if the catch ex-
ceeds ten tons the charge will be com-
puted on actual tonnage. 
from head winds in San Simeon Eav and 
again under the lea of Afio Nuevo iJoint. 
Frank A!ioto is skippering the seiner 
on behalf of his father, the owner. He 
has with him six San Diego men; six 
San Franciscans recently have been re~ 
cruiled to make up the balance of the 
half-ring crew. 
It is remembered that the Campbell 
brothers built the ·'Miss America." The 
hull is about 50 feet long; the engine is 
a Union diesel. Captain Alioto was loud 
in his praises of the engine when he 
reached San Francisco. 
"The gale was so tough we coulrtn•t 
stay out ·in it," he said, "but the diesel 
never gave us a bit of trouble.'' 
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JEFFERY'S 
Watcr}lroof 
MARINE 
GLUES 
Tcnncious-Resilicnt 
-Durable-W•1tcr~ 
]Jroof-Non-
hnrdening 
Modern boat constructitln demands n wnterslop embodying 
the qualities 11f Jeffery's Marine Glues 
Three-quarters of a century of satisfied users 
is its own endorBemcnt. 
77;rg Jeffery's Glue t~ig~v 
Seml for free boot.let "Marine Glue Uses" 
HI 
You in a g concerning 
the Alerits of Sea-(Jouzg Ranges? 
If you are, clear it up by installing ::t 
SI-IIP1\'IATE in your galley. These rangL·.~ 
have been clearing the fog from the galley~ 
of all sorts of boats sincf: 1881. Learn -at 
first hand ·why "SHlPATATES are the 
standard by which others are judged." 
Full dc~criptive Jilernture will be sent .w request. 
TilE STAMFORD fOUNDRY CO. 
STAMFORD, CONN. 
C. /. H EN D R Y C 0 . A D V • S E C • 
For STRENGTH and 
UNIFORMITY Use-
DISTRIBUTED BY 
C. J, Hendry Co. 
San l'edro, Cnliforniu 
WICKWIRE SPENCER 
=====WIRE ROPE===== 
STANDARDIZED 
Our shmdl on the burlap nnd murker in the 
rope ustmrc8 users of standardized nniforutity, 
thut this t~oil is the same us the lasl order, or us 
tlw next order, und will perform wilh lhe sunw 
••will to do" the scrvict~, dlidcnlly nnd ecow' 
nomicnlly thut is expected- from :t conunodity 
lmt:ked hy sm'entywfonr ycnrs of munufncturing 
~~xpcrienc:e. This is our nim ut statHinrdization, 
, San Francisco, California. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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NEW PLUMBING FEATURES 
NE\V TYPE water closets, manufac-
tured by A. B. Sands and Son Company, 
for whom the C. ]. Hendry Company is 
the "Clistributor in San Pedro, have been 
installed on the "Raja" and the "Sea 
Ranger" by the Harbor Boat Building 
Company. These new models, the Sands' 
"\Vinner" pump water closets, arc fea-
turing- important changes from the older 
type. 
The pump in the new closet is entire-
tv closed in bra--s, doi11g away \\ ith the 
\~·hite paint shm\ ing in the old st} le 
Another innovation is the electric pump 
automatic filler closet. These fixtures 
are suitable for use either above or be-
low the water line. 
NETTING SALES on the barracuda 
and tuna seasons ·were very successful and 
all indications point to 'increased activ-
ity in sales of sardine Seines with the 
opening of the season on November 1. 
In all sales at the Hendry store Ederer 
netting was purchased, manufactured bv 
the R. J. 'Ederer ·Company of Chicag~. 
The C. ] . Hendry Company is the Cali-
fornia distributor for the Ederer firm. 
JOE BRANNON 6f the Terminal Is-
land store advises that his stock of oiled 
clothing, boots, wool socks and sheepskin 
coats is .being increased in preparation 
for the coming winter season of rains and 
cooler weather. The C. J. Hendry Com-
pany is agent for both the Tower and 
Goodyear lines of oiled clothing. It also 
stocks Goodyear rubber boots and hand-
les the United States Rubber Company 
socks and sheepskins. 
REPAIRS TOTALING $5000 are 
being made on the "Cleopatra" bv the 
Harbor Boat Building Company,- Ter-
minal Island. The ship recently ground-
ed on a rocky point off the west end of 
Santa Catalina Island, damaging her keel 
and rudder and injuring the planking. 
The work win include the replacement of 
one-third of the keel, repairs to the rud-
der, installation of one-third new gar-
board and two planks on the port and 
insta11ation of two-thirds new garboard 
and one plank and fender on the star-
board side. 
THE TERMINAL ISLAND branch 
of the C. J. Hendry Company installed 
new awning equipment on the "\Vestern 
Enterprise" on her last visit to Fish 
Harbor. Awning installation is one of 
the most important parts of fishing equip~ 
ment, because it protects the ship's deck, 
and other exposed surfaces of the ves-
sel. from the intense ravs of the sun 
and prevents drying out ·of deck seams 
at times ·when tropical latitudes are being 
navigated. 
NEW SHELVES AND BINS recently 
a{\ded have enlarged the space and hand-
ling facilities of the Terminal Island 
store of the C. J. Hendry Company. The 
new arrangement will enable the :otore 
to carrv a larger stock than heretofore 
and will result- in better service and an 
unusually comJJlete outfit of goods to fill 
the needs of Fish Harbor boatmen. 
THE SAN PEDRO store of the C. J. 
Hendn· Company reports the installation 
of an ·Ingle No. 218 stove on the "Fla-
min~Zo," the 80-foot pur:;e~seiner owned 
hy Nick Dragich. The stove is the same 
style as the one with which the "Sea 
Ranger'' recently ·was equipped. 
Thr "Occaua," Sau .Dit'f/0 lobster traus;Porll'r and tuua aaft belouging to Louis Camillo 
tmd Harry llfadrugtl, hauled out itt the yards r;f the Campbdl Machine Company for but-
tom cleaning and painting with Oilrutic ml'lallic copper painr. Tlu aew lure sho'll.'.JI 
dedm·cd that three gallrms of Oilastic 'll.'tlS mufl! than Ju/Jicient to paiut the t'lllirc bollom 
of the 65-footer to a point /<wo fel'i abrJ'f.'e the •11.mter liue. From }{o<Vcml!l'r to April the 
<Vl'JscltendaJ lobstas from Jublropital ilhuojos, in J.l!e;t"ico; during tlu summer it oft:rtlh's 
iu the IUTW fishery. The "Ocuma" q;.•as the first big tutwhoat built-65 fat bt!ing thought 
a prodigious Jizt• tlm't" or four years tlffO, Good wppu paint has krpt tlu· hull in perfect 
condition, t.',\'Cluding tlu· borers v:hich infest .wut/U'rTI ru•tlfas. 
"BLUE SKY" LAUNCHED 
BEFORE THANKSGIVING DAY 
the new purse-seiner, belonging to Tom 
.Mason and associates, should be in com· 
mission. Its name is the "Blue Sky," a 
particularly beautiful and fitting desicrna-
tion for a handsome craft, destined tn 
cruise the indigo oceans that lie off the 
coast of Mexico. 
The "Blue Sky" was launched on Sep-
tember 17 from the ways of the San Pe 
dro Boat Building Co., Inc, Mark Sug· 
!ian, secretary of the firm, gives the fol-
lowing description of the vessel: 
"In dimensions the hull is 80' x 20' x 
10' 6"; the draft is 7' exactly. About 80,-
000 boai'd-feet of lumber went into it. 
The construction is of the sawed-frame 
type, of course, and for capacities we es-
timate 75 tons of iced tuna or 95 tons 
of sardines." 
C. ]. Hendry is furnishing practically 
all of the hardware; a Shipmate No, 61 
·will be installed; 6,000 gallons of ftwl 
will be carried and the power plant will 
be a 4-cylinder, 230-h. p. Atlas-Imperial 
diesel. 
Tom :tviason, managing owner, is said 
to have about four partners in the enter-
prise; he is a brother of Vincent l\larin· 
ko\'ich, master and owner of the "Radio." 
SOME 7,500 BARRELS of whale oil 
were recently brought in from San Cle-
mente Island by the factory-tanker "Lans-
ing" of the Proctor and Gamble Company. 
Forty~five railway cars were required fo~ 
hauling the shipment east to be made into 
soap. 
This shipment was the entire output 
of the California Sea Products Company. 
PETE KUGLIS, lllanager of the Star Fisheries of San Pedro, spent the 
last week-end of September in San Diego. 
MAST.ER MECHANIC'S ADVICE 
L. rr. CRITCHLO\V, whose marine 
repair shop and chandlery depot stands 
near the pier-head of lvfonterey's muni-
cipal fish -wharf, is being kept in a state 
of constant rush by the needs of the grow-
ing fleet of large pilchard netters that is 
headquartering in that port. 
Fact is, Critchlow was not ahle to get 
away long enough to take in the opening 
of the season's duck shoot. 
"You have no idea what a lot of differ-
ent kinds of boats arc coming in1o 1\..fonte-
rey," says the master machinist. "\V c 
have craft from San Diego, Seattle, San 
Pedro, and Tacoma. All of these are 
as different as can be-each port has its 
own type of vessel. That puts us into a 
hole, for when they need repairs they 
come in here demanding at least five or 
six diJferent kinds of fiHings. SOn1ebody 
ought to tell the boatyards about this, 
and explain to them what a lot of incon-
venience is caused by using non-standard 
mechanical equipment. 
"\\That I haye most in mind is roller 
chains and sprockets on the purse-seine 
boats," he continued. "You never sa-.,v such 
an assortment of these as are in 1-Ionte-
rcy Bay right now. \\There all of them 
came from is hard to tell." 
ORDERS COME RAPIDLY 
SHIP CHANDLERS who are holding 
ofT their purchases of copper painl are 
urged to stock up at their earliest con-
venience by G. A. Dwelle, San !;rancisco 
representative of the C. A. \Voolsey Paint 
and Color Company, in a recent inter-
Yicw. "Orders arc coming- in and those 
which are lagging will probably be de-
layed," staled Dwelle. 
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WOOLSEY'S 
WoOLSEY has kept faith with the fisher-
men since 185:. and has never produced 
better Paint than NOW • 
OOLSEY'S COPPER "BEST" Paint, the 
World's Standard for Wooden Bottoms. 
It contains more copper than any other paint on 
the market. 
OOLSEY'S COPPER OLEATE Fish Net 
Preservative. Strongest on the market. 
by those who know True Value. 
OOLSEY'S TUNGSPAR VARNISH will 
Not Tum White, Crack or Blister. 
Distributed by all the 
leading Ship Chandlers. 
c. A. Woolsey Paint& Color Co. 
JERSEY CITY, N. J. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. 
The Durability and Low Maintenance 
Cost of 
SANDS PLUMBING FIXTURES 
adapts them for the strenuous service 
demanded on 
FISHING BOATS 
For more than sev-
enty-five YL'1lrs Snnds 
Plumbing Fixtures 
have been preferred 
for crnft of all ldnda 
from the little worlt 
boat to the most 
pnlntinl yachts nnd 
ocean liners. There 
is n Sands Fixture to 
meet every plumbing 
rCftuirement no mut-
ter l10W exacting it 
may be. 
lllustruted is the 
Sands "\Vi nne r" 
Pump Water Closet 
(or use above or be-
low the water line--n most nttrnctive nnd serviceable fixture. 
Prices of the vnrious finishes in which this closet is aupplied will 
be sent on request together with catnlo·g of other Snnds Closel'l, Lava~ 
torics, Showers nnd nccessori.cs, 
C. J. HENDRY CO. 
SAN PEDRO, CALIF. 
Or tvrite direct to A. B. Sands & Son Co. 
22-24 Vesey Street, New Yorh City 
THE WEST COAST FISHERIES 
I Thomas Walker & Son, Ltd. 
Patent Ship-Log Manufacturers 
Finest Logs and Parts Obtainable 
C. J. HENDRY CO., Distributors 
NOW YOU CAN FORECAST 
YOUR OWN WEATHER 
With this Accurate 
Barometer 
\Vhy risk your profits-
your boats-and your men-
when for a few dollars more 
you cnn have the most nc~ 
curnte weather forecasting 
instruments mode--the .. Pou-
lin" 'Ven.ther Bureau Barom-
eter. You cnn't afford tn 
guess wrong about weather. 
Inspect Paulin Barometers 
nt our store, 
C. J. HENDRY CO., 
Ill S. Front St. 
San Pcdr~, Calif. 
Ederer Netting 
for All Kinds of Fishing 
Our California Distributor 
C. J. HENDRY CO. 
carries in stock purse seine, round haul 
and gill nets, for Tuna, Barracuda, 
Mackerel and Sardine seining~ 
Ederer Netting Is Cheapest 
Because It Is Best 
R. J .. EDERER CO. 
Main Office and Factory 
54.0-548 ORLEANS STREET 
CIDCAGO, ILLINOIS 
OCTOBER, 1930 
NEW TUNA CRUISER CARRIES TO SEA 
FIRST PRE-COOLER IN THE FISHERY 
Improved Type Diesel Imparts Destinctiveness 
to Well Designed Engine Room Featuring Two 
Complete Diesel- Electric Auxiliary Units 
T HE "SAN LUCAS,'' ne·w tuna ::ruiser, went into commission dur-
ing September, and now is somewhere 
in southern seas, gathering a load of yel-
lowfin. Its accomplishments will be 
·watched '\vith consuming interest, for in 
this ship have been combined so many 
and varied betterments that it has won 
recognition as the most forward-looking 
craft constructed until 110\V. 
Five separate points of excellence giYe 
prominence to the vessel. It will always 
be remembered from the fact that it has 
been first of all the fleet to carry a pre-
cooling tank, in which to chill its fish 
before icii1g them below. The Baker Ice 
Machine installation, which is co-onli-
nated with this device, also has certain 
features which probably will become 
standard in vessel refrigeration hereafter. 
The engine room is occupied by one of 
the ·new "Model 37'' Fairbanks-1..furse 
diesels, and twin auxiliaries of second-
engines provide a high degree of insur-
ance against breakdown. Finally, the 
cruiser is of bullet-head model, which 
now is recognized by all unprejudiced 
fishermen as the superior type of tuna 
bottom. 
Fuirbanks-lllorse Engine Room 
1vfost of the crew of the "San Lucas" 
is Japanese, but the engineer is \V. J. Bel-
langer, American. Bellanger is an "old 
head" at running diesels. 
ploycd a 2-stage system of combustion 
and used crank case scavenging. Neither 
was as perfect as we desired, so at last 
both were improved to our complete 
sati;,faction. T nstead of having a com-
bustion chamber and two-stnge ignitifJll, 
the 'Model 37' has single-stage or open-
head burning oi the fuel. This impro\'e-
heen a large saying in fueL In fact, !.he 
ment is assisted h}' the newly-invented 
'differential nozzle,' anrl the result has 
economv of the diesel has been increased 
about (5o/o, for the wn:mmpt.ion of fuel 
has been reduced from .52 pound:-i per 
horsepower to about .42 pounds-and no 
engine does better than that. 
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~<There are other points that should be 
mentioned," he said. "The '37' has 
forced-feed lubrication throughout, which 
is something new. In connection with 
this feature it h;:1s oil-cooled pistons. 'l'he 
cooling oil passes through a pump, then 
through the bored center of the crank, 
and up the connecting rods tn the wrist 
pins. From the wrist pins it enters a 
small reservoir in the top of each piston, 
where it absorbs heat before returning 
through articulated tubes to the heat ex-
changer OIJ the outside of the engine. 
""Positive Sccwenging" 
"That sixth cylinder is really nothing 
more than a big, 5-pound-pressurc air 
pump. It is the basis of the positive 
scavenging, for the compressed air is 
used to blow all spent gases out of the 
cylinders at the instant of exhaust, and 
this has forever -done awav with all s!1lok-
ing. 1vforeo-.;er it eliminates carbOn de-
posits. This engine ·will deposit no car-
bon; no carbon at all." 
Oil Economy 
Two stationary "scraper rings" are set 
in the wall of c>aeh cylinder. Thc~e -wipe 
all lubricant frolll the piston sleeves as 
"Our engine is the new 'fdodd 37'," 
said he. ''It is a 5-cylindcr job, having a 
sixth cylinder that docs the scayenging. 
It is as cheap to operate as any diesel 
made. I wouldn't ask for a better ma-
chine than this-if I did, I wouldn't know 
where to go to find it." 
The manager of the marine engine de-
partment of the Fairhanks-1vforse cor-
poration is James N. Johnson. He -was 
aboard on the occasion of the trial trip. 
Tlu: "Sau Luuu/' oulv.mrd bound 011 it.r first fishiu!l trip. Of the thrtr tanks sau rm\ dcd•, 
,the for•u:ard our• is ilu• J.f-:dJ-.,·7-ft. rrdv..·ooai jm:-cooliur; hiu iu which 20 tons of tuna can be 
chillt·d at our time, bejou ln•iug f!ackl'd iuto tlu: lwld iu crarktd ia. 
"\V e make the outstanding two-cycle 
marine diesel," he said. Instead of hav-
ing a lot of valves, rocker arms, push 
rods and cams, there arc only open ports 
to regulate the exhaust. These need no 
attention at all, cannot wear out and can-
not break. They require no lubricating, 
they collect no carbon, they make no 
noise and they leak no gases to pollute 
the atmosphere of the engine room. 
There being no moving parts, there is no 
adjusting to compensate for wear; there 
is no danger to the engineers from being 
injured by machinery in motion; the en-
tire engine is housed-in and is as smooth 
and handsome as though can·ed from 
ebony. 
"Long experience and many tests ha-.;e 
demonstrated that the 5-cylinder diesel is 
the smoothest-running and best," J olm-
son continued. "The bore and stroke of 
the '37' is 14x17 inches, which figures out 
at something o-ver 450 h.p. The big fea-
tures of this engine arc its open head 
combustion, differential nozzle, and posi-
tive scayenging. Heretofore \\'e have em-
"The diiTerential nozzle is the simplest 
contrivance that has ever been devised to 
spray fuel oil into a diesel. It operates at 
a pressure of 3,000 pounds per square 
inch, is tested and fixed at the factory, 
and 11ever is adjusted aitcrwards. Each 
nozzle has a removable tip that can be 
exchanged or detached for cleaning", but 
there are no adjustments of any kind to 
be made. 
''Along ·with these other better-ments 
we haye been able to reduce the com-
pression from about 450 pounds per 
square inch to around 420 pounds. This 
lesscus the strain on the main bearings 
while also making cylinder lubrication 
easy." 
At this point. the discussion was joined 
by C. \V. Drake, San Pedro representa-
tive of the Fairbanks-Morse interesto:. 
Drake is a carefully-spoken t'nan '\Yilo is 
deeply versed in materia of diesd cngi-
neerii1g. His conversation is quiet but 
intense, it is decisive and emphatic with-
nut recourse to exaggeration, and it has 
the convincing quality that arises from an 
absence of superlatiyes. 
they travel downward; the oil i.s drawn 
of-T and stored in a tank until accumula-
tions justify passing it through a De 
Laval centrifuge which cleans it perfect-
ly of all carbon particles, fuel ash and 
other hig"hly abrasive materials. 
"Oil is ne\'cr changed in these engines," 
says Drake. "Our instructions are to 
leave the original oil in the engine; it will 
last indefinitely. Aside from this eco-
nomy, deprecia.tion in the diesel itself is 
retarded in a degree that is hard to he-
lie-.;e. BY haYing onlv ahsolutelv clean 
oil nmni;tg through the engine, ~wear is 
reduced to a negligible minimum. 
''In the '3i' you see a higher class of 
]Jr~icticc than is usual. All Fairbanks-
}.{orse diesels of more than 100. h.p. are 
constructed to exceed A•llcrican Bureau 
of Shipping standards-one of their in-
spectors is kept in our factories nt all 
times, supervising co11struction. His seal 
upon our engineS signifies that thev arc 
certified as sliitahle mutiye equipmet~l ior 
any 'Class A' ve-ssel. 
''Ottr company supports its own re-
search laboratories, where, at high ex-
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pense, many discoveries -arc made. So as 
tn be advised of engineering progress ev-
e-rywhere, two of our research engineers 
·were sent to Europe some time ago, 
·where they made a complete study of all 
·that is taking place there in dieselmachin-
crv. One of these men has 110\V returnerl 
to- the factory; the other still is abroad. 
lt is clear wlw Fairbanks-1\Iurse has 
l<lkcn the lead rn fme engiucs, and has 
developed a higher class uf pradice than 
is met with elsewhere." 
Ct•neral Dutn 
Larson, the builder, gives the diml'll-
sions of the hull as 120 x 27 x 11.5 feet. 
"That figures out at ahout 265 gross 
tons burden, or 156 net. \V c estimate 
that the ycssel wil! be ahle to stow 160 to 
170 tuns of iced tuna, depentling on the 
size uf the fish and the other governing-
factors," said the famous sllipwri):{ht. 
"Not all of this will be in the hold; about 
20 tons can be carried in the pre-coolers, 
on deck." 
All sheet metal containers, bot!J black-
iron and galvanized, were fabricated by 
the 1J arinc Sheet 1vl eta] \Vorks of Ter-
minal ] sland. Fuel tanks to a total of 
20,000 gallons were constructed hy them, 
likewise tanks for 2,500 gallons of fresh 
water, a 900-gallnn lubricating oil tank, 
and the ship's ventilators and galley fit-
tings. 
An Oertz steel rudder \\·as nnother con-
tribution of the lvrarinc Sheet 1.Jetal 
\Vorks; a royalty of $338 -was paid for 
the pri\·ilege of usi11g the Ocrtz patented 
C. W. Drah: 
unusually large condenser. According to 
Duncan this contains 13i square feet of 
cooling, as against about 80 .feet that most 
vessels carry. 
The Pn!·Cooler 
The most noticeable feature of the "Sim 
Lucas" is the pre-cooler. This- is a 14 x 
1-1 x 7 foot tank divided down the center 
by two vertical sheets .!J,f steel, between 
,,·hich the ammonia pipes are run. All 
three sections nf the tank arc f11led with 
sea brine, the heat being absorbed from 
them all lw the conductivity of the salt-
-water and "metal dividers. Each of the 
Ti'l'111in~al JJ!aud of}i(ts and rcjwir slwj>.r of t/11: Fairluwh-Moru dicsl'l t'llflillt' r:omj,a11y. 
Thcs,· buiidiii!JS fronl upou Fish Harbor, coii'IH'Illt:•ut to thl' jishin!J .rhij1s, 
principle. It is expected that the streaill-
line rudder will give the ship an arlcli-
tional half knot of speed, throug-h reduc-
ing- the degree of retarrlatinn usually re-
suliing from steering. 
Bahm· lee Mudlim~ 
The ammonia compressor and its elec-
tric motor are placed fnrwarrl oi the 
house, under the iorcastlehearl. Den F. 
Duncan, factory representative, and \V. 
\Vilson, chief erecting engineer, declare 
that the machine has forced lubrication. 
"This is the first pressure-lubricated 
compressor ever installed in a tuna ship.'' 
thcv affirm. "'This is one machine that 
"·iii never freeze up!" 
The abilities of the icc machine are 
greatly enhanced hy the provision of an 
two major compartments uf the tank will 
accommodate 10 tons of tuna. \Vhen 
these are being- filled w,ith fish, ammonia 
i~ ndmitted to the chilling }lipes ancl the 
temperature of the catch reduced from 
the gj degrees oi the tropical sea to about 
3-1- or 35 degrees. This chilling is very 
rapid; within R hours the fish can be 
stored in the iced hold. By ihis proce-
dure the catch is eHectivcly refrigerated 
before dcterioratio11 can set in. 
Off to the Btrnk~ 
A:; thi:=o is written the "San Lucas" is 
somewhere to soutlnYard, cruising the 
high seas' grounds, looking for fish. Its 
return to port is being awaited with 
eagerness, for its pre-cooler arrangement 
is recognized as the first step towards the 
ultimate nlechanically-refrigerated fishing 
ship that will pre-cool its catch, freeze the 
tuna solidly, and then store them away in 
refrigerated holds somewhat as was .out-
lined in the "Skipjack'' plan, published in 
the July issue of \VCF. 
Other more fully refrigerated ships will 
be built, but the record always ·will stand 
that the Van Camp tuna cruiser was first 
to adopt the pre-cooling principle in con-
nection with a Baker ammonia system, 
and so cleared the wav for all-refrigera· 
tion and fishing voyages of indeterminate 
length. 
S1'A1'EMEN7' OF OWNERSHIP 
STATEMENT OF THE OWNER-
SHIP, MANAGEMENT, ClRCULA-
TlOK, ETC, REQUIRED BY THE 
ACT OF CONGRESS OF AUGUST 
24, 1912, OF THE WEST COAST 
F I S I-I E R IE S, P U B L I S H E D 
1!0NTHLY AT SAN PEDRO, CAL-
IFORNIA, FOR OC'J'OBER 1, 1930. 
State of California, 
County of Los Angeles, ss.: 
Before me, a notary public, in and for 
the state and county aforesaid, person-
ally appeared Ivi. \V. Jlley, who, having 
been duly sworn according to law, de-
poses and says that he is the publisher 
of THE WEST COAST FISHERIES, 
und that the following is, to the best of 
his knowledge and belief, a true state-
ment of the ownership, n1anagement, etc., 
of the aforesaid publication for the date 
shown in the above caption, requirell by 
the Act of August .2-1, 1~12, embodied in 
:oection 4-13, F'ostal Laws and Regulations, 
printed on the reverse side of this form, 
tu-wit: 
1. That the -names and addresses of 
tht~ rmblisher, editor, managing editor, 
aud business manag-ers arc: 
Puhli:;her, l\L \V. Elcy, San Pedru, 
Calif.; editor, George Roger Chute, San 
Pedro, Calif.; managing editor, none; 
manager, none. 
2. That the owm·r is American Trade 
Journals, Tnc., 1L \V. Eley and George 
Ruger Chute, stockholders . 
• 1. That the known bomlholtlers, mort-
gagees, etc., are, none. 
"1. That the two paragraphs, next 
a!Jo\·e, giving- the names of the O\\·ncrs. 
stockholders and security holders, if any, 
contain not onlv the. list of stockholder:o 
and security holders, as they appear upon 
the bonks ni the company but also in 
cases \\·here the stockholder or securil\· 
holder appears upon the books of th.e 
company as trustee or in any other fHlu-
ciary relation, the tlamc of the person or 
curporatiun for 1vhich such trustee is act-
ing, is given; also that the said two para-
graphs contain statements embracing afli-
ant's full knowledge and helief a::; to the 
circumstances and condition under which 
stockholders and securitv holders who du 
not appear upon the b1;oks of the cum-
pany as trustees, hold stock and securi· 
tics in a capacity other than that of a 
bona fide owner; and this affiant has no 
reason to believe that any other person, 
association or corporation has any inter-
est direct ur indirect in the said stock, 
bonds or other securities, that are sn 
stated by him. 
JM. W. ELEY, Publisher. 
Sworn in and subscribed before me this 
fourth day of October, 19.10. (lvly com-
missnn expires :March 20, 1931.) 
A. ]. MUSANTE. 
OCTOBER ' 19 3 0 
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~11111'11 
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San Lucas 
D. Tmzi 
0'lJ.mcr 
AI Larson Builder 
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Fairbanl~s-Morse offer Additional 
sizes of highly developed 2-cycle 
airless-injection Diesel • engines 
250 to 1200 Horsepower 
Four years ago Fairbanks-Morse offered 
an engine ( 16" x 20" cylinder size only) em-
bodying several features unique in Amer-
ican: practice. By providing an additional 
cooling medium for the pistons-obtaining 
greater heat transference-more horse-
1Ql0 
begins the 
SECOND CENTURY 
of building 
FAillBANKS SCALES 
power per given cylinder size 
was obtained. 
This development consisted of a 
unique combination of a pres-
sure lubricating system with oil 
cooling of the pistons-without 
the complications and mainte-
nance liabilities of previons at-
tempts to introduce piston cool-
ing. As the oil reservoir was 
plac~d in the crankcase, a built-
in low pressure air pump was 
provided to supply combustion air to the 
cylinders. 
For four years this development has been 
proved on all types of craft in all waters. 
Because of its outstainding success, Fair-
banks-Morse has entended the same fea-
tures to a complete line of marine engines 
ranging from 250 to 1200 h.p. and known 
as "Model 37." 
Other sizes and types are ttvailable from 
25 to 360 hp. 
Fairbanks, Morse & Co., Chicago 
Los Angeles, Calif., 423 East Third St. 
San Frnncisco, Calif., Spear and Harrison Sts, 
Portland, Ore., East First and Taylor Sts. 
Seattle, Wash .. 550 First Ave. 5. 
Spo:.t:ane, Wash., 1113 West Railroad Avenue 
Salt Lake City, Utah, 14 5. West Temple 
Tacoma, Wash., 432 Perkins Bldg. 
General Offices: Chicago 
Branches and Service Stations in Principal Ports 
FAIRBANKS .. MORSE 
DIESEL ENGINES 
OCTOBER, 1930 
For Sale Cheap 
Four Ships That Can Easily be Converted 
Into ·Tuna Craft 
ooooor:nJooo DOODOODDDO 
$75,000 $75,000 
BUYS BUYS 
ALL ALL 
FOUR FOUR 
ODJJDDODODO ODODJJIJOIJIJO 
ONE OF THE FLEET PICTURED ABOVE 
At last an opportunity presents itself to steal 
four fishing vessels that can easily be con-
verted into Tuna Craft-Menhaden fishing 
has not been so good on the east coast there-
fore one of the largest operators has de-
cided to sell his fleet lock, stock and barrel 
at a price that no sane man can overlook-
these ships are constructed of the best ma-
terials for hard usage and are especially 
adapted for deep sea work-plenty of room 
to accommodate large cargo and crew. 
Their Dimensions Are 
1. Length 157.8 ft. B. P.; Beam 21.2 ft.; Draft 
10.6; 229 gross. 
2. Length 110ft. B. P.; Beam 18.1 ft.; draft 
8.8; 143 gross. 
3. Length 117.5 ft. B. P.; Beam 19.2 ft. Draft 
8. 7 ; 149 gross. 
4. Length 99.1 ft. B. P.; Beam 17.2 ft.; Draft 
B.; 97 gross. 
You Potential Tuna Ship Owner had better 
investigate these unp.recedented values, 
thereby cleaning up a fortune before you 
actually catch a fish. 
NOW OR NEVER 
FOR PARTICULARS ADDRESS 1\'IR. WARD, CARE OF THE WEST COAST 
FISHERIES, P. 0. BOX 1208, SAN PEDRO 
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Quality 
Made Our Brands 
Famous 
Sold by Leading 
Grocers Everywhere 
Van Camp Sea Food Co., Inc. 
Terminal Island, California 
U. $.A. 
OCTOBER, 1930 
Seattle3 U.S .A. 
-Packers of-
FRESH and FROZEN 
HALIBUT SALMO 
Mild Cured Salmon 
Canned Salmon 
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l"mt Camp Sn1 Food Co., Inc., Reduction Plaut. Tltc Pl111logrtlph slw::v..·s out• of ll1e l<tt'O "California" jJ/anls of this 
type oprra/ctl hy tlu:u frof1rrssitt•t· j!fU:kf'rs til t!tf'ir Termiual };laud nlllffl'l"irs. 
BUILDING FISH PROFITS 
The reduction of Fish and Fish Cannery 
YVaste into valuable Fish Meal and Oil is 
not a new or untried experiment. Pack-
ers all over the world have been salvag-
ing their waste in this way. 
Installation of a "California" Fish Meal 
Plant will solve your cannery waste prob-
lem for all time. The many repeat 
orders for California Reduction Equip-
ment are tangible evidence of Dependa-
bility and Satisfactory Service in Actual 
Operation. 
PRESS 
MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
1800To1824 FOLSOM ST. 
SAN FRANCISCO 
A. Vl. Wilde, Northwest Representative, King St. Dock, Seallle 
